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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon October 15, 1975

In Our 96th Year

Margaret Trevathan
Honored By Kentucky
Library Association
Margaret Trevathan, librarian at the
Calloway County Public Library, was
presented with a special plaque at the
annual Kentucky Library Conference held
October 9-11 at Louisville.
The plaque reads as follows: "1975
Outstanding Achievement in Public
Librarianship presented to Margaret
Trevathan by the Public Libraries Section
of the Kentucky Library Association."
Mrs. Trevathan was nominated for this
honor by the local library trustees earlier
this year. She was first appointed a trustee
of the library in 1958 and served as
volunteer and bookmobile driver before
being appointed librarian in 1965.
The local librarian has worked with the
Library Board and her staff to make the
Calloway County Public Library one of the
most caffStanding in the state. The local
library and Mrs. Trevathan were featured

in an article in the August 1975 issue of
McCall's Magazine.
Mrs. Trevathan is now working with the
board and staff planning for the expansion
of the library facilities in the addition now
under construction to the library.
Also present at the conference to see
Mrs. Trevathan presented with the plaque
were Mrs. Diane Johnson, Mrs. Velva
Maupin, and Mrs. Gerry Reed, library
staff, Mrs. Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
librarian, Mrs. Jean Blankenship,
secretary of the Library Board of
Trustees, Mrs. Martha Broach, Library
trustee, Max Hurt, chairman of the
Library Board of Trustees, Dr. A. H.
Kopperud, retiring president of the
Kentucky Trustees Association, Mrs. A. H.
Kopperud, and Dr. and Mrs. Stan Hendrickson, members of the Friends of the
Library Association.

Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy this morning, increasing
cloudiness this afternoon with a slight
chance of a thundershower by evening.
Continued warm with high in the low and
mid 80s. Tonight considerable cloudiness
with a chance of a thundershower, low in
the upper 50s. Thursday partial clearing
and a little cooler, high in the low 70s.
Friday partly cloudy and mild.
Extended Outlook
Outlook Friday through Sunday:
Variable cloudiness and turning cooler
through the period with chance of showers
Saturday. Highs in the upper 60s to low 70s.
Lows in the mid to upper 40s.

numbering 29 donated 3261
/
2 hours of their
time in September alone.
The following members were present at
the meeting: Holmes Ellis, chairman; Sid
Easley, treasurer; Mrs. Ruth Cole, Stuart
Poston, Dr. Rex Alexander, Leonard
Vaughn, Henry Holton, Robert Moyer,
David Dickson, Dr. Chad Stewart and
Carole Hahn.

RECEIVES HONOR — Margaret Trevathan, librarian at the Calloway County
Public Library, has been honored for "outstanding achievement" by the Public
Libraries Section of the Kentucky Library Association.
Photo by Mike Gibson

Governor Denies Charges

GableSlasts Carroll For Giving
Special Treatment On Race Dates
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— A spokesman
for Gov. Julian Carroll says the
Democratic incumbent already has dealt
with charges by Republican Robert Gable
that Carroll gave special treatment to a
company seeking racing dates for Kentucky tracks.
Gable, who seeks to unseat Carroll next
month, charged in a news release Tuesday
that Carroll "knowingly consorted and
conspired" to give racing dates to a corporation with a criminal background."
The Republican challenged the governor
to say whether he gave Sportsystems,Inc.,
special treatment "despite what he knew
or because of what he knew about their
operation."
Gable's question involves an agreement
by the Carroll administration to give Sportsystems racing dates at two tracks:
Latonia in Northern Kentucky and Commonwealth at Louisville.
The Kentucky Racing Commission had
denied racing dates, but the dates were

DENOGRA IC
L HEADQUA ERS

HANGING OUT THE SHINGLE—Dan Bazzell, Calloway County Democratic
campaign chairman fog the fall election, gets an assist from Mary Jane Littleton,
counts-Democratic chairman. as they put the finishing touches on the Campaign
headquarters at Fourth and Maple. The official opening of the headquaffers and
the fall election campaign by the Democrats is scheduled from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
friday.

A Calloway County girl, Miss Alene
Paschall, has been named as Dairy
Princess of District I of the Ameriain
Dairy Association of Kentucky. She will
represent the ten counties of the first
district in the state contest to be held
February 8 and 9 in Louisville competing
with the nine other contestants from the
state of Kentucky.
Miss Paschall is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carves Paschall of Hazel Route Two
and her family operates a dairy farm
featuring registered jerseys.
The local girl has served as Senior 4-H
Queen and also as both Calloway County
and District Farm Bureau Queen. She is
now serving as secretary-treasurer of the
Kentucky Junior Jersey Cattle Club while
continuing her studies as a freshman
majoring in physics at Murray State
University.
The new District Dairy Princess was
awarded the Ada's College Scholarship
award at the district meeting of the ADA
held at Mayfield on Monday night. Miss
Paschall was a member of the FFA
Judging Team which won first place
honors at the Mid-South Fair at Memphis,
Tenn., and was also a member of the
National 4-H Judging team whibh won
honors at Columbus, Ohio, last year.
Miss Paschall was valedictorian of the
1975 graduating class at Calloway County
High School where she was a member of
the FFA Chapter and the Beta Club. Her
hobbies are sewing, reading, and showing
dairy cattle.
At the ADA meeting on Monday James
Flood of Mayfield was elected to a twoyear term as district director of the
Kentucky Association and Sam Howard,

- •

campaign chairman, said Harris will greet
visitors for about an hour in behalf of the
ticket headed by Gov. Julian Carroll, who
is seeking a full four-year term as Kentucky's chief executive.
"We feel fortunate to have a nominee
from the ticket as popular in Calloway
County as Tom Harris to help us officially
open our campaign here at the local
level," Bazzell added.
He emphasized that all interested
citizens are invited to attend the opening
for refreshments and to meet Harris, who
recorded overwhelming margins in
Calloway County and the First District in
his narrow primary election victory in
May.
Besides Carroll and Harris, other
Democratic nominees on the statewide
ticket and the office they seek-are: Thelma
Stovall, lieutenant governor; George
Atkins, auditor; Martha Layne Collins.
clerk of the Court of Appeals; Drex Davis.
secretary of state; Dr. Jim Graham.
superintendent of public instruction.
Frances Jones Mills, treasurer; and Bob
Stephens, attorney general.
Meeting Scheduled
Democrats in Calloway County will hold
a meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the
campaign headquarters at Fourth and
Maple to continue organizing for the fall
election Tuesday, Nov. 4.
Dan Bazzell, county campaign chairman, said anyone who would like to
become involved In behalf of the
Democratic ticket in the campaign is
invited and urged to attend the session.
A, meeting of the Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee has
also been called for Thursday. It will be
held at the campaign headquarters at 8:30
p.m., according to Mary Jane Littleton.
Committee chairman.

Mal MANIC PASCHALL
Dairy Prime's
also of Mayfield, was named alternate
director.
Albert Toons, a Graves County Dairy
Farmer and Director of the ADA of
Kentucky, said that the ADA is concerned
with consumer demand and that the theme
is "Milk Is A Natural."

•

City Leaf Pick-Up
lk On 'Call-In' Basis

later granted under an arrangement tacky's educational system.
supervised by a bank trusteeship.
\ Fie said he was "not prepared to tell you
Gable's release said the Emprise Corp.,
we've got the worst school system in the
a subsidiary of Sportsystems, has a
enited States," but he added: "It's not
"criminal background." He said Emprise
good enough."
was convicted by a federal jury in CaliforHe said his administration has placed
nia on charges of conspiring to obtain
strong emphasis on vocational education 5Sei
Lee Bolen,superintendent of the Murray
secret ownership of a Las Vegas casinoto "train persons for jobs they need to
Street-Sanitation Department, reminded
hotel.
produce goods and services."
The California conviction was cited by
Carroll attacked Gable for promising local residents today that the departthe racing commission when it originally
tax cuts, calling such pledges irrespon- ment's leaf pick-up is on a "call-in basis."
denied dates for Sportsystems at Latonia
sible. But he did hold out hope for a tax reBolen said that residents who would like
and Commonwealth.
duction for the elderly, the group he said is
to have leaves picked up by the departCarroll and officials in his adworst hurt by continuing inflation.
ministration have denied that the decision
Gable-made stops at White_sburg and ment must call 753-5127 between the hours
to grant the racing dates involved politics.
Harlan and spoke at an evening rally at of 7 a. m. and 4 p. m. The crew will pick up
While Gable campaigned in Eastern
Whitley City in McCreary County, where the leaves within two to three days after
Kentucky Tuesday, Carroll toured the
his family's coal and lumber interests are the call is placed, he added.
western end of the state and finished the
located.
All leaves that are to be picked up by the
day with a speech at Elizabethtown in CenThe GOP candidate described himself as
tral Kentucky.
the man who knows the "side hills and department should be raked close to the
Carroll told a rally at Elizabethtown
hollers" of Eastern Kentucky in contrast curb or streetside. Bolen stressed that
High School that he would "dedicate ever,
with Carroll, whom he called a "flat-land residents should not put out brush to be
picked up at this time.
possible resource" to improving Kenlawyer."
The superintendent said that the city's
Gable said he is a "man trying to do
something for the people rather than a second leaf vacuum machine will be in
operation by this coming Monday which
career politician."

Local Democrats To Open
Headqugrters-nHere Friday
Tom Harris, Democratic nomirr for
state commissioner of agriculture, will be
on hand as the guest of honor for the official opening of the Calloway County
Democratic campaign headquarters at
Fourth and Maple in Murray at 2:30 p.m.
Friday.
Harris, one of nine nominees for
statewide office on the Democratic ticket
in the general election Tuesday, Nov. 4, is
a former State Senator and commissioner
of the Kentucky Department of Natural
Resources.
Dan Bazzell, county Democratic

2 Sections — 20 Pages

Aiene Paschall
Named District
Dairy Princess

Red Cross Directors Set
Record Campaign Goal
In a short, 40 minute meeting, the Board
of Directors of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross
discussed and voted on several important
items last night. This was the regularly
scheduled quarterly meeting.
The Board learned of the acceptance of
the election of Walter Apperson to the
board of directors.
The Board also voted to set the local goal
for the 1976 Fund Campaign at $11,816, the
highest ever set in the local chapter's
history. Of that amount to be collected,
$6,797 willgo to the local chapter and $5,019
will be sent to the national Red Cross.
Holmes Ellis, chairman, appointed a
committee comprised of Leonard Vaughn,
Robert 0. Miller and Harvey Ellis to
recruit a fund chairperson for the 1976
einipaign. Ellis also announced a special
---.-ealliad-masting on Tuesday, Nossinlbar
to disclose the name of the chairperson for
the drive.
The Board heard the report of the
executive secretary, Mrs. Jean
Blankenship. Mrs. Blankenship reported
that her office served 19 veterans, 19 active servicemen and 34 civilians plus
giving financial aid to two from the
chapter funds. There were eight first aid
instructors teaching five classes of 69
students of whom all received certificates.
In the water safety classes, there were ten
instructors holding ten classes with about
300 students out of whom there were only
78 certificates awarded.
The Calloway County Red Cross Chapter
now has an instructor who can teach First
Aid to senior citizens; and there is a new
swimming instructor for handicapped
persons. First Aid is also being presented
through the Life and Learning series at M.
S. U.
Also in Mrs. Blankenship's report, was
the fact that that volunteers at the hospital

15' Per Copy

will speed up the process considerably.
Even though a city ordinance provides
that the department is not required to pick
up leaves, Bolen said the crews will continue to provide the service at no charge to
the resident and requested the public's
cooperation.
TODAY'S INDEX
Two Sections Today
Local Scene
Dear Abby
6
Opinion Page
Sports
Comics, Crossword
Classifieds
Deaths & Funerals
Horoscope

2,3
3
4
56 7
12
12,13
14
19

".110H[—Members of the CallowailLounty e-Re*O'VnWitsEonded to afield fire at Inc farm of Marvin Lassiter,
ibuth of Lynn Grove shortly after noon rtiesday. Reports said hot ashes from a barn spread to a field and burned tine* of
14)ur acres of an already-harvested corn field. The fire threatened a barn and several acres of standing corn, but was contared by the squad. Seven men and three tructs answered the alarm.
(Seel Photo by D,(1 Hill
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Mrs. Doran, Speaker For Purchase
Area Homemakers Meeting At MSU
by the Cardinal Key National
Honor Society.
Rattlesnake Vigilance
Mrs. Doran has served on the
The rattlesnake symbol apmany boards and drives and is
pears again and again in early
ons.
active in many organizati
American flags. A flag of this
Little Mi..13 Leslie Suzanne cake, decorated in the theme of
type was the standard of the
She has been selected as Outof
one
daughter of Mr. and Snow White and the Seven
Navy,
Coleman,
Carolina
South
America
of
standing Educator
emblem
the
was
variants
Coleman of Dwarfs, along with punch, were
Its
Charles
Mrs.
for 1975, and is a former fashion
Two, was served by Mrs. Coleman.
Route
Murray
school
public
model and
Those present were Angie
party in
a
with
honored
teacher.
celebration of her sixth bir- Hoke, Renee Anderson, Tammy
Another special feature of the
thday on Monday,October 13, at Blakely, Kay Blakely, Adam
afternoon program will be
four p.m. at the Coleman home. Riley, Teresa Parker and Scott
selections by the Calloway
Games were played and and David Coleman.
County Homemakers Chorus
The honoree is a first grade
favors were presented to each
directed by Mrs. James B.
of Mrs. Jackie C-ass ty
student
her
opened
honoree
The
guest.
Prince
N.
Carlin with Mrs. Joe
Elementary School.
North
at
gifts.
as accompanist.
birthday
mentsof
Refresh
Program
Morning
of the Culpeper Minute Men
Sid Jobs and a group of
October 10, 1975
of Virginia
The highest price ever paid
featured
be
will
dancers
square
U.S.
According to the
Adults: 126
And
a broad-sheet was $404,000
Keen
for
Ann
ah
Debor
Miss
on the morning program which
Marine Corps Reserve, one
Nursery 5
for one of the 16 known copies
the
at
m.
a.
quaintly
time
ten
at
the
of
open
will
writer
NO NEWBORNS
of the Declaration of Independstated that as the rattlesnake's
University School auditorium,
Michael Charles Morgan
PADUCAH PATIENT
DISMISSALS
ence printed in Philadelphia in
brightness
in
exceeded
eye
ales of Murray .776 by Samuel T. Freeman &
LillianSc
Mrs.
Billy Joe Parrish, Route 8, North Sixteenth Street, Murray.
animal,
other
that of any
Yates,
Forrest
Mrs.
has been a patient at Lourdes Co. and sold to a Texan in May
Murray, Miss Becky Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Charles N. Keen of Benton announce the
and she had no eyelids, she
the
at
preside
daughter,
will
their
of
president,
marriage
1969.
Hospital, Pactocah.
might therefore be esteemed
Boggess, Hardin, Mrs. Rubye
engagement and approaching
a symbol of vigilance, that
A. Jackson, Route 1, Hazel, meeting with Mrs. Fay Burton Deborah Ann, to Michael Charles Morgan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
inasmuch as she never began
Rodney D. Nicholas, Route 1, as vice-president and Mrs. Paul Charles L. Morgan of Hardin.
an attack, nor, when once
Benton, Bobby G. Fox, Route 5, Strickland as secretaryThe bride-elect is a graduate of South Marshall High School.
engaged, ever surrendered,
Mayfield, Albert Cassity, Jr., treasurer. Special greetings She is presently employed at the Hutson Chemical Company,
she was therefore an emblem
Herndon
Marsha
Miss
by
be
will
Box 213, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
true
Murray.
of magnanimity and
Norma Fay Dillard, Route 5, from the University of Kencourage.
Mr. Morgan is also a graduate of South Marshall High School.
It was probably the deadly
Paris, Tn., Master Caryl Frank tucky and Mrs. H. L. Grannis, He is presently employed by Kit-Mo Rental and Supply Company,
bite of the rattler, however,
Coles, Route 2, Hazel, John Jr., from the Kentucky Ex- Paducah,and is attending Murray State University.
which was foremost in the
at
Homemakers
London, Route 1, Box 125, tension
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, December 20,
Mrs. Adron Doran
minds of its designers.
recepn.
Kirksey, Mrs. Mildred K. Associatio
seven p.m. at the Union Ridge Baptist Church at Aurora. A
-Guest Speaker
by
given
be
will
devotion
The
church.
the
294,
of
hall
Box
5,
Route
Canady,
tion will follow in the fellowship
the founder and director of the Murray, Mrs. Rhonda Kay Mrs. Jackie Butterworth of
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
Personaltievelopment Institute Egerton, Box 790, Lake Barkley Calloway County. Other reports the reception. Only out of town invitations will be sent.
on the Morehead State State Park, Cadiz, Miss Lori will be given by Mesdames
Sliced Chicken or Turkey
University campus. The in- Ann Walker, Route 2, Box 142, Howard Bennett, Alfred Taylor,
Rolls
Company Salad
Wells,
David
Rockwell,
A.
to
E.
programs
provides
Sue
stitute
Murray, Mrs. Peggy
Beverage
Brownies
Wells,
Henry
University students, faculty, Pritchard, 1204 East Blythe, Robert Holland,
COMPANY SALAD
end staff, and also works with Paris, Tn., Mrs. Joann Hale, Eugene Fuller, Billy Ray
Popular and compatible inBy Universfty of
, matmore-the-merrier
the
oups ranging from students in Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Olivia Wilson, J. W. Ftouten, Gary
Kentucky County Extension
ching or contrasting, to circle gredients'.
4 cups torn salad greens,
tanior high school to the adult Wells Marshall, 1701 Audubon, Key, Gladys Melody, Hugh
Agents for Home
pia wrist in wood, bone, horn
preferably half watercress
Ovulation of the region.
Murray, Master Jacob Flint, Jennings, and Carl Evans.
Economics
an
are
or metal. Scarves
and half romaine
Lunch will be served at 12:15
•; Mrs. Doran- Who has been 107 Clark Street, Murray, Mrs.
toward
lean
Fall 1975 colors
essential accent, almost any
can water chestnuts,
11-ounce
Union
Student
the
in
m.
p.
since
ead
tire Lady cellatab
Beverly Jean Welch and baby
royal wine shades, burgundies way you want to tie them
and sliced
drained
art
cultural
the
St54 has vocelsetclasely with her boy, Route 3, Murray, Mrs. Building where
and chablis. Red and Persian around neck, waistline, or
4 oranges, peeled and
beisband in his work at the Karen Bee Hoyd and baby girl, exhibit will be shown.
Robert A. Powell, Kentucky author and artist, autographs
blue are noteworthy. Loden and head.-Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
sectioned
Sims
University. One of her favorite Box 132, Route 6, Murray, Mrs.
below
see
yellowed greens, rust, gray and
Dressing,
his book,"This Is Kentucky," as Bonita Lamb and Jackie
Tangy
+++++
y"
"Kentuck
his
on
endeavors has been her work Hazel Utterback, 114 South 10th
inprogram
too.
Toss together all the
black are important,
look on. Powell presented a
Often attractive style pieces
With the Newgate Project at the Street, Murray, Mrs. Eula M.
Winter ices in lavenders and of furniture are discarded or gredients, adding enough of the works on October 7 at the Calloway County Public library.
Ashland Federal Youth Center Robertson, 115 South 10th
greens lend variety, teal makes left to clutter when their Dressing to moisten and flavor
and the Frenchburg Correc- Street, Murray, Mrs. Lola Mae
a subtle appearance in smoke original use is terminated. For well. Makes 4 to 6 servings.
GIRL
L
Ci'DANTE
Tangy Dressing: Shake or
tional Facility in helping to Harris, Route 1, Box 177,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny and heather tones. Fatties and instance, the TV cabinet with beat together 3/4 teaspoon salt,
rehabilitation Sedalia, Mrs. Flossie M.
provide
a
that
houses
O'Daniel of Benton Route Five colors always lend excitement doors
programs for the incarcerated Outland, 1303 Vine, Murray, are the parents of a baby girl, to the fashion scene-do be sure nonrepairable TV. Why not is teaspoon pepper, is teaspoon
mustard, 1,2 teaspoon papryouth.
Buford Corley Bailey, Route 8, Stacy Michelle, weighing eight to read the labels before hand, remove the TV and add back dry a cup red wine vinegar or
ika,
as
known
'The Morehead lady
Box 1005, Murray, John Burney pounds 111
2 ounces, born on so you know just what to ex- and shelves. Depending on the lemon juice, 2 tablespoons dry
/
Mignon is well known in Gingles (expired)(Cony. Div.), Thursday,September 11, at 6:58 pect.-Mrs. Dean Roper, iriginal styling and the needs of vermouth and 2 tablespoons
Western Kentucky and is an 303 North 10th, Murray.
'..`!€, family, this storage piece salad oil; add a tiny clove of
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Mayfield.
+++++
uld hold dishes, linens, garlic, crushed. Makes about 1,2
County Hospital.
to do some pain-{ -ecorcLs or tapes, books, cup.
plan
you
If
and
Mr.
are
nts
Grandpare
Pro.. We.753-3314
Mrs. John C.015aniel-of Benton ting, here are some clean-4 magazines, toys, clothes, etc.Donald - 7:10 + 2:30 Sat.,Stm.
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs. tips: -When splatters or spills Mrs. Mildred W. Potts,
Apple - 7:30,9:30+ 2:55 Sat.,Sun.
Egar Colson of Benton Route occur, wipe them up quickly. LaCenter.
Latex paint can be removed
+++++
Five.
Needlepoint
with a cloth dampened in water.
How often do your teenagers
Tree Ornaments
Christmas
But for oil-based paint you need answer you questions with a
Books
Instruction
solvent.
a cloth dampened in a
one-word response? For
Tennis Rocket Covers
If you use solvent on asphalt or example -Parent, "Where
rubber tile, wash the surface have you been?" Child,
promptly with an all-purpose "Around," or "What have you
Knitting & Crochet Yarns in Wool & Acrylic
cleaner recommended for been doing?" Child,"Nothing."
A DUU
cleaning paint brushes. -For This is an extremely irritating
Of BANK BUNGLERS
Cross Stitch Guilts
g Crewel Embroidery
paint splatters on upholstery situation to the parents, but
all three of 'eml
Lath It Hook Rugs
fabrics or carpets, immediate teens seem to insist upon these
Cross Stitch
treatment is required. Sponge types of converstations. Why?
Paint 8. Needle Point Si Afghan Kits
latex spots off with a damp One reason could well be that
cloth; oil-based paint with teens feel they have learned
sponge and solvent. Next, you their lesson. They respond in
should use a dry absorbent cloth this manner to avoid the lecto pick up excess paint and tures, sermons and criticizing
avoid spreading. Follow this comments they receive when
treatment with an upholstery or they answer in a dialogue fasrug shampoo. Use spray paint hion. Teens have experienced
Rya.
with caution, preferably out- their parents' act of turning a
4'Vs
... and more FUN foe EVERYONE
I
side. If used inside, cover floor, casual conversation into a
etc. with newspaper or old drawn out monologue too many
bedspread, sheet, etc.-Mrs. times. This short and sweet but
Barletta Wrather, Murray.
Mrs. Altie Carson was
irritating type of conversation
+++++
is their defense. Com- honored on October 13 in
Jewelry trends for fall: munication and coversation celebration of her 93rd birNecklaces are real or just- requires skill and mutual thday with a dinner by her
pretend, by the yard or barely respect. If parents give an children and their families at
enough for one or two snug honest effort at true com- her home near Kirksey.
lengths around. Bracelets come munication with their teens, it
Mama Carson" as she is
Ends Tonite '1 7:20,9:40
may rub off and their teens known by her family is the
respond likewise. There is no mother
seven
of
-GenerationGap" if we have children-three
daughters
Loop-handle
meaningful conversation And four sons. She has twenty
PANDORA-PRE TEENS
TOTE BAGS
But
teen.
and
parent
between
grandchildren, forty-one great
Just Arrived
SAVE
this true communication will be grandchildren, and ten great
.
e 744
Black or Tan Cushiond
$1.20
$8 97
eg
Insole Our Regular
blocked by lectures, constant great grandchildren. She is
Sweaters, Tops, Denim Pants,
Black 0/ iiiowr
Women s Teens Sizes
fruitless
and
criticisms
Fte.gular $6 91
Matching Patchwork Top, Polyester
still very active, lives alone
PrP, .11 0E1E1 IREU Saturday.
dialogues. To be a parent, your
•Vs row MASTER CHARGE Carel
does her own housework,
Pants.
teen will want to talk to, you
Bet-Air Mlogging Center
Marti.
church
attending
enjoys
and
Murray
liSun
must be a good listener first.regularly.
Get to ktlOW UK you'll like us.
Judy Hetterman, Hickman.
Pants
+++++
Making sandwiches? Hain,
Tops
.
04PG
.
ERE5Errr
turkey and chicken salad and
A eouswas
ElleEtalEi MID RAS,
.
2 Piece Sets ._,
A SAY STAIR PIMODUC,,0•4 0.•.4E•4En,Ross Flo,
deviled egg sandwiches need
Jackets
special care. They are all easily
contaminated. You can freeze
$4.00 up
Pants
Open 6:45 - Start 7:15
cubes of chicken and use them
$2.89 up
Shirts
in preparing the salad later. All
DRIVE
Ends Tonite
$6.50 up
,72eaJ're
2 Piece Sets
salads should be kept cold as
possible.-Mrs. Maxine Griffin,
$7.2$ up
Denim Jackets.
Wild Party"(R)

Mrs. Adron Doran of
Morehead will be the afternoon
guest speaker at the Purchase
Area Extension Homemakers
Association to be held on
Thursday, October 23, at the
Murray State Student Union
ballroom on North Fifteenth
Street.
Development
"Personal
Through Volunteerism.. What
To...How To" will be the theme
of the talk by Mrs. Doran who is

active member of the Church of
Christ. She is former president
of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs, served ten
years as a member of the
Governor's Commission On
Children and Youth, was a
charter member on the Kentucky Commission on the Status
of Women, was selected as
Outstanding Woman Kentuckian for 1971 by the Kentucky Young Democrats, and
was voted Woman of the Year

"The

•Thur.-Fri.-Sot.•
Both 1st Run!

•
Basketball;Football,Ice hockey
Picture Pullover Shirts
Leisure Shirts &Suits
Coats-Knit Caps-Gloves & Mittens.

+++++
member -cracked or
ineWn
CIR
soiled eggs can contain bacteria
produce food
that can
For your protection,
Poisoning.
use cracked or soiled eggs only
when they are thoroughly
cooked, warns U. S. D. A. egg
specialists.-Mrs. Patricia
Curtsinger, Bcn ton.

Tree Planters

ljag}ink In Color•A Paamount Picture

One timber-based company,
adnnttedly the nation's largest,
plants more new trees every
year than the U S Forest SerN.ice, which controls 18 times as
much forest land
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Golden Anniversary
red

Thursday, October 11
West Kentucky Life Underwriters Association will
meet at nom at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.

lay
eine of
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h, were

Feminist Chilled by
Beau's Show of
Chivalry

Angie
fammy
Adam
,c1 Scott
grade
Cassity
School.

By Abigail Van Buren
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Mr. and Mrs. Boyd McClure

DEAR CHIV: Most women would be angry with a date
who failed to straighten out• presumptuous stranger, but
maybe your gal enjoyed it.
In any case, now that you know sae prefers to fight her
own battles, either give her that privilege or find • less
militantly independent girl.

North Fe& Nan—

Work Continues On Parsonage, North
Fork Baptist Church; Area Visitors
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For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

Carmel Thompson of Paris,
Tenn.,
Bro. and
Mrs.
Warren Sykes and son, Mitch,
and Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Sykes Saturday.
Mrs. Ella Morris sick with a
cold. Mrs. Warren Sykes and
Mrs. Glynn Orr visited her
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Holice Grooms and Mrs.
Enloe Tarkington visited Mrs.
Carlene Paschall Monday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, and Bro. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
Key on Sunday.
Glynn Orr received a call
Monday morning that his
brother-in4aw, Hope Key, was
taken to the Henry County
General Hospital seriously ill.
We wish him a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Herman Adams, Mrs.
Thelma Byars, and Mrs. Tom
Wilson visited Mrs. R. D. Key
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Ruby Owen visited Mrs.
R. D. Key Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited
Mrs.
Douglas
Vandyke
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke visited Bro. and Mrs.
Terry Sills of Paducah Saturday.
Mrs. Joe Powell of Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key, Mrs.
Pauline Boyd, Mr. and Mrs.
Adolphus Paschall, Mrs. Holice
Grooms, and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington visited Charlie
Wicker on Monday.
Mrs. Linda Orr and son,
Bryan, visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Wednesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Paschall visited Mrs. Nora
Paschall Monday afternoon.
Mrs. R. D. Key was in Paris,
Tenn., Wednesday for a check
up with Dr. Miner and Dr.
Newman.
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Ann Reed
Specializing in advanced styling and precision hair cutting is now employed at

The Beauty Box
Chestnut Street

Phone For An Appointment,

753-7132

We are pleased to announce
that Miss Alesia Gail Smith,
bride-elect of Robert Parker,
has selected her pottery,
crystal and stainless from our
complete bridal registry.
Robert and Gail will be
married on November 1.

The Showcase
By Paw
Miss Alesia Gail Smith

IS3sasi

Mews Sral . Inc

DEAR ABBY: Please help me settle an argument. A few
nights ago, I was out with the same gal I always data. We're
pretty close. She's very independent about a lot of things,
such as opening doors for herself and things like that. Well.
I learned to live with that until the following incident
occurred:
We stopped at a garage to have something fixed on my
car, and because she's a pretty good-looking girl, the
mechanic began flirting with her. To start with, this
annoyed both of us. When his talk became offensive. I spoke
up and straightened him out.
Afterwards, my girl became upset with me, saying it was
HER place to straighten the mechanic out if she thought he
was out of line.
Granted, if she were alone, it would have been her place.
But since she was with me, I thought it was MY place.
What do you think?
CHIVALRY LIVES

Mr. and Mrs. Boyd McClure of Mayfield Route Four will
celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary with an open house at
the PCA building, 328 East Broadway, Mayfield, on Sunday, October 19.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours of
two to four p.m. No invitations will be sent.
The couple was married on October 17, 1925, at Fulton by Squire
McDade. Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Jones who
were married the same day.
Mrs. McClure is the former Cornelia Kelly, daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Kelly. Mr. McClure, a retired farmer, is the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs.Pal McClure.
They are the parents of one son, Boyd Junior McClure of
Murray Route Two, and one daughter, Mrs. Jessie (Imogene)
Ogg of Wingo. Their ten grandchildren are Mrs. David (Teresa)
Norsworthy, Mrs. Alice Housman, Mrs. Robert (Phylis) Saxton,
Robert Glenn, Jessie Boyd, Roger Dale and Donna Marie Ogg,
and Debbie, Greg, and Shari McClure. They have one great grandson, David Clinton Norsworthy.

By Mrs. R. D. Key
October 1, 1975
Several members of the North
Fork Church gathered at the
parsonage again last Saturday
and worked but there is still
more work to be done. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Hollin
Jones, Edd Crowder and son,
Sam, Morris Jenkins and son,
Kenny, Mr. and Mrs. Vergil
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
Key, Ira Tarkington, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall, and Mrs.
Berne Jenkins. Each one
carried a basket of food for the
noon lunch. Bro. arid Mrs.
Phelps and son, Steve, were
invited to have lunch with the
group.
Bro. Warren Sykes and Bro.
Jerry Lee finished the inside
painting Friday.
Bro. and Mrs. Sykes, Bro. and
Mrs. Lee, Mrs. Tom Wilson and
Mrs. R. D. Key had dinner with
Mrs. Ella Morris and Jessie
Tuesday.
Darce Kuykendall, Sylvia
Kuykendall, and Mrs. Bernice
Junior
Fletcher
visited
Kuykendall in a Nashville
Hospital Tuesday.
Mrs. Rickie Orr is at home
after several weeks in a
Memphis hospital. She is very
much improved.
Mrs. Effie Calloway, Mrs.

North Murray Homemakers Club

r5t, COM MUNITY
CAT1E NDAR

DEAR ABBY. Even though I am only 13, I have made
up my mind to do something I think is very important.
Before reading your column I never even gave it a serious
thought, but now I would like to donate my kidneys and
eyes to someone else after I die.
Juveniles need kidneys, too, and cannot use adult ones,so
in case I die before I become an adult, I'd like to leave
whatever organs are still usable to some child who needs
them.
Abby, I am not planning on dying soon, so please don't
feel sorry for me.
LAURA MYERS,GARDEN CITY,CALIF.
DEAR LAURA: To become donors, minors need the
consent of their parents or guardians. And, Laura, please
tell your parents for me that they have•beautiful daughter!
DEAR ABBY: I wrote to you 10 years ago, but I didn't
take your advice. My problem was that after 33 yesers of
marriage, I found out that my husband was having an
affair with a young woman who worked for him.
I told you that although I still loved him, I wanted to end
our marriage.
You told me that I should bide my time, that as long as I
still loved him I should try to forgive and forget, snd that I
should keep my marriaggetogether, which is what he wanted
to do.
My pride was so hurt that I divorced him, anyway. He
married the young woman, but soon afterwards, he startec
calling me, telling me that he had made a terrible mistake
He said he still loved me, could never forgive himself for
what he had done and wanted to come "home."
My pride still wouldn't let me take him back. Well, he
died a year ago. He left a little something to his second wife
but the bulk of his estate he left to me. He was a rich man.
and now I am a rich woman, but that doesn't matter I
guess he really did love me.
I wish I had taken your advice, Abby.
TEN YEARS WASTED
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ALONE AND DEPRESSED
IN MOBILE, ALA.: Loneliness is- the mother of
depreesion. Keep busy and socially active.
- Let no week go
by without extending or offering an invitation. If no one
someone!
calls you
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding
send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr , Beverly Hills
Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long self-addressed. stamped
(20*) envelope

Search Now Open For Kentucky State
Mother Of 1976; Ranh Available

The American Mothers
Committee,
Inc.
with
headquarters at the WaldrofAstoria in New York, is the
official sponsor of National
Mother's Day each year.
Its objectives are
to
strengthen the moral and
spiritual foundations of the
American home and give to the
observance of Mother's Day a
spiritual
quality
which
highlights the standards of ideal
Motherhood and recognizes the
important role of Motherhood in
the Home, Community, Nation
and the World.
A "Mother of the Year" is
selected in each state by a
committee made up of state
AMC officials and selected
leaders of organizations
engaged in religious or civic
work within the state. From the
State nominees a National
Mother is chosen by a National
Jury.
Nomination Blanks, issued by
the American Mothers Committee, give specific information, on qualifications,
required materials and date
deadline for nominating a
worthy mother for Kentucky
Mother of 1976. Nomination
Blanks and material due by
February 15, 19Th
Nominating Blanks may be

obtained by request from:
Mrs. J Duard Pate, Chairman, Kentucky Mother Search
Committee, 9711 Galene Drive,
Jeffersontovrn, Kentucky 40299
or:
Kentucky Mothers
Association, Mrs. W. F. Mon,
President, 184 Bellaire Avenue,
Louisville, Kentucky 40206.

2921444.
ROBERTSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Robertson of Puryear, Tenn.,
are the parents of a baby boy.
Doug Duane, weighing eight
pounds five ounces, born on
Wednesday, September 17, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son.
Darren Eugene, age two The
father is employed as an
electrician.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Roy D. Robertson of
Puryear, Tenn., and Mr and
Mrs. Ray Barrow of Murra>
Route Five. Great. grandparents include Mr. and Mrs
George Barrow of Hazel Route
Two and Mr and Mrs Edward
Dowdy of Murray Route Five

Mrs. Green Wilson opened her
home for the meeting of the
North Murray Homemakers
Club held on Friday, October 10,
at 1:30 p. m.
The president, MTS. Edgar
Morris, presided, and for the
devotion reed an article entitled
"The Higher Step" followed by
prayer. The secretary, Mrs.
Charlie Crawford, called the
role with nine members and one
visitor, Mrs. T. C. Emerson,
answering by naming "one
thing for which you are thankful."
Information and tickets were
given for the Area Homemakers
meeting on Thursday, October
23, at Murray State University.
The lesson on "Accessories"
was presented by Mrs. John
Workman and Mrs. Bailey

Beta Nu Chapter of Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority will
continue its yard sale in the
court house yard.

Sectional B. A. R. Bicycle
Murray Chapter of PWP will races will be at Center Station,
have a folk dancing session at Land Between The Lakes,
starting at eight a. m.
the UCM building at 7:30 p.

Murray High Chapter 01 FHA
will start their project of Bening
Cards at homes in Murray.
Bowhunting Clinic for turkey
management and turkey will be
at the Camp Energy Assembly
Building Land Between the
Lakes at eight p. m.
Senior Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County will have a
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
Community Center at 11:30 a.
m. Suing and Sway Band will
play at l:30 p. m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p. in.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p. m.
at the Masonic Hall,
Murray
Business
and
Professional Women's Club will
meet at the Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge are scheduled for
executive meeting at seven p.
m. and business meeting at
eight p. m.
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at two p. m. at the club
house with Sid Easley as
speaker.
Thursday,October 1.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
Community Center, Fills Drive,
at seven p. m.
Men's Stag Night will be held
at the Murray Country Club
with Darold Keller, Stuart
Poston, Tommy Chrisp, and Joe
of
charge
in
Rexroat
arrangements.
Friday, October 17
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 9:45 a.
m. for a field trip to Brandon
Springs in the Land Between the
Lakes.
Bingo will be played at the
Murray Country Club at eight p
m.with Mr.and Mrs. Jack Shell
as chairmen.
Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens to Murray will be at
9:30 a. m. Call 753-0929 by 8:50
a. in.
Shopping Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and downtown
will be at 12:30 p. m. Call 7530929 by 11:30a. m.
Yard sale will be held all day
In the court house yard by Beta
Nu Chapter of Alpha Sigma
Alpha sorority.

he Murra?
Ledger P Ti mes

Meets Al Home Of Mrs. Wilson

Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes,with a steak
and potluck supper on Saturday
night. Members will walk the
new trail named for the club on
Saturday morning. For information call 7534072 or 7534947.
Saturday,October 13
Gospel singing by the
Hallmarks of Paducah will be at
Goshen United Methodist
Church at 7:30 p. m.
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will have a noon
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Morgan Sisk.
Calloway County Chapter of
Freed Hardeman Associates
will have a rummage and bake
sale at the Bel-Air Shopping
Center starting at eight a. m.

Bowhunting clinic demonstrations and exhibits will be at
Hillman Ferry Campground,
LBL, at eleven a. in., and
bawhunting films will be shown
at Camp Energy Assembly
building at eight p. m.
Fish-N-Fun for children, ages
twelve and under, will be at
Hematite Lake, Land Between
The Lakes, at 2:30 p.

Higgins. The leaders said ac-'
cessories well chosen and
correctly used, adding interest
In color,line,shape, and pattern
make a very attractive room.
They said accessories also
personalize the room by expressing individual interests,
family hobbies and likes.
Mrs. Esco Gunter directed
the recreation. Refreshments
were served by the hostess
during the social hour.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. John Workman on Friday, November 14,
at 1:30 p. m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Leon Parker of Kirksey
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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Keep warm during the cold days ahead in this 100% polyester, 100% nylon bound blanket. This first quality'
blanket is made by Chatham.

Central Center
Murray,
Kentucky
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"
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MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
10 8A. 10 p.m.
Y p.m.
10 aSAAT.UtoRD5:A30

fabrics
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Today...Save Even More
DURING OUP

SUED?

Sew
Famous name
Burlington° favorite...
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60" wide polyester gabardine In mix 'a in
easreisess
10066 2-way texturized polyester in an ammetemeniesinew

I]

2"yard

9

Regular 3.99 yd... Save $1 yd... Americana Quitting in

CALICOS & PATCH Fabrics

222

Americana brings you quality quilts it old fashioned
prices' Home-spun look
bicentennial influenced quilts
Calicos,& patch fabric. A variety of colors & prints to choose

Yard

Regular 2.99 Yd... Save 77' yd..
Sportsweers ao.-1 fahdet-bytimwtse

LASSO

SUM
Nubby chambray look great
for pants& leisure suits. Spicey
fall colors at 44/45- wide

199

Values to 2.99 yd...

Western sty le casual wear
Brushed flannel solids &
prints 44/45" wide

yard.. . Values to 2.99 yd.

These items are only a few of what fashion you can find at Monique...

PAMELA YARN
.166% Acrylic .11.1achine washable
F rmanently mothproof.Non-a Bergen ic
.Colorfast .16 Fashion Colors

Regular 99' Skein

FREE
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753-0053

Central Center
Murray, Kentuciy
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Questions And Answers
On Judicial Amendment

-

(The following is a list of frequently
asked questions concerning the Judicial
Article.)
Q. Will all judges, including county
judges, be appointed?
A. All judges in the Court of Justice will
be elected on a non-partisan basis (Section
117). County Judges will be elected as
provided by the Constitution.
Q. Does the Judicial Article replace the
County Judge with the District Judge?
A. No. The County Judge will be relieved
of his judicial duties, but nothing in the
Article will be construed to limit the
powers granted by the Constitution to the
County Judge as the chief executive,
administrative and fiscal officer of the
county. (Section 124, lines 19-22)
Q. Must County Judges be lawyers?
A. No. Only judges within the Court of
Justice must be attorneys. (Section 122)
Q.How much will the District Judge cost
the county fiscal courts?
A. Nothing. The Article provides that all
compensation and necessary expenses of
the Court of Justice shall be paid out of the
State Treasury. (Section 120)
Q. Will there be a District Judge in each
county of a multi-county judicial district?
A. Yes. One District Judge will be
elected from a multi-county judicial
district, and he will appoint a Trial
Commissioner for each of the other
counties in the judicial district. (Section
113)
Q. Will the District Judge be initially
appointed?
A. No. District Judges will be elected at
the regular election prior to January, 1978.
(Section 124(4)
Q. Will the jurisdiction of the District or
County Courts be determined by the rules
st die Supreme Court?
A. No. The District Court shall exercise
original jurisdiction as may be provided
by the General Assembly.(Section 113(6)
Q. Will the Supreme Court make administrative regulations?
A. No. The Supreme Court will review
directly decisions of administrative
agencies of the Commonwealth (those
cases presently heard in the Franklin
Circuit Court). (Section 111 (2)
Q. If all judges are to be elected, what is

the purpose of having a Judicial
Nominating Commission?
A. Only for filling vacancies and
unexpired terms.
Q. What is the purpose of the Court of
Appeals dividing into panels of three?
A. For more prompt disposition of cases,
and to avoid having "one man opinions."
Q. What happens to revenue derived
from fines and fees?
A. A study is being conducted by the
Legislative Research Commission to
determine what portion is needed to be
retained in the counties. The County
Judges Association is also working on a
study to revamp the entire fee system.
Q. Does the Judicial Article do away
with the office of Justice of the Peace?
A. No. It only relieves him of his judicial
duties. He retains all other powers and
authority granted by the Constitution.
Q. Does the Judicial Article do away
with Police Courts?
A. Yes. All cases presently tried in
Police Courts will be tried in District
Courts.
Q. What court will have jurisdiction over
probate matters?
A. According to the interpretation by the
Legislative Research Commission, there
appears to be a conflict between the
present Constitution, the proposed Constitutional Amendment, and Kentucky
statutes. However, unless changed by
legislation, probate matters would remain
In the county courts. The General
Assembly has always had the ability to
place the responsibility of probate matters
wherever it, may choose.

Isn't It The Truth
When we who pay the taxes and
tuition were younger, 18-year-olds
didn't know very much. They
were sent to school to get an
education. Now they don't need it.
They have a voice in the school
management.

-7111
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Senator Dee Huddleston
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REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTLiCirr

Veto Is A Serious Mistake
President Ford's veto of the tobacco aides.
price support legislation is a very serious
That he would veto this bill in spite of the
mistake. He was wrong on the merits, facts demonstrates a total lack of concern
wrong on the facts, and wrong In terms of for the little people, especially farmers, in
the overall health and prosperity of the this country. What especially galls me is
farm economy in this country.
that his rejection of a small price support
This bill, which I helped get through the increase for 600,000 tobacco farmers — the
Senate, would have raised the price vast majority of which are small farmers
support for all types of tobacco ap- — comes at the same time the President is
proximately 10 percent — to $1.06 for asking Congress to allow the big oil
burley and 99.9 cents for flue-cured. These companies to make additional millions by
increases Were quite modest and would removing price controls.
have kept the support price below the The tobacco price support program has
market price, thus insuring that whatever been an integral part of this nation's
outlays the government made would be agricultural policy for more than 25 years.
returned.
In return for the maintenance of a floor
In his veto message, the President relied under tobacco prices, tobacco farmers
on the fallacious and patently erroneous have voluntarily agreed to control the
arguments made by Agriculture Secretary production of their crop to avoid costly
Earl Butz. These arguments were amply government subsidies.
refuted in a congressional meeting with The track record for the tobacco
the President, and in a host of letters and program since its inception is unmatched
communications from members of by any other major agricultural comCongress to the President and his top modity, with the realized cost of tobacco
price supports accounting for only 0.13
percent of the cost of all commodity price
support programs.
With such an outstanding past record,
Mayor Holmes Ellis released a report to
the Murray City Council on the increase in and with the need for a modest increase in
building permits for the city for the first support prices so apparent, it is extremely
nine months of 1965 over the previous year. disappointing that the President chose to
Tome Clayton died suddenly last night at veto this legislation.
his home at Puryear, Tenn.
"Mr. Drums," Charles (Chuck) Simons,
will be featured during the half time
festivities at the Murray State and ur
Martin Branch football game here on
MUSK
Saturday.
When Sigmund Romberg took his
Births reported include a girl, Jill Ann,
famous
orchestra on tour, the audiences
to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Burkeen on Ocwere not only charmed by his music but by
tober 8.
Dr. Clegg Austin spoke at the meeting of the unusual beauty of his women soloists.
One night, as a stunning full chested
the Murray Rotary Club.
blonde appeared, there was a gasp of
admiration throughout the concert hall.
Romberg felt he had to make some
comment. "ladies and gentlemen," he
Sheriff Brigham Futrell yesterday said, "I think you'll agree with me that I
released a report of the activities of he and know a fine voice when I see one."
Deputy Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield over the
past six months.
"Judge Waylon Rayburn was explaining
the building of the new county jail in the
basement of the court house to
yesterday.He explained the need for a ne
jail has been felt for several years," froè
the column, "Seen le Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams
Births reported include a girl, Gwenith
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crouse on
October 6, and a girl, Maurits Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Macon Rickman on October 5.
All jet pilots residing in Calloway County
will be the guests of the Varsity Theatre
during the showing of the movie, "The
CORONET is all family car.
More than enough room for six.
McConnell Story," starring Alan Ladd and
Plus a large trunk to match.
June Allyson.
Coronet —it'll be a welcome
addition to your family.

10 Years Ago

Funny
Funny World

90 Years Ago

OPINION PAGE

HEARTLINE is a service for senior Heartline: I think your information
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an- about bills introduced into the House and
swer questions and solve problems — fast. Senate is needed. Are there any more bills
If you have a question or a problem not designed to do something about the
answered in these columns, write terrible condition of some nursing homes?
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton, P. T.
Ohio 45416. Senior citizens will receive Answer: Yes. Bills S. 115-116 — a 12-bill
prompt replies. The most useful replies package introduced by Sen. Frank E.
Moss, D-Utah, to improve Medicare home
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: Will the interest I receive health benefits, strengthen enforcement
from money in the bank or my dividends tools and improve training in long-term
from stock affect the amount of my Social care personnel. The bills authorize grants
to schools of medicine to assist in the
Security disability check? L. T.
Answer: No,the only type of income that establishment of departments of geriatrics
will affect Social Security payments is that and provide training for paramedical
personnel to serve as medical assistants in
income earned while working.
Heartline: I am 68. My husband passed long-term care facilities.
away in January of this year. I received
They also authorize grants for the
$10,000 from his life insurance. Will I have training of physician assistants and to
to pay income tax on this money? Mrs. E. train nurse practitioners to provide
B.
primary health care in nursing homes.
Answer: No, there would be no income Medicare coverage would be extended to
tax if you received it in a lump sum Include services rendered by day care
payment. However, if it is paid to you in centers, and inclusion of home health
monthly allotments over a certain number services in a state's Medicaid program
of years, then it would be taxable.
would be required. The legislation also
Heartline: I am a son of a veteran who authorizes campus-type housing for the
died of service-connected causes. I elderly on a demonstration basis.
received dependency and indemnity For your free list of governmental
compensation after age 18 while attending pamphlets helpful to senior citizens,send a
college until I married. I am now 20 and long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to
divorced. Will benefits be resotred since I Heartline, 8514 N. Main St., Dept. 3,
am still attending school? G. K.
Dayton, Ohio 45414. Ask for "28 Vital Free
Answer: Yes. DIC payments for eligible Government Pamphlets."
children may be paid between the ages of
18 and 23, while enrolled in a-VA-approved
school. Benefits are terminated when the
child marries. Since January 1, 1975,
benefits may be restored if the marriage is
His'lord said unto him, Well
terminated due to death or divorce.
done, thou good and faithful serHeartline: I am covered under
vant: ... enter thou into the joy of
CHAMPUS and have to spend quite a bit of
thy
lord. Matthew 25:21.
money on prescription drugs. Is this
Words of commendation come
covered under CHAMPUS? D. N.
Answer: If you have met your yearly 850 to those who live up to Christ's
deductible for out-patient care, then high expectations. All this and
CHAMPUS will cover 75 per cent of the
heaven too!
cost of the prescriptions.

Bible Thought
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ment contract which Henry
signed when he bought his television set at a neighborhood store.
A few months later he did fall
behind in his payments. And one
morning, while nobody was home,
a team of repossessors pried open
a bedroom window, vaulted inside, and made off with the TV.
Outraged, Henry filed suit for
damages. At the hearing in court
the owner of the store pointed to
the repossession clause in the
contract.
But the court said breaking anti_
entering a private home was unlawful no matter what the contract said.

Most courts agree that creditors
cannot resort to roughneck methods to retake their merchandise.
Even worse than breaking into
a debtor's home is using violence
against a debtors person.

done, as a legitimate method of
enforcing the creditor's rights.
Another debtor left his cat.in
a parking lot with the key in
the ignition. An alert repossessor
spied the car, climbed in, and
drove it away.
In these circumstances, a court
ruled afterward, the debtor had
no grounds for Complaint. This repossession, said the court. "evoked
no breach of the peace, no disturbance of public tranquility"—
while effectively getting the merchandise back where it legally belonged.
—

Thus:
Repossessors trying to seize a
station wagon, parked at the curb,
were forbidden by the debtor to
touch it. They hurled him forcibly
aside and towed the vehicle away.
Here, too, a court held they had
committed an assault and battery
and granted the debtor's claim for
damages
Nevertheless, the law does rec- An American Bar Association
ognize repossession. peaceably public service feature.

CHARGER has a new low price for
76. And now there are four Chargers
to pick from. All with the ride,
handling,.and good looks
Charger is known for.

wagon on the road. The Maxiwagon
seats up t.o 15. And Dodge gives
you a bigger choice of
Sportsman-type wagons
than anyone.

BYYJ.L. Blassingame, M.D.
First Lady Betty Ford,in a recent, widely viewed CBS television interview. declared that the
Supreme Court action on abortion was "a great, great decision."
A few months ago, the Alan
Guttmacher Institute of the
Planned Parenthood Foundation
announced the result 0.4 national abortion study. Sampling
included almost 3.000 hospitals.
clinics and private physicians.
According to a report in Medical
World News, abortion increased
sharply to about 800,000 in 1973.
against 22700 in 1969. Estimates
call for approximately 900.000 in
1974 and subsequent increases at
about an additional 20 per cent.
The number of abortions probably will soon exceed the number of tonsillectomies, currently
the operation most comrpordy
performed in the United States.
As legal abortions have increased. the birth rate has drop-

ped about one million lower than
authorities had expected.
perhaps because of the increased use of contraceptives.
Approximately 70 per cent of the
new legal abortions replaced
abortions which would have
been done illegally without the
Supreme Court decision. Longrange effects of legalized abortion are estimated to have little
effect on limiting population
growth.
The main benefit of bringing
abortions within the law is the
naluction of morbidity and mortality of the mothers.
The survey showed that abortions done in the first three
months of pregnancy .were
ralativelx. safe surgical procedures. carrying a death rate of
3 per 100,0011, matching the
safety of oral contraceptives and
toMillectomiea.
Abortions are being used increasingly to empty the uterus of
a defective fetus.

The greatest increase in abortions is now taking place in nonhospital clinics, apparently
because of default on the part of
hospitals.
The study shows one unfortunate aspect of the handling of
abortions, namely that they are
"less available to low-income
women, who experience the
highest rates of unwanted and
mistimed pregnancy,- according
to Frederick Jaffe, president of
the Alan Guttmacher Institute.
Somehow, in the public interest,
this lack of availability of abortions for those of limited means
needs correction.
Q: Mrs. C.A. states that she, is
taking an extended trip to
severAl foreign countries sand
that she is on daily medicataiW
Shewan some suggestions
about hdw to be sure that she has
enough and can get it through
• 1,
customs

SWINGER makes "small"
easy to live with. It's
got room for
six. Basic
operating

economy. And
a dependable
reputation.

ssi

couki ask for. Along with all the
•
room comfort. security and
convenience you expect
in is full.sized ear

Abortion On The Increase
BLASINGAME
A: Take a good supply with
you and carry it in your hand
luggage because your heavier
luggage may be lost or separated from you in travel. Take
along duplicate prescriptions
with the names of the drugs
given in generic terms Trade
names may differ from one niation to another. Custom officers
will give you no trouble as lung
as your medieidie has a talkt
showing its name, your physician and pharmacy.
Q. Mrs. G.E. is concerned
because her 3-year-old grandson
Ls still "drooling."
A: Don't worry. By the time
your grandson is four or five
years old, he will start swalloWmg the saliva instead of letting it
run down his ,chin_. Everyone,
secretes much more Saliva th5ii";
he • is aware of because it
swallowed.
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SPORTSMAN is the most versatile

MONACO has all the luxury
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The Family Lawyer

"In case you fall behind in your
payments, we are entitled to retake this merchandise by whatever means may be necessary."
So said a clause in the install-

LA
exix
flieb
eaus

R.‘NIt'll.‘10:1•111 takes you where the action is.
I:inn-wheel drive is great for main road, back road.
or where t here's no road at all.
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Controversial Play Is
Key For Reds' Victory

,,-__ PORTS

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Big Red Machine is in the driver's seat of the Wo04.$181*11114
thanks to some suddiai *war
and a spark from a borne plate
collision.
The Cincinnati Reds unlimBy MIKE CLARK
latest Associated Press high Trinity, held onto the No. 1 spot
bered their big guns and turned
AP Sports Writer
school flotball poll.
in the Jefferson County AAAA
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-As
The most dramatic drop oc- poll. Bishop David, which col- a controversial play at home to
their advantage for a 6-5, 10-inexpected, a series of upsets in- curred in the State AAAA -anklected two first place votes,
flicted on ranked teams has ings, where last week's M.
2 moved into second and Trinity ning victory Tuesday night and
caused some shakeups in the team, Bowling Green, slipped
a 2-1 lead in baseball's Fall
slipped a notch to third. Deto fifth after absorbing a 30-13 Sales and Valley remained Classic.
In tonight's fourth game, the
licking against Paducah Tilgh- fourth and fifth, respectively.
Reds
send left Fred Norman
man.
Jefferson County AAAA
against Boston right-handed
Mayfield, No. 2 a week ago in 1. St. Xavier (5-0)(4)
28 ace Luis Tiant at 8:30 p.m.
State AA, dropped to fourth 2. Bishop David (7-0)(2)
24 EDT.
after a 7-6 setback to Hopkins- 3. Trinity (4-1)
20 "We won tonight because
World Series At A Glance
vile.
By The Associated Press
4. DeSales (4-2)
8 we're lucky.. because the good
Meanwhile, Raceland fell out 5. Valley (6-1)
Best-of-7 Series
7 Lord takes care of us," said
W L
Pct
of the State A rankings after
Others receiving votes: Fair- Manager Sparky Anderson.
Boston
1 2
333
Cinci
2 1
667 losing to fronton, Ohio, St. Jo- dale.
Anderson could think of no
seph's 7-6. Raceland had been
Game 1
other
way to describe the Reds'
ranked fourth.
Cinci
State AAAA
000 000 000-0 5 0
bittersweet victory in Game 3The fall of the ranked powers 1. Ashland (7-0)(14)
Boston
000 000 60x-6 12 0
73 a pulsating, tense affair that
Gullet?,
C.
Carroll
(7), caused some shifting in three
2. Owensboro (6-0)
53 had everything, including the
McEnaney (7) and
Bench,
Tiant and Fisk. W-Tiant, 1-0. polls. Owensboro, 6-0, vaulted a 3. Paducah Tilghman (4-1) 50
L-Gullett, 0-1.
spot into second behind No. 1 4. Lex. Bryan Station (5-1) 22 most talked-bout play of the
1975 World Series so far.
Ashland while Tilghman, 4-1, 5. Bowling Green (6-1)
Game 2
13
This was the situation: with
Cinci
000 100 002-3 7 1 scooted up two places to third,
Others receiving votes, listed the game
Bostix,
tied at 5-5 and a run100 001 000-2 7 0 Lexington Bryan
Station, 5-1, alphabetically: Boone County,
Billingham,
Borbon
(6),
ner at first in the 10th inning,
McEnaney (7), Eastwick (8) remained in fourth and Bowling Boyd
County, Hopkinsville, Anderson ordered pinch hitter
and Bench; Lee, Drago (9) and Green was fifth.
Tates Creek ( 1).
Fisk. W-Eastwick, 1-0. LEd Armbrister to lay down a
In Class AA, Somerset, 4-1,
Drago, 01
sacrifice bunt. Armbrister did
moved up a notch to second
State AAAA
Game 3
and Corbin, 5-1, jumped a spot 1. Ft. Thomas Highlands (7- as expected, but something unBoston
010 001 102 0-5 10 2
expected followed.
000 230 000 1-6 7 0 to third. Following Mayfield 0)(15)
76
The ball hopped a few feet in
10 iapings
was Scott County, which held 2. Franklin-Simpson (74) 54
Wise, ClevelBhd (5), Willfront of home plate and Boston
on
despite
its
second
straight
3. Shelby Courity (7-0)
oughby (7), More? (10) and
- • • 41 catcher Carlton Fisk charged
to
Fisk;
Nolan,
Darcy
(5), loss, a 14-0 defeat to Franklin 4. Glasgow (5-1)
30 field it. He had difficulty getC.Carroll (7), McEnaney (7), County.
5. Conner (5-2)
12 ting to it, however, because ArEastwick (9) and Bench. WClass A also had some jugglEastwick, 2-0. L-Willoughby,
Others receiving votes, listed mbrister
was in his way.
0-1. HRs-Boston, Fisk (1), ing, with Harrisburg's climb alphabetical
ly: Danville, ErlaCarbo (1), Evans (1); CincinWhen Fisk picked up the ball,
into
second
place
behind
Frank- nger Lloyd, Elizabethtown.
nati, Bench (1), Concepcion (1),
he threw toward second base in
fort probably the most surprisGeronimo (1).
an attempt to get the lead runWednesday's Game
ing.
State AA
Boston (Tien) 1-0) at Cincinner. But the throw was wild
Harrodsburg collected four 1. Middlesboro (7-0)(14)
nati (Norman 0-0), (n)
74 into center field and the
Reds
Thursday's Game
first place votes and 56 points 2. Somerset (4-1)(1)
46 suddenly had runners on second
Boston (Lee 0-0) at Cincinnati to
edge out Heath for the sec- 3. Corbin (5-1)
140 and
(Gullet? 0-1), (n)
third base because of the
ond spot. Heath had held the 4. Mayfield(5-2)
Saturday's Game
29 error.
Cincinnati at Boston, if neces
runnerup spot most of the sea- 5. Scott County (6-2)
8
sary
The play triggered a protest
son and last week clobbered
Sunday's Game
Others receiving votes, listed from the
Boston bench, particuCincinnati at Boston, if neces
Lone Oak 37-6. Harrodsburg, alphabetically: Boyle County,
sary
meanwhile, was blanking Gar- Green County, Hazard, LaRue larly Fisk and Manager Darrell
Johnson. They felt that the batrard County 22,0.
County, Murray, Reidland, Ro- ter had
interfered with Fisk's
Ft. Campbell took over fourth wan County.
play and therefore should have
while Ludlow, 6-1, made its
been called out by home plate
first appearance in the poll this
State A
lubsallari ws have not
umpire Larry Barnett.
.
year by taking fifth. Raceland, 1. Frankfort (8-0)(9)
65
received their
The play became all the
homefourth last week, dropped 2. Harrodsburg (6-1)(4)
56 more crucial, because the
delivered copy of The
Reds
among the also-rans.
3. Heath (7-0)(2)
51 loaded the bases and
Murray lodger & Times by
went on to
In the midst of all that shuffl- 4. Ft. Campbell (6-0)
26 win the contest on Joe
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
Moring, the State AAA ranks were 5. Ludlow (6-1)
9 gan's single.
753-1916 betweeo 5:30 p. m.
unchanged. Ft. Thomas HighOthers receiving votes, listed
and 6 p. I.,. to insure
lands, 7-0, was again a unani- alphabetically:
Crittenden
A seething Fisk had nothing
delivery of tf e newspoper.
mous choice, followed by County, Elkhorn City, Hancock
pleasant
to say about Barnett
Calls most be placed before
Franklin-Simpson,Shelby Coun- County, Pikeville, Raceland, after
the bitter defeat at Riv6 p.m.
ty, Glasgow and Conner.
Richmond Madison, Tompkins- erfront Stadium.
St. Xavier, a 7-2 winner over ville.
"He blew it two ways," the
Boston catcher said of Barnett.
"The first time was when he
didn't call interference on the
play. The second time was
when he didn't call the man out
because I probably tagged him
after I got the ball.
"You might as well throw a
cross body block on the catcher, knock him down and go to
SPE
k_
tits
CIA
ILVG
first. It's a damn shame to
have a call like that in such a
game. I think it was a double
play ball except for the interference. Instead, I get hit,
throw the ball into center field
FROM 5:00 P.M. EACH EVENING -- NOON ON SUNDAY
and they wind up with runners
on second and third with none
out."
Johnson was equally incensed.
"I don't need to read the rule
Supper at Jerry's. It's more than rnand potato,
l‘olc mt:al
out of the rule book," he said.
"We all know the rule and Armbrister did interfere with
Fisk. The man is entitled to rim
to first base, but the runner
can not come into contact with
the fielder before he has the opportunity to field it.
"I went up to the plate umpire and when I didn't get any
satisfaction, I went to the first
Your choice from an assortment otstqw-itilads
base umpire. I didn't get any
satisfaction from him; either.
-171Jo
Hces to-ifart your meal
He Just shrugged and didn't say
•a
• •
anything. Their interpretation.
of the rule is obviously different from mine."

Mayfield And Heath Both Drop
In Kentucky Football Ratings
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tests on the field, said: "It was
not interference. In such a situation, the batter has as much
right to go to first base as the
fielder has to go for the ball.
To make it interference, the
batter would have had to intentionally try to impede
the
fielder from going for the ball.
He did not do this."
As was expected, Armbrister
swore up and down that he did
nothing intentional to block
Fisk's way.
"I hit the ball in front of the
plate and it bounced high,"
said the player in the middle of
the dramatic controversy. "I
started to break for first and
Fisk just came from behind
and bumped me. The play was
behind me, and if he hit from
behind, I would say he interfered with me."
If it wasn't for what Sparky
Anderson called his "stupid"
mistake, the whole business
wouldn't have happened.
The Reds had a 5-3 lead going into the ninth inning with
reliever- Will
McEnaney
seemingly in control of things.
The Reds' left-handed bullpen
ace struck out Fred Lynn for
the first out and the crowd of
55,392 at Riverfront settled
back for what looked like a
comfortable Cincinnati victory.
Then McEnaney gave up a
single to Rico Petrocelli and
Anderson brought in Rawly
Eastwick to face Dwight
Evans. He didn't face him too
long, for the Boston outfielder
promptly parked one of his
pitches into the left field seats
to tie the game and send it toward its unpredictable climax.
"I made a dumb mistake, it's
as .simple .as that," Anderson
said. "I should have had Eastwick in there a batter earlier
pitching to Petrocelli. I waited
one batter too long to bring in a
right-hander against Petrocelli."
Disappointed by the Boston

Lightning in the ninth inning,
Morgan said the Reds weren't
down by any means.
"We had the same situation
in Pittsburgh (in the playoffs)," Morgan said."We didn't
panic. I just told Rawly to get
them out and we would get a
Cesar Geronimo got things
started in the 10th with a single
and moved to third on the con-

troversial bunt play. The Red
Sox issued an intentional walk
to Pete Rose to load the bases.
Pinch hitter Mery Rettenmund
struck out before Morgan came
through.
Earlier, Johnny Bench hit a
two-run homer for the Reds in
the fourth. And Dave Concepcion and Geronirno blasted

homers in the fifth, when Cincinnati scored three times. Before Evans' game-tying wallop,
the Red Sox got solo homers
from Fisk in the second and
Bernie Carbo in the seventh
The total of six shots tied a
World Series record for most
homers by two teams in a
game

Boston
ab. r
50
50
4 1
3 1
30
4 1
4 1
40
2 0
00

Cooper lb
Doyle 2b
Ystrmski If
Fisk c
Lynn cf
Petrocelli 3b
Evans rf
Burleson ss
Wise p
Burton p
Cleveland P
Carbo ph
Wilghby p
More? p

00

h bi
00
1 0
00
1
1
2
2 2
2 0
0
0
0

Total
Cincinnati

35 5 10 5

Rose 313
Griffey rf
Rttmund ph
Morgan 2b
TPerez lb
Bench c
GFoster If
Cncpcion ss
Geronlmo cf
Nolan p
Darcy P
CCarroll p
McEnany p
Eastwick p
Ambrster ph

ab
4
3
1
4
3
4
3
4
4
1
1
0
1
0
1

r. h
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1
0 0
1 1
2 2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
and SAVE on Bronzed Baby Shoes
Sale ends Nov.1

isi
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
1

Prices listed are ter bright bronze. Same dollar
savings en same styles in Antique Bronze, Silver,
"Pewter" and Gold.
Now i the time to save on bronzing baby's

Total
34 6 7 6
One out when winning run
scored.
Boston
010 001 102 0-5
Cincinnati - 000 230 000 1-6
E-Fisk 2. DP-Boston 1, Cincinnati 2. LOB-Boston 5, Cincinnati- 5. 36-Rose. HR-Fisk
(1), Bench (1), Concepcion (1),
Geronimo
(1),
Carbo
(1),
SB-G.Foster,
E v a tys
(1).
T Perez, Griffey. 5-Willoughby. SF-Morgan, Lnn.
IP
H R BB SO
Wise
4 1-3 4 5 5 2 1
Burton
1-3 0 0 0 1 0
Cleveland
11-3 0 0 0 0 2
Willoughby L,0.13
2 1 00 1
More?
1-3 1 0 0 1 1
Nolan
4
3 1 1 1 0
Darc
2 1 1 20
2
C.Carroll
2-3 1 1 1 0 0
McEnaney
1 2-3 1 1 1 0 2
Eastwick (W,2-0)1 7-3 3 1 1 0 0
WP-Darcy.
T-3:03.
A55,392.

precious shoes. With every adorable scurf and
crease preserved forever in solid metal
they
make priceless gifts for your family to cherish
through the years.
Instil Snout Brigs? Brogue
Nag Foci
Sale Pries

Snit

51
31

lasautad (sack/
Waist Ins

795

15 00

12 balm

16.95

St Oval Inmates

27.95

51 lieekesIs

29 95

$ 6.45 SAVE $1.50
12.25 SAYE $2.75
13.95 SAVE $3.N
22.95 SAVE $5.N
24.45 SAVE $5.50

Lindsey Jewelers
Court Square

Miu Your Paper?
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One Price Buys
Appetizer

Entree
You choose from a selection offour different
main dishes every night.
_

Two Vegetables
You pick any two healthy garden vegetables from
the big choice on each night's menu.

SUPPER IS SUPER
igrs,lertKo. frit. Aff Rights Rosavv•d

4

Jes
RESTAURANTS

Barnett, of course, had his
own interpretation of the rules,
as did the Cincinnati camp.
"I ruled that it was simply a
collision," Barnett said. "It is
Interference only when the batter intentionally gets in the way
of the fielder. I signalled that
the ball was fair and in play"
Dick Stello, the first base umpire who backed up Barnett
during the heated Boston pro-

REGULAR I IRE S

WI

ER 'I!RES

SAVE25% NOW

SAVE$66° 0$9111Fr

Double Belted
"Cushion Belt Polyglasff

2for$586PLAcitaL1

tires are reduced a full 25% for quick end-of-season
clearance. Two sturdy fiberglass belts tame wearproducing squirm, help keep tread grooves open for
good wet traction. Two polyester cord body plies add
strength and resilience for a confident ride. Perfectly
matched for us,. with "Suburbanite XG Polyglas''
winter tires. Save now.
IRE
Stedman
Reg.
ism&
let . Plies -

mi.

Blackwell
5Ize

Double Belted
"Suburbanite
XG Polyglas"

B78-13 $31.75 $221111
F78-14 $37.30 $27.111
C78-14 $33.15 $2415
G78-14 $38.95 $21.21
E78-l4 ;34.55 $25.11
G78-15 $39.90 $29.90
isms $1.77 to $269 r E T depending on size, and old tire
Additional sizes are sale priced too - this week only

Rain Check

If we

sell out of your size

we will issue

sir,
A711-13
C78-13 '
B78-14
C78-14
073-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
F78,15
G78-15
H78-15

tires provide a grid of
ladder-like tread cleats to
dig in and pull you through
powder snow, slush, even
mud. Bruise-resisting fiberglass cord belts stabilize
the tread for full road
contact Polyester cord
body plies add shockabsorbing resilience. A
great winter fire at a great
discount price. Don't wait act today.

SW
eau•

Reg.
Prise

Illackwall

k

sAut P*ICI
Pon PAM
251.80
$03.14
$13.78
WA
$65.311
$811.411
$71.111
$74.1
MR
673.7e
$711.10
112.51

Pius $1 77 to $2 92 C E T
depending on sire end Old tire

you -a-rain check, assuring future delivery at the

advertised price.

7Easy Ways to Buy

Sak Prices
Remain In Effect
Iliursda,r Fridal
& Saturday Only

G ODAE4af?

See Your

Independent Dealer

For His Price. Prices

Lube and Oil Change

$444
I

1,

Up to 5 Ms of malor
brand muiti-grade cut

• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth,
quiet performance

• Cosh • Our Own Customer Credit
Plan • Masker Chirps • American
Uprose Meares Card • Diners Club
• Carla
• illankAmoricerd

esasiew

As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores

• Brakes

Engine
Tune-Up

Your Choice

• Wsth electronic equipment our
professionals fine-lune your engine, installing new points. plugs
A condonser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine tor maxi
mum gas mileage •Includes Dat ,
sun. Tnyolia. VW a light frocks

2-Wheel Front Disc: Inst
n.,
Iront disc brake pads • Rep,ff k .iftfl
inspret front wheel bearings C Ii
spec, hydraulic system and rotors
Woes not include rear wheels)
OR
4-Wheal Drums-Type: Install nii‘s
brake linings all lour wheels • gf
pack front wheel bearings• Insp.-it
briike hydraulu, system, add fluid

• Please phone for
FOOTBALL
NEW YORK - The World
Football League's president,
Chris Hernmeter, announced
the league would continue operation of its 10 tellens despite reports the league would either
fold, strengthen the weaker
teams or drop the weaker
teams from the leagub

$3695

appointment

• Includes light trucks

Add SA for

Additional parts
extra if needed

$
29
95
19' Alf (Clfld

Reg. Store Hours: Mon.& Fri. MO to II:00 Toes. Wod., Mors.,Sot. 7:30 to 3:30

South 12th & Glendale
a

Phone 753-0595
4

0

,
.
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Americans Trail Cuba
In Medals At Pan Am
By JERRY GARRETT
AP Sports Writer
MEXICO CITY (AP)—What
was supposed to be a rout is
instead—suddenly,shockingly—
a race.
After just two days of competition in the VII Pan American Games, the Americans find
their ranks somewhat stunned,

WATCH THE BIRDIE—Mary Morgan (miter) whose three brothers, Micky, Robert end Charlie Sontogado
are aN ia the football program at Merrily Middle, watches the ectiosi at Holland Stadium Tuesday night.
With her we seventh grade cheerleaders Molly Voleatine (left) and Rite Rollins (right). Mary is the fiveyear old daughter of Mr. sad Mrs. Terry Morgan of Murray.
(Steil Koss in Maki inernien)

Middle School Tigers
Win Two More Games
The dream of an undefeated
season took one step closer to
reality for the Murray Middle
School eighth grade Tigers
Tuesday night in Holland
Stadium.
The Tigers ran their season
mark to 4-0 by clipping Benton
In the seventh grade contest,
%;,...an improving Murray club
evened its record at 2-2 by
winning a 24-14 contest.
It was the powerful running of
Hibbard that boosted the
th grade team to its win.
d had two touchdowns

and scored a pair of two-point
conversions.
Hibbard's first TD came with
3:27 left in the first period when
he broke loose from a Benton
defender and went 32 yards for
the six-pointer. Hibbard roared
through the middle on the
conversion and Murray led 8-0.
Late in the second period,
Hibbard streaked 44 yards into
the endzone and took advantage
of a super block by Charlie
Wells. On the conversion,
Hibbard plunged up the middle
and Murray had a 16-0 halftime
lead.

ntuaumG OW—nee Nick

Hibbard rots, he's jest Mr* a truck
here he's getting reedy to break awry from a ',atom defender
:Zooid go 32 yards for a toocludewa. The awry eighth graders ran
their season record to 4-0 oa the season by beating Beaten 24-8.

Your Choice

90
(A) Black Slip-on
SANE $5,07, Reg $2197
(8) Black Boot
SAVE $6.07, Rect $2297

Boys' Platform Oxfords
SAVE $1.53

544

Black or Brown
Regular $697

Phcos GocCI
thru SatutdaY

-*UM YOU, MASTER CHARGE Card
10.7 Mon -Thaws.

94Sat.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray

104 Friday
14Sun.

Get to know us; you'll like us.

Early in the third quarter, the
Tigers got their last score when
quarterback Rich Rollins
scored on a keeper from a yard
out. Nieky Swift added the
conversion run and Murray led
24-0.
Benton got its only touchdown
and added the conversion with
just 2:50 left in the game and it
came against the second string
defensive.
Besides Hibbard, Wells also
had a fine game on the ground
as he picked up several long
gains on end-around plays. The
entire defensive unit also
played superbly.
In the seventh grade game,
Tim Foster showed signs of
becoming a super runner as he
paced the Tigers to a win.
Foster scored a pair of touchdowns and gained well over 200
yards on the ground in an
outstanding effort.
It was a scoreless game until
late in the second period when
quarterback Greg Schanbacher
scored on a keeper from three
yards out. Gary Sims used a
block by Darwin Bumphis to
score the qonvexsion _au&
Murray led 84.
About a minute later, Benton
used a 56-yard scoring pass and
added the conversion to even
things up.
But with 1:51 left in the hplf,
Foster put the Tigers back out
in front with a two-yard run and
added the conversion himself to
leave Murray ahead 16-8. But
with 20 seconds left in the half, a
52-yard touchdown run put
Benton right back in the game.
But the conversion failed and
Murray led 16-14 at intermission.
The most beautiful play of the
game came with only seconds
left in the third period.

Foster took the handoff and
headed toward the right
sideline. Nearly forced out of
bounds, Foster balanced on one
leg and spun off in another
direction. He danced down the
sidelines for 16 yards and a
:ouchdown.
Gary Sims added the conversion and the final score of 2414 was on the board.
In the contest, Eddie
Requarth, Doug Henry and
Jamie Morganti all had fumble
recoveries. Robin Roberts and
Requarth teamed up to block a
Benton punt and Joe Oakley
recovered the ball on the
blocked punt for Murray.
The Tigers will close the
season when they visit Heath
next Monday for a pair of

games.
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assault by the upstart Cubans.
The heavily favored U.S. efsort, backed by more than a
million dollars, was tied with
Cuba in total medals, 26, but
trailed by a decisive 14-11 margin in gold medals.
Brazil was next with 12 medals, including three golds. The
Canadians also had three golds
and 11 total, with Mexico next
with 10, including two golds.
Seventeen more events were
scheduled for finals today—six
in weightlifting, where so far
the Cubans have cleaned,
pressed and jerked the heck out
of their opposition.
Featherweight Roland Chang
and his bantamweight counterpart Carlos Lastre won all
three gold medals in each category Tuesday, accounting for
six of Cuba's nine golds in the
second day of competition here.
On Monday, Cuba's Francisco
Casarnayor got the hat trick in
the flyweight category.
Cubans also accounted for the
two Games' records bettered
Tuesday.
Two Americans, Martha Watson and Kathy McMillan, appeared to have finished 1-2 in
the women's long jump—both
having broken the record of 21
/
4 inches until Ana Alfeet 23
exander managed an astounding 21-9 on the last jump of the
day.
The petite Cuban had qualified poorly and was not considered a threat.
Earlier, young Silvio Leonard
won the men's 100-meter dash
with such reckless abandon, he
plunged down a tunnel opening
at the end of the course. Leonard, who suffered an ankle injury, traveled the distance in a

SgasW;thKings
/
KANSAS CITY (AP)— Veteran guard Lee Winfield has
been signed by the Kansas City
Kings, making things rather
crowded in the National Basketball Association team's
backcourt.
The 6-foot-3 Winfield joined
the Kings Tuesday night after
being placed on waivers by the
Buffalo Braves, boosting to six
the number of guards with
Kansas City.
A six-year NBA veteran out
of North Texas State and Sumner High School in St Louis,
Winfield was signed by Buffalo
as a free agent two years ago
after being released by Seattle
•
BASKETBALL
KANSAS CITY - Six-year
veteran guard Lee Winfield was
placed on waivers by the Kansas City Kings.
NEW YORK — National Basketball Association Commissioner Larry O'Brien declared
Wilt Chamberlain a free-agent
meaning the one-time 7-foot
star of the Los Angeles [Akers
could sign with any team in the
league.
GENERAL
RED BLUFF, Calif. —
Charles "Swede" Risberg, one
of the baseball players barred
from the game for life in connection with the 1919 Chicago
Black Sox scandal, died on his
81st birthday.

record 10.15 seconds.
He was helped to the elevated
winner's stand by the second
and third place finishers, Hasley Crawford of Trinidad-Tobago and fellow Cuban Hermes
Ramirez. There were fears
Leonard would be unable to
compete in the 200-meter dash
and on the 400-meter relay
team later this week.
The best any American could
do in the 100 meters was a fifth
by Clancy Edwards of Santa
Ana, Calif.
Track and field finals were
scheduled today in men's discus, men's triple jump, men's
and women's 800 meters, and
the 20-kilometer walk.
Other finals were set in
men's fencing, judo and shooting—in which the Americans
have done the best so far.
Herschel Anderson, a 38-yearold Army sergeant from Columbus, Ga., won a gold medal in
individual air rifle Tuesday,
and that, coupled with a victory
Monday in the free hand pistol
event, made him America's
only double gold winner.
It appeared some of the antiAmerican tide might be turning
after an impressive game in
basketaball between the Yanks
and the highly regarded Mexico
team.
The United States won 99-70
but Coach Mary Hershman
praised the losers. "They
played awfully well," he said.
-They really tied us up at
times with their zone. And for a
time there in the first half, they
took control of the boards away
from us."

011 ItIt ‘1 1 1 111.1 It :- 1 MIL)

The game started with the familiar catcalls and whistling
from the fanatically partisan
crowd of about 17,000. But by
the end of the game, the home
fans showed at least tacit respect for the winners.
"We have all played to big
crowds before, so no booing is
going to affect us that much,"
said Hershman. "The boys did
not tell me they were nervous,
but I must admit they probably
were for a little while."
Hershman said the game was
the best yet for his team, but
he has warned his players
about Puerto Rico, Brazil, Canada and of course the Cubans.
"They must all be looked at
with a lot of respect," he said.
The Cubans vanquished the
US. women's volleyball team
with relative ease in another
Tuesday night contest.
In baseball the Americans
downed El Salvador 7-0. And in
field hockey, the U.S. team and
Mexico tied 1-1.
Other U.S. gold medals Tuesday went to David Ross of
Houston with 598 of 600 in the
English match shooting. The
performance helped the U.S,
team to a gold medal in the
same event.
Pamela Ales of New Orleans
won a gold in the 100-meter
dash with a time of 11.38 seconds.
James King of San Diego
edged favored Ralph Mann of
Pullman, Wash., with a time of
49.8 seconds in the 400-meter
hurdles. Mike Manley of Eugene, Ore., loped to victory in
the 3,000-meter steeplechase.

downs in the second half of a
34-24 loss to Eastern.
—Chris Keene of Middle Tennessee, who had 13 tackles and
assists against Eastern Kentucky.
—Terry McCabe of Austin
Peay, who recorded 13 tackles
and two assists as Austin Peay
won its first game of the season.
—Pee Wee Brown of East
Tennessee, who had 11 tackles
and eight assists in a 44-21 loss
to Appalachian State.

Big M Club
To-Meet At
Murray Club
In conjunction with Stag
Night at the Murray Country
Club, the Big M Club will hold
its regular weekly meeting at 7
p. m. Thursday at the Murray
Country Club.
Honored at the meeting will
be offensive player of the week
Willie DeLoach and defensive
standout Eddie McFarland.
Murray State grid coach Bill
Furgerson will review last
week's 17-10 win over Martin
and will give scouting reports
for this Saturday's OVC
showdown at Middle Tennessee.

Every Appliance in the Store Now on Sale!

fl

+ FREE Merchandise Certificate with select appliance purchase October 16-22

Lowest Price
+ FREE
We Know of for
MERCHANDISE
CERTIFICATE
a 30- inch Range : WITH
RANGE OR STEREO
with these features-.

60-inch Console
with 6-Speaker
Sound System

OFFER EXPIRES OCT 22 19

19888*

/2316 4316

COLOFtS 1110 MORE
• Easy -clean,
lift-up cooktop,

removable oven door
• Electric has
automatic oven
• Gas has Roast
Meat Minder
• Porcelain oven
interiors, cooktop

di

.7.

• Auto record
changer with
light-tracking
tone arm

• Solid-state
ASS/FM stereo
receiver

• 8-track player
with manual and
auto track selection
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8 Cu. Ft. Compact Freezer
18988* ± FREE
Ideal for dens, kitchens, rec rooms! Has
woodgrain lid, foam
insulation, interior
light, cold control
and basket for added
!neatness

$

MERCHANDISE
CERTIFICATE
WITH COMPACT FREEZER
OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 22, 1975
SERVICE NATIONWIDE
Prompt oroce, factory part,

*
.1114'
Vt•

•....0).0100.
0
1 1

10)0.000°A0090.004100.04e

+FREE $1

WITH EACH ITEM BELOW
OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 22, 1975

MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATE

SAVE $40 3 door 20.2 cu. ft. 12-Cycle Dishwasher
ALL FROSTLESS REFRIGERATOR
SAVE
70

100% Solid State
Console Color TV
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017036
#2176

45988*
Identical item priced it
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The Merchandise Certificate, in the denomination sp•4
h, gr.cn III applicable appliance purchases
October 16
through 22 at participating Wards Catalog Stores and Sales Agetn its. The Sales
Unit will notify the customer when the
Certificate arrives from the nearest Parent Catalog Muse upon venfication
of the sale and customer receipt of
merchandise. Tie' CP/lair:Ott is refft.t.tyutith.
..:1111,
:r•quettl merchandise purf hases at any Wards
location
—NO PAYMENTS TILL FEBRUARY '76

ENERGY CONSERVATION
COMPANY
111 South Second Street
Soliwyn, Mississippi 31874
Phone 641-365-5301

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Sophomore Mark Schrum is
looking more and more like a
seasoned veteran, especially
after turning in a stellar defensive performance in Tennessee
Tech's 37-0 rout of Eastern Illinois last weekend.
Schrum had nine tackles,
three assists and two tackles
for losses in earning Ohio Valley Conference Defensive Player of the Week honors.
Tech Coach Don Wade said
that Schrum, a 6-foot-2, 195pound linebacker from Lafayette, Tenn., turned in a "flawless performance" after grading of the game film. It should
be noted that he led the team
in tackles even though he did
not play the entire game, since
substitutes saw considerable
action in the game.
Others mentioned for the
weekly honor include:
—Eddie McFarland of Murray, who had 12 tackles and six
assists and also intercepted a
pass as the Racers defeated
Tennesse-Martin 17-10.
—Jerry Spaeth of Morehead,
who recorded 12 tackles and an
assist, one tackle for loss and a
fumble recovery as his team
fell to Austin Peay 20-10.
—Junior Hardin of Eastern
Kentucky, who spearheaded a
defense that limited Middle
Tennessee to just three first

iirgn NATIONAL TRUCKLOAD APPLIANCE SALE

WORRIED ABOUT YOUR
HOME'HEATING BILLS?
Our company has developed a new product
called HOT AIR ANDIROM that will virtually
illuminate your home heating bills. If you
have a woodburning fireplace, we guarantee
it to increase your fireplace efficiency at
least 500%. The ability of 'Hot Air Andirons'
to capture heat up to 450 degrees F and circulate it into your home makes it the most
amazing energy saving device ever offered.
For FREE information about this low cost
product, write.

Tech's Schrum Named
As 011C Defensive Star

FINANCE CHARGES ARE APPLICABE E DURING THE DEFERRED PERIOD

TURN AROUND — Robin Roberts (80) of the Kerrey Middle School
seventh grade Tigers leaps in the air end foils for the boll, which a
behind him end wound up felling on the ground.

Pay Less...and Get Moret_Durbin Sales Agency
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Sports Readership Survey
1

Hovatoften do you read the sports section? A Always
_
C. Rarely

B Sometimes

2 How important do you think women's athletics are at the elementary, high school and
college levels, with regards to sports coverage? A. Very important
B. important,
but not as unportant as men's sports
C. not important at all
3. As far as the minor sports at Murray State (soccer, tennis, golf, track and cross country) are concerned, how would you rate the coverage given by the Murray Ledger & Times?
A. Superb
B. Good
C. Fair
D. Poor
E. Awful
If of a
1. Do you feel the summer baseball programs, such as the Little League and Pony
League etc., receive too much coverage? A. Yes
B. No
C. No Opinion

le Tenes and
Ken-

5. This year, the Murray Ledger & Times is not using the Carr football and basketball
ratings. Would you like to see ratings such as those in the past continued or do you feel they
are just wasted space? A. Would like to see ratings again
B Just wasted space
C. No Opinion

Austin
tackles
n Peay
le sea-

6. How would you rate the amount of pictures in the sports section of the Murray Ledger
& Times? A. Too many
B. About right
C. Too few

East
tackles
.21 loss

7

lb

How often do you read Ttmeout With Brandon? A. Always
C. Rarely
D Never

8. Do you find that Timeout With Brandon is. A. Always interesting
Sometimes interesting
C. Often boring
D. Always boring

B Sometimes

B.

Murray High To Visit Winless
Marshall County Friday Night
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Who has the meatiest football
team around?
Mayfield, or maybe Paducah
Tilghman. Right? Got tot pidt
one of the winners. How about
trying Marshall County on for
size.
Marshall County sports a
lineup with seven people
weighing over 210 pounds
apiece. When they run on the
field, they look sort of like a
school that trains bouncers for

'Toppers
Remain
Second

By The Associated Press
Grambling survived a scare
against Tennessee State Saturday and for the fourth straight
10. In stories written by Murray Ledger & Times sports editor Mike Brandon,do you find
week remained firmly atop The
they are: A. Always interesing
B. Sometimes interesting
C. Rarely inAssociated Press small college
teresting
D Never interesting
poll, released today.
The Tigers collected 27 first11. Would you like to see area football and basketball predictions in Tirneout With Branplace votes and 386 points after
don continue? A. Yes
B No
C No Opinion
trimming Tennessee State 2825.
12. If you could rate the sports section, including all phases such as writing, photography
Western Kentucky's undeand layout, how would you rate the section on a scale of 100, with 100 being perfect? A. 90-100
feated Hilltoppers, idle last
B 80-89
C 70-79
D 60-69
E. Below 60
weekend, retained their No. 2
position, attracting six first13. Do you feel that local stories and columns in the sports section are: A. Often too conplace votes and 339 points.
troversial
B. About right
C Not controversial enough
Likewise, Texas A&I, which
stayed in third place with three
14. In the past few months, play-by-play accounts of basketball and football games have
first-place votes and 305 points
been vastly cut and more quotes from coaches plus some analyzing by the writer have been
after slamming East Texas 36-7
added. Do you feel: A. There should be more play-by-play
B Stories are about
last Saturday.
C There should be even less play-by-play
right
Idaho State moved from fifth
to fourth place following is 10-7
15. Please indicate your sea with a check mark. Male
Female
victory over Montana. The
Bengals
gathered four first16. Please indicate your age group: A. under 15
B. 15-25
C. 25-50
place votes and 278 points.
D above 50
Eastern Kentucky jumped
from seventh to fifth place in
17. If you are a student, please indicate where you go to school by checking one of the
the rankings, collecting 186
following: A. county school system
B. city school system
C. university
points on the strength of its 3420 win over Middle Tennessee.
North Dakota climbed from
eighth to sixth place with one
first-place vote and 175 points,
18. If you have an additional comments, please attach them on a separate sheet of paper
while Boise State fell from
and bring or mall the survey to the Murray Ledger & Times at 103 North Fourth Street. Adfourth to seventh place with 165
dressall mailreply to SPorts Survey,P.O. Box 32, Murray,Ky.,420771.
points after its 31-31 tie with
Idaho.
Delaware blitzed Connecticut
29-10 Saturday and climbed 2
notches to the No. 8 slot with
112 points. Wittenberg also advanced, jumping from 11th to
ninth place with 74 points.
Henderson State captured
10th place with 65 points, up
two from its previous 12th
place.
By JOHN NELSON
acquired two centers, including good faith effort to resolve this
Rounding out the top 15 were
AP Sports Writer
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Cham- controversy.
Ithaca, which leaped from last
NEW YORK (AP) - Aging berlain became an unnecessary
"With our season a scant place to llth with a pair of
superstar Wilt Chamberlain, commodity. The former All- nine days away,
these tactics first-place votes and 37 points
who along with Bill Russell Star didn't want to report to have created
an increasingly after blanking Springfield 61-0;
ruled basketball's backboards camp because he said the La- untenable situation
for the La- Jackson State, up one from 13th
in the 1960s, finally is a free kers as much as told him that kers
in terms of their roster with 34 points; Montana, down
agent today, but there appear he wouldn't make the team and for the NBA."
from 10th with 32 points after
to be some strings attached.
anyway.
However,Seymour said in his bowing to Idaho State; NorthNational Basketball AssociIn a statement read to The conversation Tuesday afternoon ern Michigan, which pununeted
ation Commissioner Larry Associated Press by O'Brien's with Mike Burke, president
of from 6th to 14th with 23 points
O'Brien announced Tuesday office, the commissioner stated the New York Knicks,
who after losing to Akron 30-13 last
that he had given the 7-foot for- flatly that he had taken the ac- have expressed interest
in ob- Saturday and newcomer Kenmer Philadelphia 76e_r and Los tion to get the Lakers out of an taining Chamberlain, he tucky State with 22
points.
Angeles Laker the okay to deal "untenable position."
Western Illinois failed to
learned that O'Brien's office
with any NBA club he wants.
He said: "Previously I stated had not told all.
make the top 15.
Chamberlain's attorney, Sey- and reiterated that Wilt ChamGoldberg, contacted in EnBy The Associated Press
mour Goldberg, was not happy berlain must report to the Los cino, Calif., said: "There
is
The Top 15 in the Associated
with the commissioner's action, Angeles Lakers and if the La- something missing in O'Brien's
Press college division football
calling it "a fraud, an absolute kers elected to utilize his serv- statement. Each owner got an
poll, with first place votes in
fraud."
ices, I would personally inter- additional line that wasn't in parentheses, season records
Chamberlain, 39 years old vene in any resulting con- the statement which was re- and
total points. Points based
and off the court for two years, troversy in order to determine leased to the press.
on 10-9-8-7-6-5-43-2-1:
last played with the Lakers the 'respective rights of the
"The additional line says, in 1.Grarnbling (27) 5-0-0 386
and, up until Tuesday, had a parties including the rights, if effect, that in the event that 2.W.
Kentucky (6) 5-0-0 339
valid contract with the team at any, the Leiters retain in Wilt Chamberlain signs with
3.Texas A&I (3) 4-0-0 305
a reported $450,000 a year. The Chamberlain's services.'
any other NBA franchise, the 4.Idaho St. (4)
5-0-0 278
contract continued through the
"However, weeks elapsed and commissioner shall expect, ac- 5.E. Kentucky
5-0-1
186
coming season, although wheth- Chamberlain has not fulfilled cording to league rules, for that
6.N. Dakota (1)
5-0-0 175
er the Lakers would honor it al- this requirement. His attorney team to adequately compensate
7.Boise St.
4-0-1 165
most assuredly would have has written letters and issued the Lakers.
8.Delaware
112
4-1-0
wound up in the courts.
innumerable press statements,
"I promised Jack Kent Cooke 9.Wittenberg
5-0-0
74
Since the Lakers already had but in no way has there been a ( Lakers' owner) that he
would 10.Henderson St.
5-0-0
65
not get anything. He's not en- 11.Ithaca ( 2)
37
5-0-0
titled to anything. It depends 12.Jackson St.
4-1-0
34
now on what Mike Burke wants 13.Montana
3-1-0
32
(nom itlft
to do."
I4.N. Michigan
5-1-0
23
to be CrOW11.START TOCV\Y! Chamberlain jumped from 15.Kentucky St.
5-1-0
79
the Lakers to the San Diego
Cash Not Important?
American Basketball Association team in 1974 to become a TIJUANA, Mexico ( AP I player-coach. A judge ruled, Somebody won $125,109 at Cahowever, that he couldn't play liente racetrack last Saturday
for any team except the NBA but hasn't picked the money
akers, who held Chamber- up, as of Tuesday.
lain's NBA rights.
It Was the second biggest
payoff since the track reopened
Midnight Practice
last year after a fire leveled it.
The winning ticket hit on two
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. ( AP
- If you think you woke up longshots in the seventh and
early today, chances are Jack- eighth races. Its holder has 90
sonville University's 13 basket- days to claim the money, the
ball players were awake first. track said.
Just take • tiny Hungreir i•biel before
weight losses ni 7
20
even 41
meals
. and banish those hated •str•
This is the opening day of
pounds in a short while So if esiu'ris fired
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don't feel hungry. deer, 0
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C Alleghanyilharmacel Corp
ig
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PAN AMERICAN GAMES
at 1201 a.m. for a one-hour
tablets J tablets-ill
••a anis
MEXICO CITY -- Otis Bird
opening workout.
HUNGREV'M
"We wouldn't let anybody Song Of the University of Houslite-Sa Rif
Bin Niers
heat us to the punch," the new ton scored 18 points to lead the
So Ill
head coach said. "It's a psy- United States basketball team
to a 99-70 victory over Mesic,'
chologiaal thing."

barrooms.
Marshall County will be
hunting for its first win Friday
when they host Murray High in
a 8 p.m. contest at North
Marshall Junior High.
And though the Tigers will be
favored in the contest, you can
bet nobody is taking the Marshals too lightly because of their
great size.
Marshall County is 0-6 coming
into the contest, Murray 2-4.
The Tigers are fresh off an
impressive 13-0 win over Trigg
County while the Marshals are
fresh off. That is, the Marshals
are fresh because they didn't

play last week since they had an
open date.
"They will have had two
weeks to work for us," Tiger
Coach John Hina said.
"They've had the chance to
regroup their forces. Before the
season started, most football
observers felt Marshall County
would be one of the top teams in
western Kentucky.
"They still have some of the
problems that come along with
consolidation. They're still
trying to get the school all
behind them. Any time we play
someone close to us, it's always
a little more of a rivalry so you

9. In Timeotd With Brandon, do you ever learn about things you didn't know before? A.
Often
B. Sometimes
C. Never
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Wilt Chamberlain Now
Free To Play In NBA
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Lose Weight
This Week

with the most powerful reducing aid ever released
for public use without a PRESCRIPTION.
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can bet you will see a hostile
Marshall County team Friday
night."
It will be the Last road game of
the season for the Tigers who
have the coveted pleasure of
playing their last three games
at home.
The win over Trigg County
last Friday was by far one of the
most impressive defensive
efforts in several years. And the
win MLR by far the most impressive one this season.
"The team really felt good
about the victory. They feel like
they have finally put it all
together. We had two or three
golden opportunities to score In
the game but the thing we're
happy about is we did manage
to score enough to beat them.
"And another thing is we beat
a real good club. We don't have
any honors we can win other
than our pride. Things not out of
the window are the pride and
honor of a comeback."
It might be hard to find a
better 24 team in the state than
Murray High. The Tigers had a
lot of key positions to fill with
Inexperienced people. As a
result, Murray dropped four of
its first five games.

Now it seems the experience
is developing and Murray is
ready to make a late charge,.
It's sort of like Hine said to his
team the other day: "Who has
beaten us?"
Reidland whipped the Tigers
19-14 and Reidland is now 6-1 on
the season and unbeaten in the
Class AA District race.
Mayfield is 5-2 and ranked
fourth in the state. And they
won just 3-0 over the Tigers.
Then there was the convincing loss to Henry County
which is one of the best clubs in
west Tennessee. And then there
was the spoof, the 26-13 loss t,
Caldwell County in the game of
"yellow flags."
Fact is, with the exception of
Henry County, no opponent has
really proved its been that
much better than the Tigers.
And so with all those things in
mind, there's really no reason
the Tigers can't finish strong
with the added experience and
salvage a good year.
It will be the Homecoming
game for Marshall County. And
of course, the Marshals will
have two things in mind,
crowning the queen and
crowning the Tigers.

Friday Special
All the Catfish with
all the trimmings

All you con eat

179

Free Homemade ice cream with this special order

Rudy's Restaurant

TOUCHDOWN-Tim Foster of the seventh grade Tigers picks his
knees up high end scampers into the enehone for o touchdown.
Foster hod well over 200 yards in the Tigers' 24-14 win.

Court Square

753-1632

SIILE ENDS!
DIGGS rin
INITURS

215 NORTH POPLAR

Sale

Positively

ENDS

Saturday

PARIS, TENN.

PROMPTLY AT 6

STOREWIDE

STOacilt LIQUIDATION

INYMING TNT BM AND COMPUTE STOGI OF rtr, efLI ESTAIUNED RItt4-1111 C014
RBI CONTENTS OF ION STORf AND RANDOM!- IYERYNING AUsOST MOUT RE
San OR UNIT f0 If SOLD DRASTIC PRIG REDUCDONS
-IN A SEIM EFFORT TO RlDUCE OUR INVENTORY SY ANY
COST AND IN Of oicertsi
MAW' YOUR
KOMI?NONE YOUR FRIENDS, DONT WAIT!

SALE RESUMES THURSDAY AT 9 A.M.!
CASH
CREDIT
IF YOU HAVE

IT

IF YOU NEED IT!
Cash on Small Items
Pt!-, S3 95 FOAM

THURS.& FRI.

NIGHTS
UNTIL

8 P.M.
SALE ENDS SAT.6 P.M.
REG. $29.95 CHAIRSIDE

PEDESTAL
TABLES

BED
PILLOWS
$125

11

REG. 82.98 -8" DECORATED

DIGGS FURNITURE
PARIS, TENN.

OPEN

Ea

CLOSED

DELIVERY

ALL DAY WED.
Necessary to close one day to

ALMOST
ANYWHERE
on Ma or Items!

restock floors and to catch up
deliveries I

on

REG $420 & $430, T PC,

LIVING ROOM
SUITES

W/marble tops. Choice of

Choice of nylon finia
Nougehydt

7-DRAWER

PILLOWS

794ca

$299"

now
REG. $5000

REG. $1.79 SOFA

WING BAC',

AEG. $299.95 SEALY

In a galaxy of decorator colors

MEG $6995 KING SPANISH,

KING SIZE

NITE STANDS

CANDLES

$19"

$100
Pair

Odds & ends & floor sampiiis
Decorated W/wax

Wray

roses

$159
s.,
"
One only

sacrificed I

Shoo Early!

HEADBOARDS

$3988
Less frame Dow,90
3 dat,s1

last

LARGE GROUP

$199.95 SEAL"
FILL SIZE

REG. $179.95 - 4-PC.

MATTRESS &
FOUNDATION

13988s,,
$

Luxury firm. Priced to

BED RM. SUITE

es

$129

One only double dresser suite.
9scrificed I

LAMPS,
PICTURES,
ODDS & ENDS
1/2

Price

REr., $2895 METAL

REG.$125, 7-PC.
DELUXE BRONZE

UTILITY
CARTS

DINETTES
"
$89
Choice of colors.

MATTRESS &
FOUNDATION

HU(rY I

a

488
Deluxe - on rasters Choice
of 3 colors

MEG $109.95 - 3-PC

BAR-2 STOOLS

$78“.
Nice selection of bars. All
sale priced!

REG. $279.95 G.E
40" ELECTRIC

RANGE

$219"
VI/visual oven

One only, hurry,

UNk LsHOUP OPEN SI MR
FRulTWOOD F1IISH
MAPLE

BED ROOM
SAVINGS UP TO

50% off!

-4"-•
•
rAlits 1111 MUftt.Oyu tcwrint•eimari "'valorous,. w‘sures s'a, Ivo a

oiamsinuglimpYOU
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Store Hours:
8 a. m. to 9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
12 to 6:30 Sunday

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
Prices Good
thru

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

21

We Accept
Food Stamps

Oct. 21, 1975

.11P1 '‘"Tf

\****/
Sunflower
Self Rising

$3

Hermitage

Sausage

Sloppy

Peanut
Butter

Meal

57

79
111.BEEF
3 Lb. Bag

918Oz.

5 Lb.

ft*IhN

tk•b-\*-4

59

Domino

Pure
Lb.

10 lb.

19
4 SUGAlt

lellENERS

TISSUE

BACON

tushus 15/
1
2oz.

12 oz 694 Cottonell Bathroom

Fields Worthmore
12 oz

$119

Fields

BOLOGNA

lb

89"

*Frozen Foods*
Frosty Acres

Argo Sliced

694 PORK & BEANS 194 PEACHES.

4 Roll

Detergent

Red Label Karo

PUREX

694 SYRUP

Giant

Kozy Kitten Cat

Chef-Boy-ar-dee

FOOD

15 01-

BROCCOLI
OYSTERS
SPEARS
BABY LIMAS
CAULIFLOWER
3/1 ® TUNA

32 oz.
15 oz.

8 oz.

594 SAUCE

8 oz.

3/49'

With Beans 15 oz. 494

BISCUITS

8 oz.

Del Monte

. 1 lb. pkg.

454 BEANS

194

Yellow
3 lb.

45'

41b. bag

25'
594

4/49'
'tail SLAW.

Boone County Chili

1 2 oz.
6/

694

*Produce

ONIONS

Pillsbury Buttermilk or Sweet Milk

2/89'

your choice 1 lb.

CARROTS

Contadina Tomato

8 oz.

ix or Match

COOKIES

PAGHE'TTIL meat balls

Kelly

an.!

994

29 oz

Nabisco Fig Newtons or
Nutter Butter

a

3/49' S

8 oz..

10 oz.

2

,51,201. 3/994 APPLES

CRISCO 'I" JUICE 390
12 oL

3 Lb"

FmirrYanAlceres

Carnation Hot

Golden Bake
20 Oz

Bread

American Beauty Mixed 16 oz.

CHOCOLATE -12 894 VEGETABLES. 2/47"
Pk•

•

maw
Johnson Coupon

•

rozi

Folger's

Tw/4/A?9

COFFEE
xPirt-s
Limit 1 per custotrier

1111111■IWIIILIftgoumignaollINI11111111111151111
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Bookkeeper Held Hostage Reported
OK After Two-Hour Ordeal Tuesday
OWENSBORO, Ky..( AP)- A
54-year-old bookkeeper held
homage at itnifepoint for two
hotra says he's "okay" after
the ordeal, which ended when a
police car rammed a pickup
truck to halt a careening chase
along the runways of the local
airport.
James Marvin O'Bryan of
Owensboro was taken hostage
Tuesday at the tractor dealership where he works, held
there for an hour, then forced
into the truck for the 70-to-90
mile-per-how chase to the airport.
After ramming the truck, police freed O'Bryan and apprehended Kennety Ray "Pete"
Curtis, 26, also of Owensboro.
Curtis was held in Daviess
County jail in lieu of $50,000
bond.
O'Bryan said Tuesday night
that, aside from a scratch on
his neck and bruises on his arm

and hand, "l'm okay, I'll be at
work tomorrow."
The
apparently
incident
erupted
when
police
approached an altercation between a man and woman near
the Holder Ford Tractor Co.
After police spoke to him, the
man bolted toward the tractor
with
dealership
patrolmen
chasing him, police said.
When police entered the
building, the man had grabbed
the bookkeeper and was holding
a weighted paper spike at his
throat and a 13-inch long metal
mowing machine attachment
over his hecid.
"He told police to get back,
otherwise he was going to
crush my skull," O'Bryan said.
"We were begging and pleading with him," Police Capt.
John Riley said.
Patrolman Bill Fenwick, who
said he's known Curtis more
than 20 years, said O'Bryan's
captor would "talk friendly and

CORRECTIO
Champion

Spark Plugs
69(
79(

Regular
Resistor

Murray Home
Auto

Chestnut St.

&

Phone 753-2571

Home Heating Oil Prices May Increase During Winter

then he would turn hostile, just
like you flip a light switch."
O'Bryan said the standoff
lasted about an hour and "he
threatened to kill me 15 or 20
times during that period."
He said his captor then discarded the paper spike and
grabbed a knife lying nearby.
-He put the knife to my throat
and kept telling them to bock
up or he was going to cut my
throat," said O'Bryan.
Still holding the knife to
O'Bryan's throat, the man
dragged him from the building
to a company pickup truck outside.
He crashed the truck through
a chain link fence gate and proceeded toward the airport.
"He was driving with his
right arm around my neck and
the knife to my throat,"
O'Bryan said.
Seven police vehicles followed
the truck to the airport and
pursued it along the runways at
speeds up to 90 miles per hour,
police said.
"I said, 'Pete, why don't you
stop and give up, they've got
you cornered.' He said, 'If you
don't shut up I'll cut your
throat right here," O'Bryan
said.
Sam Smith, general manager
of the tractor dealership who
rode in one of the police cars,
said he held the wheel at the
airport while patrolman Tom
Baker tried to shoot out the
truck's tires.

deride to drop a 22-a-barrel tar-

NEW YORK (A?) - Horne
heating oil prices, which have
been rising all summer, may
Increase another two. to six
amts a gallon this winter, according to dealers and governrnent officials.
Supplies will probably be adequate unless a severe natural
gas shortage causes a massive
switch from gas to oil by large
industrial users, they say.
Major uncertainties regarding prices are whether Congress and President Ford agree
to extend price controls beyond
Nov. 15 and whether Ford will

oil.
With controls in place and the
tariff on, the Federal Energy
AdMinistration predicts a rise
of about two cents a gallon in
beating oil prices by December.
With controls and the tariff
oft, the FEA says the price
Inn,
_colddr
oriseaboutcensixtrnats
to n
a gal
ongallon
all

FLEX

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

c. =\
win- \,
vt.use•

Chestnut St.

REG.10.98
Supreme Latex
House Paint

59

99
8Gal.

Protects and wears like oilbase; yet it's latex. Goes on
smooth, dries fast. 24 earthtone colors, white.

Reg. 9.98

LATEX
HOUSE

Sat-N-Hue
Wall Paint

PAINT

99

69'

N

NO ASPR IN

Brews 2 to 8 cups coffee,
a cup in less than 60 sec.
Filters out bitterness,
sediment. Keep-warm
plate keeps coffee hot.
20 filters.
5964

19'

8

Looks, feels, rings like china.
Oven safe. White or 3 patterns.
20/5/N1/4NH
Service for 4

20-PC.
DINNERWARE

Cooks foods in half the
time, seals in vitamins,
minerals; brings out flavor.
Automatic 15-lb. pressure
control.
M0404

Rag. 890

TWIST-0- SPRAY
FAUCET AERATOR

Safety Flare
FLASHLIGHT

Household
CLEANER

Adjust from spray to
r
full stream.

Red wand removes-use
675
as flashlight.

Foams away dirt; germicidal action.
1553

Oes

Aiatt Gamow

Three
CORDS
UL Listed Extensions.
1 6, & 9-ft X2031-3&1
Usk:
Oa* tome* P* Melt tattooer
4

3-WAY LAMP
Save energy-use need
ri light only 50/
100/150. 513/1r,OAXW

A
°r
1

, -

.,

ELSE WHERE
99e

630

FAN FORCED
ELECTRIC
HEATER
Safety switch
moo...

:

1111111111111111
1-11111111111
11111 1611
%
ELSEWHERE
18.95

Use with power tools.
C2416012
Oink:
00s Coupon Per Adult Customer

exall

THERMOS BOTTLES

a 99

GLOVES

A
,.-. , ,,,,,

0-DOWGAR0
ANTI

ii.
(74,
8.
BOOSTER
/
. %
CABLES

..,--

1

ELSEWHERE
4- 95

188

ALL

ELSE1VZ9HERE

Is,..__,

I lEill iA i
VIII

IGHT

BIG JACK

*Ink)ye -

PUMPKIN

;I,.
..as...

with handle

r
.

58

1 GALLON

,

4
6
-n
4
'
,,
,6;cf.
2
- :- -

Mun1P`
Rubella

1111

iimor

VINYL
GLOVES

10"

)
°4

F REEZE
lIMII I

KAZ

MEN'S
F LE ECE UNE°

VAPORIZER

ELSEWHERE
2.49

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

4.97

499

ELSEWHERE
6.96
---.1

•

VINYL

8

PRIuts GOOD THRU OCT 19
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

KENTUCKY WILDCAT

44

Polio
Measle.

DRUG

ELSEWHERE
594

ELSEWHERE
ERE
E LS
EiW79H5
4.9

LADIES

158

12-7 SUNDAYS

Reg. 1.89
12' Flat
YELLOW
CORD

88

BLANKETS

WINDSHIELD

i 0.1

36(P

lb"

\

TUSCANY BED

..,.... ANTI-FREEZE
,i
-0,
•.,
•••.-'„e' -

61(rf
r--fflimingir,
1:101111111-111111

)' i

1 GAL.

f-'
::

i., to it

,:-.•

PINT

_

ELSEWHERE
8 49

SCRAPERS

BMW

BOTTLE

1

CHAMPION

9-9 MONDAY-SATURDAY

69

6

ICE

STORE HOURS

•
Rog. 1.20

.

Minis Pies
mouni

51

ELSEWHERE
3.19

inane
.

77

Ili bs 11.95

'''"1
4,, WORTHALL

FIREPLACE LOGS

ELSEWHERE
5.96
.:-,
..

Arm

ELSEWHERE
sfic

on discontinued merchandise

4
.

ELSEWHERE
2.29

CONTACT A.R.M.
CAPSULES

SUCKERS
7 OZ. BAG

-I-at

..*
3
-

V2 Price
•

,..,rer.i.

WASH

1.e

A

g

PAD
2 YEAR
GVARANTEE

UN"

---

TOWELS

JUNIOR

Y

U

ELSEWHERE
189

1 THERMOS

HEATING

i
63

.. .

.8 OZ.

SLO-POKE

REVLON'S INTIMATE

WORTHALL

,

0REGULAR . UNSCENTED

TERI

ELSEWHERE
IlisC

ELSEWHERE
1.81

RN
Alla-

oTiR1UTiE5iTi1111

\

A.Km.

ELSEWHERE
154

SPRAY

/

BOX OF 12

t

ARM 1N
ARM
DEODORANT

.
Ar with baking soda

, -

ASSORTED COLORS

LYSOL

DISPOSABL

Extra
Special

:4

MINTS

OF 36

611:D

V ,*

,
,
'
....)

..i.

3cLi..,
,

89':

TODDLER

254

7 et Pot. 111

11 si 151.1 21

glt,

DIAPERS

1
t ,,,-

129

.._.. _

JOHNSON'S

4-Qt. Economy
SPEED COOKER

Anti-Perspirant

,,, I IS I NFECTANT
HOW- Alf *
14 02

ROLL OF

sox

ELSEWHERE
86c

ALL 15C GUM AND

DEODORANT

LOTION

HOLD COUGH

Orelle

15'

Dry Ban

CHAP-NO-MORE

ELSEWHERE
104
89c

by CORNING

.....marm

.-

TABLETS

1

97

LSEWHERE
1.79

am

ELSEWHERE
834

SUPPRESSANT

--..-'"
-- - I'----er *

congespon.

ivo"

,.;•:c-,`..:Pvf.. A

614

CONGESPRIN

0,r-11.4itt
1
Mee

,.:.:.... tip'''.

I;

.

W
ig

-1t0
'
:3::,.
-1
. *

,Z, PEANUTS
6 OZ. BAG

;,•'1.

LIQUID

12 OZUM"
.
3

MIRRO
MATIC

OF

FORMULA

I ----

of the WONTH

100

BEGLEY
'
S

E.

BRRGRIN

Bcom.E

m-oi
0;10;
0
0

-

Federal Stale Mart* sews Service ca toter
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 263 Est 450 Barrows&
3.1114kmatly 3 25 lower Sows 3 504.11111lower
US 1-2055-235 lbs
55700-81.36
US 1-3 2110440 lba
536.75,37.00
US 3-4 34113110 lbs
158.00-3673
US14 1101-3110 lbs. •
15525-3600
Sows
US 1-22704501U
547.50-48.50
US 1-3 30D-00 I bs
947 00-48 OD
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.
...
1147 50-48 50
US 3-3301500 lbs.
MO 30-4730
Boars 39 00-42.00

On Tuesday, Exxon Corp. announced a penny-a-gallon rise
in the price of heating oil.
According to FEA, retail
heating oil prices have risen

7 a' ., COVERED

325 MG.

„_,___-------".

Hog Market

Now, with winter approaching, many companies are shifting price pressure to heating oil
frbrn gasoline.

TYLENOL TABLETS
_boor
BOTTLE OF 100

H nia,so
.....

oz.

from 25.4 cents a gallon in October 1973 to 37.9 cents a gallon
in August. ,

1...,„_.

164

r -

This past summer, despite
slack demand and abmsdant
supplies, heating oil prices conUntied to -dee. Since May, for
example, Mobil Oil Corp. has
raised prices four cents and Texaco Inc. 4.6 cents a gallon.

-

BEGLEY
'
S CETANOL ,,-- BRACH
'
S
HOCOIATE
TABLETS '
di*, ta.

..i:

WEST BEND,
DRIP
COFFEEMAKER

BLEACHED
ELSEWHERE
2 25

-:.-....,..-..,-----

Covers most surfaces in one
coat. Provides a rich, scrubbable finish. Soapy water
clean-up. 48 colors, white.

89'

1 69

.• REVLON MILK PL
a
SHAMPOO 8
MOLAR, OILY

753-2571

Even without decontrol, some
dealers groups in New York
and New Hampshire are predicting 3-to4-cents-a-gallon increases.
The price of home heating oil
has risen steadily since just before the 1973 Arab embargo,
when it sold for around 20 cents
a gallon wholesale. Domestic
producers attribute the rise to
higher crude costs.

wh
;hie
esal
coei;ols limit the prices
changed on 40 per cent of doMagic crude oil, but if removed the crude could rise to
world market prices.

CONDITIONER
J.
_ it 9z.
*17_ REGULAR AND BODY ELS

_

FEA says beating oil retail
prices currently are around 38
cents a gallon, including a 6-to8-cent-.-gallon dealers' mark-

1ff On imported crude

ELSEWHERE
89C

544
ELSEWHERE
6 95

GET A HEAD START THIS

72

YEAR.

LAY AWAY THAT GIFT FROM
;
1

Protect them
from harm

BULEY
'
S TODAY!

,

, immunize No% Against Tht-.e
DiPhthen 3 I )anrgenips Childlitmwd I nseit.,:e
Tetanus
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11N1=
4
BEGLEY'S

‘
. 7 )74
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A
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ALLOWEEN
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AT THESE
LOW PRICES
Agtotio/
3
44a.
We Reserve The Right to Limit
Otiastitiies
We Accept U. S. Government Food Stamps

Planter's New

Potato Chips
Twin Pack

79"

Pure Cane
Any Brand

20oz.
Loaves
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CAKE
MIX Excluding Angle Food
With Our Coupon

Rainbo
Hamburger

With $10.00 Order
Or More
Limit 1 at this Puce

Dill Pickle
Slices
16 oz.

494
Bush
Shredded

Kraut g

Totinos
Hamburger, Sausage,
Cheese, Pepperoni

Thompson White Seedless

Grapes
Washington State Fancy Red Delicious

16 oz.

4 cans
$100

Frosty Acres Chuckwagon

Just Mt:1
New

Crop Yellow

Onions

Frosty Acres
3 lb. Bag

49' Corn on Cob

8 pieces

794

Chili

Laundry

With Beans
15 oz.

Detergent

2 for89(

EITZTEmag

Glad

Gary
Now
Base,

o.

Era
$199
64 oz.

20-30 Gal.

Trash Bags

109093794

Corn
Chips

Flavor Kist

Cookies
Coconut Cream
Sandwich or Iced
Nut L Fruit
12 oz.

Reg. 49°
Buy 1

Get 1 Free
Lipton
Family
Size

Center Cuts $1.59 lb.

Tea
Bags

Reelfoot All Meat
Young Tender Select

Bologna

Beef Liver

99'

591.

99'
Field Worthmore

Sliced Bacon
Armour Test Under

Coupon
12 oz. Pkg.

Parker Market
Keebler Town House

Armour Test Tender

T-Bone Steak

$11?

Rib Steak

SP?

Crackers
16 oz. With Coupon

594

Fresh Lean

Ground Beef

5 lb.
Or More

* * "IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY

Expires 10-22-75

Y,OU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE" * *
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week
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•Agenda

May Touch Off Another Controversy At NKSC Meeting

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
When Northern Kentucky State
College regents meet today, one
item on the agenda may touch
off another controversy over W.
Frank Steely, the school's former president.
He resigned last month, while
his administration was being
probed, but Steely still has tenure as a history professor. The
question is: will he exercise his
option and remain on campus?
Steely refuses to disclose his
plans. Some regents, including
James Poston, believe that if
the former president chooses to
stay, it will be embarrassing.
"I'm hopeful that he won't
stay," said Poston. "There are
other board members who
think the way I do."
Poston pointed out that the
Highland Heights, Ky., college
is searching for a new president and "if I were coming in
as that president, I wouldn't
want someone around who had
held the job five years."
Steely took over in 1970 when
Northern Kentucky opened.
Since his resignation, the post
has been filled on an interim
basis by Dr. Ralph Tesseneer.
Poston said that under an
agreement, which the board
must approve, Steely can continue to use the president's offcampus home at Ft. Mitchell
and also draw his $39,000 salary
until June 1976.
"We worked out these arrangements at an informal
meeting about the time that
Steely resigned," Poston continued. "The situation was explained to him and he asked
whether he could remain as a
professor. He was given a reluctant 'yes."
Poston said he was unsure of
Steely's plans but "I think he
should leave. Apparently this
whole thing has caused little
more than a ripple among the
student body but there probably
Is still some concern among
faculty members."
Poston, a Ft. Thomas attorney, headed the committee
which looked into charges that,
as president, Steely had condoned perjury and fostered academic dishonesty and violations

of faculty members' rights.
Steely, however, denied that
his resignation was generated
by the charges against him.
Board Chairman Kenneth FL
Lucas also said the terms and
conditions of Steely's continued
employment "have been discussed with him and, hopefully,
we are going to have everything resolved."

"If Steely decides to remain
he has every right to do so. To
terminate a tenured professor,
the regents would have to find
him guilty of incompetence, or
failure to perform his duty, or
immorality," Lucas said.
Lucas ruled out the possibility that the original accusations against Steely "could be
used as the basic for taking ac-

am
ced
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Airman First Class Gary W.
Overbey is now stationed at the
USAF Hospital, Richard
Gebaur Air Force Base, Belton,
Mo.
Prior to his present assignment, Airman First Class
Overbey was stationed at the
USAF Hospital, Davis Monthan,
Tucson, Arizona, after completing on the job training direct
duty assignment at the Tucson
hoePtlal•
Overbey entered the service
on May 30, 1973, and took his
basic training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas. He attended
tech school and a medical
fundamentals course at Wichita
Falls, Texas, before being
transferred to Tucson.
The former Murray man, son
of Lawrence Overbey and Mrs.
Ralph Morris of Murray, is
married to the former Pam
Wilson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Relmon Wilson of Murray.

Taylor, Burton
Remarried
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — Elizabeth Taylor
and Richard Burton were remarried last Friday afternoon
at Kasane, in northern Botswana, the district commissioner's office in Chobe, Botswana,
reported today.
The office said the actor and
actress were married by District Commissioner Ambrose
Meseta and that the marriage
was officially registered in his
office.
The office said Burton registered as Richard Walter Burton
and Miss Taylor as Elizabeth
Rosamund Taylor.
Miss Taylor, 43, and Burton,
49, were reconciled in Switzerland in August after 14 months
of divorce. He is her fifth husband, she his second wife. They
were married in 1964 after a romance that began when they
were costarring in the movie
"Cleopatra" in Rome.
They Went to Botswana, north
of South Africa, on Oct. 6 after
a visit to Johannesburg for a
celebrity tennis tournament for
charity.
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wake up to these values
Menace
Lady Wrangler

Ladies!
Buy Your New

Jeans

Coat

a

I

.••••
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,•..••

Now & Save

"8":

P g_.

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
For those hard-to-find items at Discount rices.
HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SHOTGUNS
Pacific DL-105
Shot Shell Reloader
TOPPER SINGLE SHOT MODEL 58
Complete With Shot
and Powder Busing
Made in U.S. A.
Reg
Retail

Mens Pcdyester
Knit

20

of the Regular

Gowns

Slacks
sdith

Reg. $7.97
$
4
77

Patterns $10911

A Savings
of $3.00
Mess Wrangler

Jeans

Has self-adjusting barrel lock, positive shell ejectlon and rebounding hammer. Chambered for 2% and 3 in. shells. Walnut
finished American hardwood stock with butt plate.

54.95

A Savings
of $3.30

leg. $9.99 Now
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5oo
Slightly Irregular • $

"
a .$44.99.sped.,:3549

Special
$3995

No Detain-Limit One
Just

Ray
Jefferson

All the features of expensive reloaot
without sacrificing qualit!,
• Crimps shells perfect!! Floating crimp
darter automatically aligns with original
crimp folds Final crimp die is fully adpotable

Oil of Olay
Moisturizing Lotion

4 oz. Bottle
Oil of Olay Night Cream
2-oz. jar

Aim
Toothpaste
With Stannous Fluoride
Large 4.6 oz. Tube

Sale Your Choice

$4995

• Seats wads easily witt‘imiligia as&
guide
all operations
Eliminates guesswork
end on positive stop
hour
• Loads 6 to • boxes per
•

Reg. $89.95
THOMAS

DUCK CALL

All

The Family Deodorant
Giant 13 oz. Can

Fish
Locator

•

TRIUS 73

Gillette
Right Guard
Deodorant

Arrived

BASE

Ayds

Style
Baby Shampoo

tillette
Tract ll Cartridges

No eye sting. So gentle, use
every day. Style anti-dandruff
shampoo helps control flaking
associated with dandruff.
15 oz. Bottle

STEEL
Sale Your Choice

Reducing Plan

Candy
Choice of Chocolate - Chocolate Mint
- Vanilla - Butterscotch
24 oz. Box

Pack of 5

68

No Dealers - Limit One
COMPLETE with Portable Mount,
Exclusive Thus Holdown Anchor,
Can Thrower and High Angle Clip.
-Easiest Coeldng.

-Sets up quickly,

-'Lay-ti" Loading,
-Standard targetssingles & doubles,
-.Throws regulation

-SiMpit to operate,

-All adjustments
made without tools
-ilbrow regulation distances & farther

Western White Flyers

Gillette
Foamy Shave
Lather

Cloy Targets $3
89 Case

Cboice of Regular or Menthol
Giant 104 oz. Can

Oral-B
The tooth/gum Brush
End Rounded polished bristles. Multitufted construction. Choice of Oral-B 40
Adults or Oral-B 60 Adults

Clairol
Nice 'N Easy
Shampoo M
Hair Color
Colors and conditions hair

Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas. As little as $5.00 can insure you have that -just
Right" gift for that special person.

All Corningware
At Discount
Prices

Large Shipment

Country Kitchen

Wall
Plaques

Foam
Rubber

Saucepan

Shadow Box
In Spice-of-Life
1-11
/
2-2 Qt.Saucepans
2 Glass Covers'l Plastic Cover

Single-Double
Queen-Kings

$2
57

Mattress
Toppers

4 Different Scenes to choose from

Lawn 8. Garden

Clean-Up Bags
4 Plastic bags -

Model 8280
Black & Decker
Cordless

7 bu. capacity

6 Plastic Bags -20-30 gal. liner

5 Plastic Bags - 30-33 gal. liner
Ideal For Leaves

Grass Shears
Reg.
$14.99

Quickway
Latex Outside House

Galvanized
20 Gal
Garbage

Cans

Many Colors
Reg. $4.97

SPUTNIK LAUNCHED
The,- Rtlesian9 launched- Sputnik I on Oct. 4, 195'7, and
in effect opened the Space
Age-

Sbonert, who agreed that he
had reluctantly *ported Teeseneer as interim president,
said he now "is backing him in
what he is trying to do. He
wants what we want — peace
and tranquility
on
the
campus."
Tesseneer, meantime,refuses
to comment on whether he is
seeking the presidency on a

looking for them," he said
Tesseneer said he strongly
supports Gov. Julian Carroll's
recommendation that Northern
Kentucky State College be designated as a university "to give
it parity with the other regional
schools in the state."
"'This would be a good move,
said Tesseneer. " For one
thing, it would allow us to add
extra graduate programs. It
would speed our growth, and
that's what we want to do —
grow."
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Gary W. Overbey
Now Stationed At
Base, Belton, Mo:-

tion to dismiss him as a proles- for I. Steely. I wasn't invited
to that meeting last month
Lucas said Steely, now 50, when some board members
isn't teaching but is working on worked things out."
Lucas explained, however,
a history of the college, located
that the session, held in Mc-Mat Highland Heights.
Another regent, Falmouth eet, was an informal one. We
newspaper publisher Warren had to act quickly because
Shonert, said he was still at- Steely was resigning and we
tempting to learn "what kind of contacted as many members as
financial deal is being proposed we could that day."

permanent basis.
'I've been saagatay One
meeting with fait* simibers
and employes to died any tenWoo that might exist and to
learn what, If anything, is bothering them."
Tesseneer, formerly the college's vice president for academic affairs, said he's detected no dissatisfaction among
the 6,000 students.
"The door to my office is
open and if people who are unhappy don't enter, then I

$399

Limit 2

STP
OIL
TREATMENT
99C
Marble
Landscape

Travel Tier

Auto
Top

Carrier

Windshield
Washer

Solvent

liewiervie

r•emerre
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2 Notice

1. Legal Notice
AS OF October 14, 1975, I,
Victor Olozabal, Jr., am
no longer responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Victor Olozabal, Jr.

ADVERTISING
DIAIXINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

2. Notice

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

For More information
telephone 753-1916
Crossword Puzzler
2 Goddess of
healing
1 Vigor icolloq
3 Like better
4 Uncultivated
4 Nave on
5 Dutch town
one's person
6 Man's
8 Pig
nickname
11 Ventilate
7 Revolutionary
12 Unemployed
6 Chapieu
¶3 Competent
9 River in
15 Threelold
Siberia
17 Flying
10 Shine
14 Girl's name
19 Latin con16 Article of
function
I woo ure
20 Dave food to
16 Symbol tor
21 Wooden pm
silver
22 Posed for
21 Persevere
portrait
22 Cr& ty
23 Humed
23 Resort
25 Lamprey
24 Cushion
26 Ehrf$ name
25 Sitter vetch
27 Equality
28 Be mistaken 26 Emmet
26 Without end
29 One, no
matter which
Isom
29 Wooden
30 Paid 00110i
V*1141114
31 Dinner COW.*
33 Pronoun
35 Prohibit
36 Kind
37 Strike
38 Bridge term
40 Inquire
41 Title of
reeplIC1
Small rug
43 In music, high
44 Speck
45 Above
46 River island
47 Enght
50 Care for
52 !rebind
54 Before
55 Cover
55 Leese
57 Parent
(collect

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

11'AZ

ACROSS

(.II'

.I
PI

!LA

Cr-.go
01119V

DOWN
1 Man's
nickname

WHAT WE do best is care.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
INT'EltEST TO all - free
super discount, fewelrY
catalog. Lifetime
guarantee. Ombudsman
Enterprises. 104 North
Westmore, Lombard,
Minois 60148.
HOMECARE
AMWAY
Products now available.
Call 753-0034.

JARMAN
SHOES

, News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified
Display.
Classified, Circulation ond the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917

Murray Coins
And Antioues

KING'S DEN
Ili I A

Shoppinu C -.(

Waned: Ciains-Gatillaver and
DrteresWee Glees

opposite bus station
108 North 6th Street
153-0140

MOTKI
12.000 sq. ft of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp ,
Murray,Ky., Phone 763-3342

IApproximately

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"

'071

ILI;C:1'7;
311F.1 ILII 71Ea
tit) IML15.113•
IVA
"Ti121

3V:

anP

F.:
31 Obstruct
32 Antlered
enamel
33 Pronoun
34 FrawCh for
-summer
IS Flying
mammal
37 Detestation
38 Coal dust
39 Pert of lackat
40 Gunge

41 Click DOWN
43 Three-toed
sloth
44 Depression
up
Sum
46
47 Metal
Angto-Senor
48
money
49 Crimson
51 Symbol for
nickel
5$ Note of scam
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tater*

WILL DO HOUSECLEANING for you. Call 753-4917.

YOUR
SPECIAL

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131

When yee need seweies, rise"neat at service call at. Cleasimg
Is whet we keew best. We here
steam dowsers BM other
clew." egeipaseat for rain, or
if yes prefer we will deem veer
carpets awl flews for yea.

753-7753

at

A

PAT's

Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line...753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

BEAUTY
SHOP

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times

1

Phone 753-5074.

r_,/ 1

an

DOG
CATCHER

N14

111

3 Card Of Thanks

Hal°

II

WISHING

ROCK

reve

51R: TOINK
7'DEAR
THE OFFiCER5 NAVE IT

ME TOO-CeEN M

TOI5 15 TOE
PART OF
WEEK I LIKE
Beor

FUN-TIME!

TOO EA' WOILE TOE
PRIVATE5 DO ALL TI-IE
vVOCCK. 5U6GE5T -"

UP

NAW
/

•

•SEATLE BA

NEED A HIGH school
(GED) Equivalency
Certificate? Let us help
Murray Adult
you
Learning Center. Phone
762-6971.

at\
4clux.

10-15

No Nisi.rrtAaRE. REAL!

THE PHANTOM

HE WALKS THRU WALL544E..012 IT.. IS FEARSOME
UGLY.

SAN THIS THING WITH

MY OWN

EYES!

470

1

oircm

lost And Found

FOUND LADIES watch on
steps of Post Office.
Owner may claim by
identification and paying
for ad. Call 753-8159.

II

PeoNGlaoani

A
ANTELOPE CAN LEAP
A TWENTY- ROOT

WE WOULD like to express
our deepest appreciation
to our many friends and
relatives for every act of
kindness, love, and
sympathy shown to us
following the death of our
husband, brother, and
loved one Owel Grogan.
Special thanks to the
donors of food and
flowers, for the consoling
words of Rev. Eurie
Mathis, the pallbearers,
the music of Mrs. Onita
White and Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Anderson and for the
efficient service of the
Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home. May God richly
bless each of you.

5

TOMORROW:INSVAT NA SAW.

1FOUND COCKER Spaniel.
Owner may claim by
describing and paying fin'
'ad. Call 753-1805 or 7537791.

WONDEP
HOW HE
DOES IT

is
0

at

ammow-

11!
?`,1L7 f5 RIGHT TO KILL
A4 15TH' VCIRLD5 WORST'JINX"
AH BRINGS CATASTPCP1-4E
THOCCAH LOVES-

'
-St

A

CE,- /ma
)
sl*0
f

- AN LOVES IA_ Af3NE-R f3E5T OF ALLPOT W111-4 ME SPf._4:1 r-i-zEt) INTO A
MILLY(JN PIECES HE KIN LIVE A

HAPPY LIFE

N

CaA_roplik

I.

LOST A 3 month old male
black I abrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.

t.

ANN.

ast5-

SECRETARY, MUST be FIREWOOD CUT to order,
able to meet public well. will deliver. See Floyd
Must be able to type 50 McKenzie or call 753-4725.
words a minute or better,
some shorthand. Must use
FOUR TRUCK tires 750 x
all office machines, good
16, snow tread. $35.00
figures.
cannOt
If you
with
each, like new. Call 753meet these qualifications
6593.
do not answer this ad.
Starting salary, $450.00
per month. Send complete COMPOUND CLEANER,
resume, P.O. Box 998,
cleans and renews your
Paris, Tenn.
old furniture, also lots of
old
furniture
and
OPENING FOR men who
glassware, 2 couches and
have ability to become
chairs new upholstery.
lead men and learn a
Will also do upholstery
trade. Must be able to
work. See at Murray
travel. Not afraid to climb
Hobby and Handcraft, 512
and willing to work. Only South Ilth St.
are
that
men
mechanically
inclined. 16. Home Furnishings
Earning in excess of
$200.00 per week. ASCO DIVAN, CHAIR, vanity,
Gutter Co., 705 Pine chiffrobe, roster oven,
Street, Paris, Tenn. No sewing cabinet, Samphone calls.
sonite luggage. Call 7538977.

1975 DELTA PRO BASS.
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.

22.

Musical

FLUTE SELMER Signet.
Special 2 years old, good
condition. With case. Call
7534046.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
GOOD USED trombone.
Used I year. Good condition. Call 753-2773.

25

TV Radio

19

60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870.

TWI
ce
On
dr!
Ca

LA

?1 Mobile Home Sales
190, IL i 54, 2 bedroom,
gas heat, carpeting, a. c..
underpinning, utility pole
and box,328-8354 after 5 p
m. Located at Sedalia,
Ky. $3300.

TWO
apa

THR
api
cer
gar
clot
Ow
W.

1873 12 x 10, 2 bedroom,
Homette. With front
dining room, shag carpet,
unheat,
central
derpinning and steps. Call
753-4038.

TWO
met
r ar
wat
cen
Pat
755(

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 4•421918 or 443-8226.

NEA
apa
bed
wee
Kell
Sou

1973 MOBILE HOME, 12 x
65, Three bedroom, 11
/
2
baths. Furnished with
color T.V. Call 753-2858
after 4 p.m.
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central heat and air,
carpeted
throughout,
refrigerator and stove,
electric fireplace, underpinned, excellent
condition. Call 753-6018.

FOUI
how
MS1
p. n

FURIs
kitch
bedr
Nort
'753-9

28 Heating 8 Cooling
FOR SALE: Natural gas
heater: 70,000 BTU,
electric blower, thermostatic control. Call
after 5:00 p.m., 753-4720.
Price $40.00.

REFRIGERATOR
FOR PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
sale. Good condition. Call
service. Rebuilt pianos
753-9583 from 2:30-9. No
for sale. Ben Dyer 753calls after 9 p.m.
8911.
Prefer someone with
Wood Burning
40"
ELECTRIC
stove.
telling experience, 5
$40.00.
Frost
free MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
day week, good working
Heaters
refrigerator, $100. Call
conditions,
fringe
organ, guitar, clarinet
Now At
753-9264
benefits,apply...
and accordion. J. & B.
Music, Call 753-7575.
BRIGHTS
ELECTROLUX SALES
Court Square
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760, 24. Miscellaneous
753-4872
day or night.
TWO STORY oak log barn.
8 Storage Buildings
Excellent condition. Call
SEARS BEST Kenmore
29 Mobile Home Rentals
753-0870.
gas dryer. One year old.
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
Buildings. 8:104388, 8x12$150. Call 753-9845 after 6
FOX MEADOWS AND
$432, 8x164576, 10x20-$989.
p.m.
FENCE SALE lowest price
Coach Estates Mobile
Free normal delivery.
this year on chain link
Home Parks. South 16th
Many in stock to choose 17. Vacuum Cleaners
fencing. Call Larry Lyles
Street. Homes and spaces
from. Any size built to
at SEARS for free
for families only. Call 753order. Protect your lawn HOOVER
VACUUM
estimate. Sale expires
3855.
cleaner less than one year
and garden tools. Buy a
November 5th. Call 753storage building now. old with all attachments.
2310.
Call 753-3732.
Prices will never be
NEW 12 x 50, 2 bedroom
lower. We will be closed
mobile home. All electric
for the seasons from LATE MODEL vacuum
central heat and air.
WE BUY, SELL, and
1205 Electrolux with
November 15- 1975 to
Large lot. 3/
1
2 miles from
repair grandfather and
March 15, 1976. Hick's shampooer and power
Murray. Phone 753-7381 or
other old clocks. The
nozzle. Like New. $125.
Cemetery Road. Call 753753-3745 after 5 p.m.
Clock Shop. Call 753-7575.
Call 753-9783.
0984.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
1971 /
1
2 TON Ford tranhome with electric heat.
10 Business Opportunity 19 Farm Equipment
smission, radiator, 390
Couples only. Call 753intake and carburetor.
6636.
USED 960 Case combine in
1970 Ford Torino body for
DISTRIBUTOR
good condition. Call 435parts. One Chippendale
TWO BEDROOM, real
4155.
NEEDED
chair, lion head, back
nice. See B. B. Dill, 413
Be In Rosiness For Votesell
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
FIN or Part Tame
Sycamore Street.
MT JOHN Deere tractor
DISTRIBUTOR
with sickle mower. Good
26 TV Radio
NEEDED
shape. Also 2 G60 Baja
TWO BEDROOM 12 x 541
10 Servre Store. - Dealers Racks ol
Scat-trac tires. Call 474- STEREO COMPONANT mobile home in the
Recycle Parts
Oa laperama aoanaary. an Camoory, .11
2257.
system, 4 speakers, country. Can have gas or
Imis vim ademOs for yea's amp, owl
monks. otablabed o year loroadlole
Gerard turn table, eight electric heat. Water
ova by Careepro, lee SIMLA ISOM Pall
tape
16 FT. TILT trailer. Call track
player- furnished. No pets. $65.00
TS-/MS. DO at rbis Now a a 10011UNG
a month. Call 474-2318.
recorder, amplifier. Call
INDUSTRY ond lb. eatower ree we ear
753-7370.
AP log lar located iv Illobrers. Variety
Farm Equipment-disc, 753-7154 or 753-01353 after 5
law allarbets, Woes Pewee awl
TWO BEDROOM all
bushog, grader blade, p.m.
Calais Raab Nom.Oa
Prat* POTTIMAI I *Oa,wile<
electric, furnished, large
grader box. Call 753-7370.
LIMAN INVOITODI
lot on lake. $40.00 per
~owe pert yam la year NM Wilma
USED COLOR TV, $129;
rib'••••
month during winter
wenn TOW (boar& peon embr)
1972 870 CASE tractor and
Color TV and stereo
months. Call 436-2471.
910A SAM COP.__
equipment. Call after 6 p.
combination J&B Music.
mimes Woe
m. 753-7108.
Call 753-7575.
NEW 12 x 60 Trailer. Water
furnished. $100.00 a
1030 CASE TRACTOR,
month. 5 miles from
CB
REALISTIC
hand
held
12. Insurance
diesel, 13 ft. John Deere
Murray,
Call 753-2204.
radio
has
battery and RF
disc, 5-16". Bottom Oliver
meter
and
jacks
for
extra
plow. All in good conThe sooner you call,
speaker, mike, antenna 31 Want To Rent
dition. Call 5274504.
and AC jack for charge
the sooner
and power. Call 753-8046. YOUNG MARRIED
you save
CATEPILLAR
D-6
COUPLE looking for
Mon 153-0489
bulldozer, good condition.
house in the country. Call
Call 354-6392 or 753-9007.
436-2510. Ask for Connie.
We are
NEW AND used John
Number
INSURANCE
32. Apartments For Rent
Deere planters, AllisA
Homeowners, farChalmers hard land
1
G
mowners, mobile
FURNISHED
APARTplanter. Vinson Tractor
homeowners, low rates
MENTS. One or two
Company, 753-4892.
excellent claim service
bedrooms Zimmerman
A
Galloway Insurance and
Apartments South 16th
20 Sports Equipment
Realty, Phone 753-5842,
Street. 753-6609.
V
TV's
Murray, Ky.
Radio's
0
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
MURRAY MANOR - All
CLUBS, one complete set
new, all electric, one and
Stereos
X
Want
To
Buy
14
and bag. Graphit Driver.
two bedroom apartments.
GR 70x 14 radial, 4 wheel
&B Music
Stove, refrigeratoc, and
- . lariiiiraller. 2
IV "TOWER, rotary and - ititri6ed
water furnished. On
Murray. Ky
Chestnut
St
•
bicycles
26"
10
speed.
color TV antenna. Cell
Duiguid Road, just off 641
753-7575.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
7534340.
North. 7534668

FU
BEI
univ
or 7.

Ashley

THR1
nea
Aval
3942

Purdoms,
Inc.

dt
\\ I

20 Sports Equipment

two USED PIANO. Call 753- 1971 BEE Craft 18 ft. triOPENING FOR
7231.
ambitious ladies. For
hull. Lounge type sleeper
special work, 3 hours per
seats. Walk through
day, morning or evening
windshield, deck cleats,
VENEER LOGS wanted,
by choice. Call 7534970
step pads, mechanical
ash
walnut,
oak,
white
between 2 and 4 p.m. for
steering, life jackets,
and hackberry. Highest
an appointment.
stereo tape deck, ski
prices paid for logs 14" in
equipments 115 Horse
up.
diameter
and
Mercury, built-in 18
Ky.
Benton,
to
Delivered
WOMAN TO stay with
gallon
tank, Robo trailer,
standing
buy
Also will
elderly woman, 5 day
mooring cover. Must sell.
J.
trees.
H.
Veneer
Call
week. Must have own
Moving. Call 753-4775.
Miller 354-8440.
transportation, Write,
11112,
Mrs. Janet Jones,
RUNABOUT SKI boat. 14',
Box 131, Buchanan, Tenn. 15 Articles For Sale
1972, 50 h.p. Evinrude.
38222. Please give age,
Used very little, excellent
qualifications, phone GIRL SCOUT uniform. Size
condition.
New
number, address, and 12 junior, with pants.
Used one year. $15.00.
,galvanized trailer. 900.00.
wages expected.
Call 753-7833.
Call 753-7853.

Help
Wanted
Sales Person

107 N.17th St.

I want to understand Which do you prefer,
you.I want to know the dry-mix or the
everything about you. canned dog food?

I WONDER IF A DOG
CAN MAKE A WISH

Help Wanted

14 Want To Buy

b Help

Wanted

MALE OR FEMALE to
work in
hardware
department, should have
some knowledge of
hardware, Good working
conditions, 9-4, 5 days a
week Longer botir, Can
- 1*
.arrinieci ;ff ksired.
Send resume to P. 0. Box
32D
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32 Apartments For Rent

37. Livestock

Supplies

om,
'tint
pet,
unCall

bile
aid.
'tier
442-

12 x
11
/
2
rith
L858

nor,
ths,
air,

FOUR BEDROOM, 2 bath
house. One block from
MSU. Call 753-6776 after 5
p. m.

we,
unent
816.

AKC
REGISTERED
MALE Cocker Spaniel. 8
mos. old. Has had all
shots. $45.00. If interested
call 753-0062 or inquire at
113 South 13th St.,
Murray.

33. Rooms For Rent
FURNISHED ROOM with
kitchen privileges in 2
bedroom apartment on
North 16th Street. Call
753-9845 after 6 p.m.

Ras
ITU,
herCall
4720.

34 Houses For Rent

THREE BEDROOM brick,
near
University.
Available now. Call 753- •
3
.“2.

PARADISE KENNELS Boarding and grooming,
pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.

WILL RENT house to 41. Public Sales
person, cheap, who will
repair seven miles from LADIES SIZE 16 individual
clothing sale. Mostly
Murray. Call 354-8446.
tailor made. Also men's
and boy's clothing - size 18
36. For Rent Or Lease
to 42. Two days only.
October 16 and 17. 8 a.m.
BOAT STORAGE, now
to 6 p.m. 1311 South 16th.
through April 30. $125.00 Rain or Shine,
inside.
per season. Call 354-8469
Aurora.
RUMMAGE BAKE sale.
Bel-Air Shopping Center.
FOR RENT: place to keep Saturday October 18.
horses. Good pasture. Beginning 8 a.m. Sponby
Barn and riding area. Call sored
FreedHardeman
753-2280.
Associa‘ es.

1ND

bile

16th
aces
753-

Dom

tric
air.
rom
11 or

CUSTOM BUILT COTTAGE
2 bedroom with bath, Nuing-illosing-kitchea.
Noe end Al condition's's, Nay carpeted, Large
deck. WM bead es beautify' lot new lake

bile
eat.
753-

CO

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
ONLY $9,950.00

tile Real Estate & Audion
Aurora, Kentucky 42048

413

50
the
or
ter
5.00

Phone 474-27T7

INVITATION
FOR BIDS

all
irge
Per
iter

The Murrav-Calloway County Airport Board will accept Bid Proposals from interested parties to farm
cropland at the Murray-Calloway County Airport until
4:00 p.m. October 24, 1975. Bid Proposals must be turin at the Office of the City Clerk, City Hall, Murray,
Kentucky. Bids will be opened and reviewed from 9:00
a.m. until 12:00 noon on Saturday, October 25, 1975 in
the Council Room, City Hall, Murray, Kentucky. The
Airport Board reserves the right to reject any and all
bids.
-

a ter
a
-om

YARD SALE, October 18,9
to 5, in Stella, Brick house
on north side Highway
121. Sign in yard. Clothes,
chest of drawers, desk,
set of rocket mag 15"
wheels. Also odds and
ends.

AKC
REGISTERED GARAGE SALE 115 Spruce
Street: Beginning October
German
Shephard
puppies, 6 weeks old. Call 14 thru October 17.
Beginning at 1:00-5:00
753-4196.
each day.
LABRADOR RETRIEVER
puppies. Both parents, 43. Real Estate
hunters. See at 1100
Poplar Street after 6 pm.

FURNISHED
4
BEDROOM house near
university. Call 753-7575
or 753-0669.

011(11 TWUMISII Nere's no opdanenstrate yaw
sidlisAble 3 berbeent house eel
we. bee the potential is be
real show place. Ideally learted
hawses Money and Kanake.
Only $30,000.
EASY TO AUINTAiNli MN lewd
is Idea for thee whe are ready
to ran. Sam/ heim-froall
Sisal price. it's sharp awl only
511,000.
CREATIVE COTTAGE!! This brick
heave et 1700 Mee is lest
welting for yea to express yearelf in it. Interior features lets
if C101011 NMI cabinets. Nicely
learecaped aril Designed to
reflect your testes. Rely
$26,000.
WILSON REAL ESTATE
rams free Port Office
Phase 753-3263 ANYTIME

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
five
Sycamore
has
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
BONUS BRICK beauty.
Space to spare with three
bedrooms, two baths,
living room, separate
dining room, family
room, large master
bedroom suite must be
seen to be appreciated.
Central Electric heat and
air. All this is on nice
corner lot. Contact BoydMajors Real Estate, 105
North 12th or call 753-8060.

NICE 12i 50 trailer on 100 x
320 lot on Pottertown
Road, furnished, in good
condition for $9,000. 1973
,
- double wide mobile home
in Futrell Subdivision at
edge of Murray, Already
set up,lot 120 x 150, priced
at only $13,500. Moffitt
Saturday, October 11I, I p. wt., rein er shine at the late Lade Mc
Realty Co., 206 South 12th,
Casten beam, 4 maks East of Now Concord. Go 444 eat if New C..
cord to lit beck tee rood, tyro right, ge 14/1 elks. WIN sal area
753-3597'.

ED
for
all
nie.

AUCTION SALE

and approsiewately 11
/
2 acres of
Yin bedroom base with Nang
new and bath.
leas, nice keusene washer ate dryer, caeca, chairs, odd
wooden tasernine niciis, bitches tide, 6 chairs, sarongs stM,
tentlitiesa, new Astray stair, 7 hewers, amiss, nmachbre, Wheel
chat dap freers Two bedroom sates, kitchen cabinets, good
patella color TV, wirterems, know chars, laws =ewer, dishes,"AM ese
lets of ether it..,. tee liemerees to avosties. ARTMN leek* hr e
Ice east heave a she cousery and user the lake, this is It. 70%
dews /ay .4 .1..
withist 10 deys with deed. larger Roarer
Ilaalle Reel Wats

KTtwo
nan
16th

•
All
and
nts.
and
On
641

41 Public Sales

YARD SALE, 94 East, one
BEAUTIFUL 5 year old
TWO BEDROOM
mile from
Murray.
duplex, mare. New big horn
Yellow home on left.
available October 15,
saddle. Call 71134011
1975. Call 753-9741.
Saturday, October 18
from 9 to 5.
ENGLISH SADDLE and
TWO BEDROOM duplex
matching bridle. Also YARD SALE, all day
central heat and air.
Friday and Saturday.
Irish Setter puppy. Cali
Outlet for washer and
Court
753-9570.
House
yard,
dryer. Available Nov. 1
sponsored
by
ASA
Call 753-9741.
Sorority.
RANGE CUBE special.
Now is the time to purTWO BEDROOM duplex
chase your cattle winter RUMMAGE SALE at
apartment. Call 753-7850.
American
Legion
cubes. 20 per cent Range
Building. Saturday Occubes - 20 per cent
tober 18th from 8-2. One of
protein. $118.20 per ton.
THREE ROOM furnished
the
bigger or. Many
Monarch
Feeds.
Lynn
apartment, carpeting,
nice and useful items,
Grove, Ky. Call 435-4197.
central heat and air,
priced to sell.
garbage disposal. Lots of
closets. Can be seen at REGISTERED POLLED
HEREFORD bulls, 7 no. YARD SALE, Wednesday,
Owens Food Market, 1407
Thursday, Friday and
to
15 no. Also cows, bred
W. Main.
Saturday 9-6 daily. Anand open heifers. Call 901tique oak dresser, chest of
247-5487. Rex Robinson.
TWO BEDROOM apartdrawers, tables, Aladdin
ment, all carpet, disposal,
SMALL HORSE, ap- kerosene heater, radial
range,
dishwasher,
proximately 14 hands, 9 arm saw, skilsaw with
washer, dryer hookup,
metal
years, with or without
case. Tiller,
central heat and air,
saddle. Call 753-4106.
electric lawn mower,
patio. $150.00. Call 753walkie-talkies, dishes,
7550.
WHEAT STRAW and Hay.
girls bicycle, books,
Call 753-8156 and 753-6401. clothes, tape recorders,
NEATLY
FURNISHED
and lots of odds and ends.
apartment, 1 or 2 38. Pets Supplies
Corne by and look, you
bedroom. Available for
may find something you
weekly or monthly rental. REGISTERED FEMALE
need at a bargain. C. R.
Kelly's Pest Controll, 100
Australian terrier pup,
Avery, Pine Bluff Shores,
South 13th.
6/
1
2 months old. Call 753Fawnwood Drive.
6872.

vice
753-

,

•

Terry Shoemaker
Auctioneer

3E IC 31:P

Schee do we hay the opporhisiry to offer is fine e fear
bedroom bola es this priced la
the 30's. Owes ealiein to sell
MIN
Thirty we, loattod 0111 if
641... 21 usalehie ecres. . . 15
acres of beau apiallo1 over
MOO. '
Moat Real Kral
Ural free Pest Office
753-1261 analime

49. Used Cars & Trucks

49 Used

1974 VEGA HATCHBACK,
low mileage, 200 amp
light pole. 1950 Chevy
pickup. Call 436-5610.

190 FORD VAN. $1,300 or
best offer. Good condition. Phone 753-2462.

1974 OLDS CUTLASS S.
White finish with red
leather interior, swivel
bucket seats. Excellent
condition. $3,850. Call 3546392 or 364-8301.
1972 NOVA. 39,000 miles.
AM-FM. Cragers. Power
steering. Air. Call 7539551.

=IN

END OF the season sale.
We have a few lake front
lots specially priced to be
sold NOW, the sizes range
from one-third acre to a
full one acre tract. These
are located near Chandler
Park at Hamlin, Ky. Good
boating, fishing and
swimming area is right in
front of the property.
These are located on a
new all weather road only
a short distance from
Kerby Jennings Trail
(Ky. 1918). Financing is
available. Check with us
for the prices of this
property.
John
C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray,
Kentucky. Res. 753-7531,
Off. 753-0101.

44 lots For Sale

Cars & Trucks

NEED YOUR hay hauled/ ROY HARMON'S CarCall 502-436-2516
penter Shop ( old ice
plant).
complete
50 Campers
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
WIRING
1974 STARCRAPT, Star. ELECTRICAL
formica
work, finish
home
and
industrial, air
master 8. Excellent
carpentry, contracting.
conditioni
ng
and
condition. Used very
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
refrigeration, plumbing
little. Call 753-7231.
nights.
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales,
53.Feed And Seed
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good WILL KEEP children after SEED
WHEAT,uncertified
3p.m. weekdays, anytime
used trailers, Yr mile east
Arthur,
cleaned and
weekends. Call 753-5057,
of 68 and 641 intersection.
dried, no onions. Call 753have
references.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
1973.
527-7807.

WALU DRU

1968 BARRACUDA, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1972,
250 Yamaha Ftoadback.
Both in good condition.
Phone 753-6215.
1970 FORD LTD, air,
power, sharp, 2 door
hardtop. $850.00. 507 South
7th. Call 753-5877.
1973 TORINO, power
steering, air, automatic
transmission, take over
payments. $600 equity.
Phone 753-4331.

1965 poNTIAC,, 2 door
Real good nietOr. $225.
Call 753-6392.

1975 MALIBU Classic low
mileage, like new. 1969
Malibu with 1972 motor.
Call 753-1590 after 6 p.m.
-1965 MALIBU, power
BY )WR,3 bedroom, - steering• Power. brakes;
air conditioning, good
brick home, East Y
Clean car. Call
rubber.
Manor. Call 753-4064 ind
753-3732_
753-1739

NICE 1970 CHRYSLER, 2
door hard top, $1,050. 1972
Pinto, vinyl top, 4 speed,
91,175. Call 489-2595.

HOBBY CENTER

FIREWOOD BY truckload.
"4 ton, on Pottertown
Road. $10.00, you pick up.
Call 753-9618.

LIONEL TRAINS

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

Perfect Christmas Gifts for Father or Son
Phone 7534355 or 753-7570 after 5:00

Sales-Service-Parts
Will buy used trains
11111MMI

Publishers of The World Book Encyclopedia, on equal opportunity employer, has three openings for men or
women to give sales demonstrations
three days a week - 8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m. Previous sales experience not
required. Position pays $60.00 Weekly
guarantee for six soles demonstrations
with potential weekly income of
$130.00* Call 554-2549

DO
WILL
HOUSECLEANING. Call
492-8354.

Furches
Jewelry

1957 CHEVY, 2 door post.
Body only. Good glass.
Interior •• good. Body
rough. $100 00. call 354..
6465 after 5 p.m.

NOW OPEN

Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.
No down payment. Free
estimates. Call 492-8647

79 ACRE FARM east of 1969 450 HONDA. Good 1971 FORD, one ton dump
condition. Call after 4:30
truck. Call 753-7370.
Farmington on Highway
HAVING TROUBLE
on weekdays, 901-642-8439.
121. City gas and water
getting electrical jbbs
district, 12 x 65 mobile
done? Then call 753-4484.
home. Three bedrooms, 1972
Truck For Sale
TRIUMPH
750
1 102 baths, carpeted,
1969 Chevrolet Pick-up,
Chopper.
Excellent
SHOLAR
garage, tobacco barn and
long bed, 307 V-8, radio, CONTACT
condition. $1200. Call
stable. 50 acres tillabel,
Brothers for all your
new set of tires, A numdays, 489-2557 nights, 489part bottom land. 2 ponds.
bulldozing, backhoe work,
ber 1 shape throughout,
2763.
Farm was in beans this
or trucking needs. Phone
must see di drive to apyear. Many beautiful
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354preciate
1973 YAMAHA TX750
building sites. Call 3458161 after 7 p. m.
University
Gulf
chopper, padded sissy
2502.
bar, highway bar, it's a
Station
EXPERIENCED
PAINrunning machine! call
interior
or
do
will
TER
16th
&
165 ACRE FARM, 3
7534046.
exterior work by the hour
bedroom frame house
or job. 753-8343.
located in Marshall 1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
$500 OR BEST offer buys
County. Call 354-6390.
excellent running con1968 Le Mans, 6 cylinder,
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436OHC, automatic, bucket
46 Homes For Sale
Plumbing and Electric.
5370.
seats, double steel belted
No jobs too small. Call
Bridgestone tires. Call
COLDWATER, I year, 48. Automotive Service
4364642 early morning or
767-4619.
new, large 3 bedroom
late afternoon
house. Extra large lot, 2 AIR SHOCKS - $39.95, also
1965 MERCURY Parklane,
car attached garage,
CLEANING,
CARPET
Peak Antifreeze, $4.29
4door hardtop, power and
patio, separate laundry
experienced, very
gal. The Orange Station.
air, good condition, good
room, central air and
reasonable rates,
401 South 4th, Murray,
tires. $275.00. Call 753-9181
heat, built-in range and
references, free
Ky.
or 753-8124 after 5 p.m.
dishwasher. Exestimates. Quick drying.
traordinary. Must see to 49 Used Cars & Trucks
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
1974 CHEVELLE Malibu.
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
Automatic transmission,
1971 VOLKSWAGEN
power steering and GENERAL
Slantback. A-1 condition.
HOME HUNTING? You
HOUSECLEANING Call
brakes, air, AM Radio
4 new tires $1,000. Call
will find a large selection
player,
tape
436-2295
with
901-642-6955 or 901-642in all price ranges at
$3,050.00. If interested,
8315.
Wilson Realty, Auction
call 901-642-7761 after 5.
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone 1970 RENAULT s475. see 1971 MAVERICK, good
at 1601 Farmer after 4 p.
753-3263. Nights and
condition, straight shift, 6
m.
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
cylinder. $1350. 220
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753electric heater, two new
113$. Ash Street
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345- 1973 PONTIAC GRAND
screen doors. Call 753-2203
Murray
Prix. Excellent condition.
2313, Loretta Jobs 753after 4 p.m.
Call 753-4358.
For dependable watch
6079. Member M. L. S.

BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick colonial in Canlebury. 21
/
2 bath. Central
gas heat, electric air. For
appointment call 753-9442.
.0

51 Services Uttered

SUPER
GMC
1973
CUSTOM camper special.
FOR SALE: Camper top LAKELAND
CON- 54 Free Column
Radio, heater, automatic
STRUCTION. Backhoe
for short wheel base
*ransmission, power
46. Homes For Sale
work in vacinity of 121 SIX MONTH old female
truck. Phone 753-7393.
steering, power brakes,
kitten. Black and white.
South and 94 South to New
air conditioning. Call 498Desperately needs a good
Concord.
BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM
Gravel,
white
22 FT. FULLY SELF.
8739.
home. Being cared for by
rock
and
top soil
brick bowie in Canterbury
contained travel trailer
the Humane Society. Call
delivered anywhere. Call
Subdivision. Very com1972 model. Sacrifice
Rosa, 436-2505, open 7 753-3535 after 4:30.
fortably
laid
out. COLLECTORS ITEM - $2,750 at Fox Meadows
days a week.
Beautiful location on
South 16th Street. Call 7531950 Ford. $1,500. One
corner ground with
EIGHT WEEK old part
3855.
owner. Good condition.
stream and trees. For
Collie puppy, female,
ROY HARhION'S CARCall 753-8375.
appointment call 753-9513.
brown
with
black
PENTER
Shop.
51. Services Offered
markings,
white
has
4
Professionals
.
Building,
1970 FORD LTD 2 door. 507
paws and a white blaze on
remodeling,
repairing.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrooms,
St.
South 7th
SMALL DOZER work
the nose. Also have 6 week
Call 753-4124, South 4th
11
/
2 baths, Magnolia
done. Call 753-7370.
old part Beagle puppy,
Street. Across from HiDrive. Trees and shrubs,
female, black and white,
Burger.
large family room, fully 1973 GREMLIN X, 6 LICENSED ELECThas been wormed. Call
carpeted, dining area,
cylinder, straight shift.
TRICIAN - Prompt,
753-4307, after 5.
utility room, double
Call 437-4260 after 4 p.m.
efficient service. No job GUTTERING BY Sears,
carport, low 30's. Call 753too small. Call Ernest
Sears seamless gutters MOTHER CAT and 6 week
2485.
1971 COMET GT. Low
White. 753-0605.
installed
per
your
old kittens. Grey tiger
miles, good gas mileage.
specifications. Call Larry
striped, will make lovable
A-1 condition. Call 753Lyles at 753-2310 for free
VFILL COMBINE beans
3 BEDROOM BRICK, 2858
pets. Call 753-3994 after
after 4 p.m.
estimates.
Call 489-2350.
central heat and air and
4:30.
12 acres of land. 3 miles 1972
MAVERICK fully
carpentry
East of Dexter, Highway
equipped, excellent WILL DO small
1346. Call 753-8615: •
jobs or put plastic under
condition. $1600.00. Call
houses Call 753-1603.
753-7589.
*PRESCRIPTIONS
3 BEDROOM BRICK and
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
shop, East of Wiggins 1969
ALUMINUM
SERVICE
OLDS CUTLASS
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Store.
Furniture
COMPANY siding by
Supreme. Call after 5:30
$35,000.00. If interested, 753-9865.
Alcoa. Stronger longer
Call 753-8615.
awnings by Howmet

OAK WOOD ESTATES.
House started
with
enough lumber and antique brick to finish it. 25'
x 229'. $2,500 for lot and
house. 1.7 miles from
Shamrock Resort. Call THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
901-642-6955 or 901-6428315.
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
LOT FOR SALE. Sherwood
your time. Give us a call
Forest. $1500. Call 753- or drop by the office at 901
4910.
Sycamore Street, 7534. „
7724.
141' FRONTAGE x 204'.
Nice trees. On 641 South. 47. Motorcycles
For a new home or mobile
home. Call 753-0774.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
45. Farms For Sale

TWO
STORY,
ifour
bedroom brick, 2 full
baths, separate dining
room and family room in
very pleasant S. West
Murray
neighborhood.
Lots of trees, well landscaped. Call 753-5249 for
appointment.

51 Seloces °tiered

f

for personal interview. L212
Or Write: Mr. Rather,
R. No.6, Paducah, Ky. 42001
Auction Sole
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week, lots of good merchandise. Trunks,
quilts,fainting couch, oak ice box refinished, ash ice
box, oak wash stand refinished, kitchen cabinet
refinished, oak clawfoot buffet, real nice hall tree,
walnut marble top chest, walnut one drawer table,
walnut bed, walnut child's bed, Mayfair blue sweetpea vase, Mayfair blue fruit bowl, Sharon amber
pitcher, Cubist green butter dish, Cubist pink butter
dish, Churns, crocks, bean pot, wood heater, electric heater, electric range, refrigerator, chain saw,
cabinet sink,lots of other glass and dishes.

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

FREE
Termite
lnspedion

and jewelry repair
Factory Approved
Accutron Service

Auction Sale
Saturday, IS. 10.. a., roe et shave at the lass lane Parris Fars,
6 sees Somalveest of Marra ea Lona Greve Rd. WIN tel lets .4tripes. lialsolield news we fora took. Ti. diner bah, segos
sea, betties, core shaktr, 4 sweithing Vas, well elephant, side
ooddle, sail bogs, bed steeds, a trate, several old guilts ever 7$
pars ad. Farther beds, wash bates, sow 5 I 7 hard wade nog.
Lets of bora drums teas. MI bads if fishing endeseart. lets el
heed teas. Perch same'Illackswelth siiigatesti, refrigerator end
stove lots of elbow items too ownierees to wearies.

Terry Shoemaker
Auctioneer

1

Avoid Costly Home Repairs

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Nene owned sod operseed ever 70 years. le aa Igo any asitrat
seal all la finished

100 South 13th St

Phone 753-3914

FM's. Roach*. s,fver fish and Shrubs

••tt004
PEST

:1
OKTROL
abocistioss
1111,
it

,
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Anti-Busing Boycott Not Very
Effective In Louisville Today

lipeaths and Funerals I
-=Austelle Crouse
Dies Suddenly At
Home On Tuesday

1
1

Austelle Crouse died suddenly
Tuesday at 9:15 p. m. at his
home on Murray Route One,
Penny-Airport Road. He was 60
years of age.
The deceased was self employed as a mechanic and was a
member of the Spring Creek
Baptist Church. Born February
23, 1915, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Zelner
Crouse and Lillie Taylor
Crouse.
Mr: Crouse is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Virginia Suiter
Crouse, to whom he was
married on December 18, 1937;
one daughter, Mrs. Marvin
Deloisi Scott, and five grandchildren, Kim, Kathy, Rodney,
Tracy, and Mitzi Scott, all of
Kirksey Route One; three
brothers, Maurice and Z. B.
Crouse, both of Murray Route
Two, and Laverne Crouse of
Murray Route Eight.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete but friends may call
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.

Heather Andersen
Killed Saturday
In Front Of Home
Heather Lynn Andersen, six
year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jon Lee Andersen of
Atlanta, Ga., was killed while
riding her bicycle in front of her
home on Saturday, October 11.
Reports are she was killed by a
hit and run driver.
The little girl had visited
frequently in Murray at the
home of her paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Andersen. Her father is an
attorney in Atlanta and her
mother is a foreign language
department head at Crestwood
High School.
Memorial services were held
Monday in Atlanta.
include
Survivors
her
parents, her paternal grandparents, and her maternal
,atrandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Lorzelere of Florida.

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Thompson
Final rites for Mrs. Georgia
Ann Thompson of Hardin Route
One are being held today at one
p.m. at the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. R. J. Burpoe and Rev.
Dennis Waters officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
grandsons with burial to be in
the Horn Cemetery.
Mrs. Thompson, age 90, died
Monday at 1:50 a.m. at the
Benton Muncipal Hospital.

Edward Henson Of
Hardin Dies With
Rites Held Today

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — An antibusing boycott of Jefferson County schools
apparently has not been very effective
today, with most high schools checked
reporting attendance "pretty good" or
• .near normal."
Attendance figures for the day weren't
vet available, but in spot checks of schools
hit hard by a previous boycott Oct. 1-3,
principals reported attendance apparently
not down seriously.
The boycott was called for by several anti-busing groups to protest court-ordered
busing in Jefferson County for school desegregation.
The earlier boycott cut attendance in
county schools by more than half, school
officials said.
Tuesday, police broke up the first large
clash between white and black students at
a school since the desegregation program
in Jefferson County began Sept. 4. No
serious injuries were reported in the fight,
which involved 20 or more students outside
Iroquois High.

Edward Henson died Monday
at 8:55 p. m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was 76
years of age and a resident of
Hardin.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Jewell Henson; one daughter,
Mrs. Clay Johnson of Benton
Route Eight; one son, Charles
Henson of Hardin; one sister,
Mrs. Clifton Edwards of Oak
Park, Mich.; one brother,
Jamie Henson of Paducah;
ihree grandchildren; three
great grandchildren
Funeral services are being
held today at three p. m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. James
Hale officiating. Burial will be
in the Edwards Cemetery.

Dr. Chrisman, Jr.
Dies Monday With
Funeral Thursday
Dr. R. B. Chrisman, Jr., age
64,834 Anaspasia Avenue, Coral
Gables, Fla., died about midnight Monday night at his home.
The deceased had been a
practicing physician in Coral
Gables from 1946 until his
retirement in
1971. He
specialized in obstetrics and
gynecology and served as a
colonel in the Army Medical
Corps in World War II.
Dr. Chrisman was born in
Hazel and was the son of the late
R. B. Chrisman, Sr., and Pearl
Mason Chrisman. He attended
Murray State College and
graduated from the University
of Tennessee Medical Unit at
Memphis, Tenn. He was a
member of the American,
Southern, Florida, and Dade
County Medical Associations
and was a delegate to the
American Medical Association
for ten years.
The deceased was a fellow of
the American College of
Surgeons and American College
of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Elizabeth Chrisman, two
daughters,
Miss
Betty
Chrisman and Mrs. G. W.
McMillan, one son, Richard E.
Chrisman, and three grandchildren, all of Coral Gables,
Fla.; stepmother, Mrs. Marian
Chrisman of Paris, Tenn.
Private services will be held
Thursday at the Woodlawn
Park Cemetery in Miami, Fla.,
with the Philbrick and Son
Funeral Home of Coral Gables,
Fla.,
in
charge
of
arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
John T. Macdonald Hospital
Foundation
Drive,
50(X)
University Drive, Coral Gables,
Fla.

Survivors are six daughters,
LAKE DATA
Mesdames Mary Lee Bogard, Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.6,
Reba Lovett, Lola Darnall, up 0.1.
Nellie Lovett, Emma Travis,
Below dam 302.0, down 0.1.
and Pinkie Poole; two sons,
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.7,
Wilson and James H. Thomp- up 0.5.
son; three sisters, one brother;
Below darn 315.0, down 1.2.
twenty-two grandchildren;
Sunset 6:22. Sunrise 7:04.
thirty-one great grandchildren;
Moon rises 4:37 p. m ., sets
six great great grandchildren. Wednesday 3:05 a. m.

SOREHEAD—Dr. Farouk Umar. chairman of the Department of Political Science at Murray State University, proudly
displays the "Honorary Sorehead" certificate presented to
him by the city of Hartford in recognition of his leadership in
collecting and indexing the city's ordinances through a service provided by the University's Center for Regional Services. Presented by Mayor Hayward F. Spinks, the award is
comparable to that of a Kentucky Colonel.

Supreme Court Rules Out FPC
Tactic To Deg AM Shortage
WASHINGTON ( AP) — With
a growing natural gas shortage
expected this winter, the U.S.
Supreme Court has ruled out a
tactic which the Federal Power
Commission considered its best
hope of providing any immediate relief.
By barring 180-day exemptions from federal price
controls on natural gas, the
court left it squarely up to Congress to decide whether to permit such exemptions which in
effect temporarily lifted the
price controls that are blamed
by the natural gas industry for
shortages.
Even if Congress takes action
later this year to permit the exemptions, however, that would
provide only partial relief for
the expected shortages.
The Federal Energy Administration estimates that temporary exceptions from federal
price controls would make it
possible for interstate pipelines
to buy an additional 200 billion
to 400 billion cubic feet of gas
this winter at unregulated
prices up to three or four times
as high as the federal ceiling
price.
But this is only a fraction of
the total shortage, forecast at
about 2.9 trillion cubic feet.
Meanwhile, concerned about
suspicions that some producers
or pipelines may not have been
trying as hard as they could to
meet their contract obligations
for gas deliveries, the FPC announced Tuesday that it will
crack down on any who are unnecessarily reducing their deliveries.
The FPC did not cite any specific examples, but said such
questions have arisen through
congressional hearings as well
as in the day-to-day adminisratration" of the Natural Gas

Eat Out Cheaper than
at Home
Where?

Act by the FPC.
The FPC said it will hold
pipelines and gas producers responsible for delivering their
obligated amounts of natural
gas or explaining why they
can't. When appropriate, the
FPC said it will take administrative action or go to court to
enforce gas delivery obligations.
Gas shortages have been
growing since about 1971. Both
the industry and members of
the FPC, including outgoing
chairman John N. Nassilcas,
have blamed them on the legal
requirement that the FPC regulate the price of interstate gas
sales.
They say this has divwed
much of the natural gas afray
from the interstate market, to

BLOONWIELD, Ind. (AP) —
convicted cop killer who had
escaped from a federal prison
in Illinois scrawled a message
of thanks in a Bible given to
him by the wife of a county
sheriff whose deputies apprehended the fugitive here.
Henry M. Gargano, serving a
199-year sentence for killing
two police officers during a
Chicago bank robbery, was
held in the Greene County Jail
for several hours after he was
picked up Tuesday, until authorities returned him to the
federal prison in Marion, Ill.
"In appreciation to the decent and humane treatment
from all the people of the
Greene County Jail .., my particular regards to Marge Byers,
whose interest and compassion
will always be in my thoughts.
"If I ever do come to accept
Jesus, it will be through
Marge's doing. I say this in sincerity," Gargano wrote in the
New Testament that Mrs.
Byers, wife of Sheriff Orval
"Bub" Byers, had given him.
"I'll write to you sometime in
the future," the 43-year-old convict wrote in a postscript to
A
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Fried Chicken

Airco
Amer. Motors.
Astilmil Oil..
A.T.&T
Boise atscade
Ford
Gen Motors
Gen Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker OMs
.
Republic Steel
Singer
Tappan .... •
Western Union .
Zenith

$00
2

All you can eat

with hot biscuits, cream gravy,french fries, and honey

Fall Conference
Of State Reading
Association Held

the higher-price intrastate market which is Outside federal
regulation.
In an effort to give the pipelines more of the gas available
an the unregulated market, the
FPC permitted "emerfgency"
purchases without price ceilings for as long as 180 days
during the heating season of
1973-1974.
The spokesman said some 196
billion cubic feet of gas were
purchased under 180-day exemptions that season. But the
procedure was challenged by
the Consumer Federation of
America, the American Public
Gas Association, the American
Public Power Association, the
National League of Cities and
the U.S. Conference of Mayors.

Convict Scrawls A Message
Of Thanks To Sheriff's Wife

at Rudy's Restaurant
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Mrs Byers.
The sheriff's wife spoke with
Gargano after he was booked
into the county jail. As is her
custom, she gave the new prisoner a copy of the New Testament and offered him spiritual
counseling, trying to convince
him to turn to a life other than
crime.
'They always say,'That's all
right for you because you believe in God,' but I always tell
them that religion is free —
anyone can believe in God,"
said Mrs. Byers, who lives with
her husband in the sheriff's
quarters at the jail.
"It's just my way of trying to
rehabilitate people."
Authorities say Gargano may
have been the ringleader in
Friday's escape of five prisoners from the federal prison.
The men reportedly used a
homemade electronic device,
similar to a remote control garage door opener, to trip the
locks on the gates of the prison,
considered to be the most secure in the nation.
Only one inmate remained at
large today after Gargano's apprehenension near this community about 100 miles from the
Illinois prison. Two others were
captured Monday night and.,
another was picked up Sunday.

Only the
Newspaper

Served-Over 500 People
Last Thursday

RUDY'S RESTAURANT

'

753-1632

U.S Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Syuerns
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W It Grace
Texaco.
General Flee
GAF Corp
(Icarian Perth's
Pfizer
Jim Walters ...
Kirsch
(Roney
Franklin Mint .

Good Sales Reported By)
New Car Manufacturers •

Murray State University and
By OWEN ULLMANN
the Murray Area Council of the
Associated Press Writer
International
Reading
DETROIT( AP) — Strong iniAssociation Jointly hosted the
thirteenth annual fall con- tial sales of 1976 cars helped
ference of the Kentucky State the nation's auto makers
Council of the International launch the new-model year in
Reading Association on October October with their best per10 and 11 at Murray State formance for the first 10 days
University. Approximately 300 of a month in nearly two years.
people attended the conference
Deliveries of 243,642 cars durwhich included three all-day ing Oct. 1-10 were up 13 per
institutes, a general session cent from 216,110 last year,
Friday evening, and thirteen marking only the second time
sessions on Saturday. The this year that sales have outconference was concluded with paced those of the same yeara noon luncheon on Saturday. earlier period.
Consultants for the institutes
The sales figures, released
included Mrs. Ruby O'Bryan, Tuesday, provide the most conHardin County Schools; Dr. vincing evidence yet that the
Tom Rakes, Memphis State industry was pulling out of its
University; Mrs. Linda Wer- longest and deepest slump
meister, Dr. Yancey Watkins, since the Great Depression.
Dr. Larry Salmon and Mrs.
The daily sales rate of 27,071
Jody Anderson from Murray -= there were nine selling days
State University.
In the span — was the highest
Speaker for the general for an early-month period since
session was Dr. Jack Hum- November 1973, when the enerphrey, Director of Elementary gy crisis sent sales toppling.
Education and Reading SerAuto executives credited the
vices for Vanderburgh School industry's showing to strong
Corporation of Evansville, initial sales of the higher-priced
Indiana
1976 cars, the first positive conThe conference was well sumer response to new-model
attended by Murray area introductions in three years.
educators. Mrs. Nell Tacket of
Meanwhile, Chrysler Corp.,
the Murray Area Council of IRA
coordinated
a
reception the last of the companies to put
following the general session on its 1976 cars on sale, debuted
its 1976 lineup today, with forFriday evening.

mal introduction of most.models slated for Thursday.
Company officials predicted
the industry, including imports,
would sell 10 million cars and
2.8 million trucks in the model
year. The forecast was in line
with sales estimates by other
auto makers.

Chrysler, hardest hit by the
industry's slump, is offering a
new lineup of compact cars which the firm is counting on
heavily to regain some of market share it has lost to the competition in the past year. The
new Plymouth Volare and
Dodge Allsen will not go on sale
until early December.
Chrysler was the only company to report a decline in the
liaise period, with sales off 24
per cent from last year and its
traditional 15 per cent market
share down to 9.7 per cent.
Analysts attributed the decline
to the firm's late introduction
of 1976 models.
GM sales were up 17 per cent
in the period, partly due to
strong sales of the new mini
Chevette, the smallest U S built car. GM said it sold 6,100
Chevettes in the first eight days
after the car's introduction and
has orders for another 14,300
Ford was up 16 per cent and
AMC was up 25 per cent.

First Anniversary

CELEBRATION
Martin Amoco E. Main St.
Murray Amoco So. 12th IL Glendale
(Next To Holiday Inn)

Thursday,Friday,Saturday
October 16,1708 -

lit

FREE
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28 oz. Bottle of
with fill up of Amoco regular or Amoco super premium

soc

prices of stock of local interest at noon,.
EDT, today, furnished to the I cdger
Titan by First of MIthigao.
Corp
Mutray,are as follows

Each Thursday 4 p. m.-8p. m.

Court Square

A number of peaceful antibusing
protests were held Tuesday night, with no
disruptions reported.
Leaders of Concerned Parents, Parents
for Freedom, Inc., and other anti-busing
groups asked members and other parents
to back the boycott starting today.
Lowell Hughes, president of Parents for
Freedom, went further Tuesday night,
urging about 100 persons at a protest

meeting to support a more intense boycott ordered busing through court action and
aimed at closing down the schools by Nov. peaceful demonstrations.
1
"We have never advocated a boycott and
Sue Connor, president of Concerned we don't intend to advise our members to
Parents,called Sunday for a boycott today go along at this time," Mrs. Ruffra said.
and Friday. A Concerned Parents spokes- "Boycotting schools is not the answer. It's
man said Tuesday that many indicated a detriment to the children.
support, but that she had "no way of
"As far as we know, no area has sucknowing how many" would take part.
ceeded in reversing a court decision
A boycott Wednesday through Friday, through boycotting," she said.
Oct. 1-3, reduced attendance in the cityAt Iroquois High, Asst. Principal Gene
county school system by more than half on Lewis said the student row that broke out
the first day, school officials said. At- about noon was a racial fight.
tendance gradually increased the next two
Police and school officials said each side
days, and approached normal levels the blamed the other for starting the incident,
following Monday.
which occurred when students were outThe school system has about 120,000 side during a fire drill.
ounias. about 20 per cent of them black.
One white and one black youth began
Some 22,600— half of them black—are fighting and others joined in, officials said.
Two white students and a black student
being bused under the court-ordered
desegregation program that began this were treated for cuts, and one white
student was arrested for carrying, but not
term.
using,a knife, police said.
The boycott was called for today and
Police Officer Carl Yates said "the boys,
Friday because Thursday is a holiday for
after they were dispersed, moved out of
all but elementary school students, and
they will be dismissed early, at 1 p.m. The the area and continued to mill around the
day off was scheduled several weeks ago school for a while. Then they were told to
to give teachers a chance to catch up on ex- leave the area and they left."
Most of the protests that commenced aftra paperwork they face under the
ter dark were small ones, but one, held in
desegregation plan.
Members of one anti-busing group, Save the eastern part of the county by ConOur Community Schools, Inc., have been cerned Parents, Inc., attracted a crowd of
advised not to participate in the boycott, about 400. The group had a permit and a
Louisville police escort, and no distarsaid the group's secretary, Jean Ruffra.
She said the group prefers to fight court- bances were reported.

Newspapers ore as old as free
government -- and hove flow
,seea with it Thomas Jefferson
knew the value of a free press
when he wrote, 'Were it left to
me to decide whether we
chould how" o government
Witfittot newspopers or news
papers without gAvernment
should not hesitate a moreeni
to prefer the latter
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McCage Brothers Have Two
Approaches To Same Goal
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mike
McCage, 23, is an ensign, a
Navy public affairs officer. 4
John McCage, It is a recridt
whose immediate aspiration is
to become a rated Navy
aviation, electrician's mate.
Two approaches — individual
and tailored — bear the same
ulitmate goal — a career in the
U. S. Navy.
Recently the brothers,sons of
Johnny and Geneva McCage of
Murray, rapped about the
differences.)
Mike McCage arrived at
exactly where he wants to be
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through a somewhat circuitous
route. With a degree in Speech
and Journalism from Murray
State University, he worked as
a radio announcer before entering the Navy. Mike prefers
public affairs over any other
career and was able to join the
1650 I public affairs) community, working first for the
Chief of Naval Education and
Training, Pensacola, Fl. He
now is enroute to Washington
with orders for staff duty under
the Chief of Information.
John chose the enlisted route.
After three weeks of recruit
iraming at Orlando, Fl., his

State's Wild Rivers
Receive Monthly Exam
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Kentucky's protected wild
rivers get a physical checkup
once a month from a staff of the
Department for
Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection (NREP).
"By monitoring the wild
Ensign Mike McCage prepares another program for the electronic media in Pensacola.(Of- rivers regularly,
we keep them
ficial U.S. Navy Photograph by PH1 Tom McManus)
clean and natural," said
Wendell Van Hoose, supervisor
of NREP's wild rivers program,
who was preparing for a threeday trip down the entire 17-mile
length of Rockcastle River in
southeastern Kentucky.
"Streams selected for the
wild rivers system must be freePURDY, Wash.(AP) —The imum security prison in this program have been convicted flowing, aesthetically pleasing
on drug charges or drug-related and essentially
teachers at 4-year-old Raymond community near Tacoma.
free from the
robbery or forgery charges.
Cantwell's nursery school are
works of man," Van Howe
Mrs. Cantwell says, "Other
All
are
members of a child
convicts, and the classroom is people sort of
give me weird development class. So far, four added. "We try to keep them
behind locked prison doors.
looks when I tell them about women have completed the six that way."
Raymond tells his mother the
Van Hoose and his staff
school, but it doesn't bother months training required for
that school is "terrific," and
monitor each of the state's eight
the preschool program, but wild rivers.
she says, "If it's good for RayThe program started last prison officials say they expect
mond, that's all that matters."
The state's 1972 general
Raymond is one of 12 young- week. Two inmates serve as about 24 others to be ready assembly originally selected
sters, aged 3 to 5, in a pre- daily supervisors for the play- next year.
parts
of five
rivers—
None of the women was im- Cumberland, Red,
school program that is part of ing children, and a professional
Rockcastle,
mediately
available
for
interan experimental prisoner re- teacher, Bobbie Chapman,
Green and Big South Fork of the
views, but Mrs. Chapman said Cumberland—for
habilitation project at the Wom- oversees their activities.
protection
Most of the women in the the experience has made many under the Wild Rivers Act. In
en's Treatment Center, a min
of them re-evaluate their roles 1974 these were
supplemented
as mothers.
by the addition of portions of the
"I see a lot of women here Little South Fork of the
whose children have been taken berland River, Rock CumIn
an
from them," she said. "They Martin's Fork creeks.
see themselves as pretty poor
To conduct the checkups, the
mothers, but this class gives wild rivers staff usually
walk or
them an opportunity to improve drive along the side of
some of
their image."
the rivers or float down the
The nursery school is oper- others. "Because
parts of the
ating on a one-year federal Rockcastle are so remote,"
said
grant of $19,522, and future Van Hoose, "the only
way we
funding will depend on the suc- can observe it is
by floating
cess of the program this year. down it. We've previously
Add your voice. Share your thoughts. ConPrison
officials
say
the
project floated down the Green River,
sider. Reflect. Examine. Explore.
Join in the American Issues Forum, a nawas in the development stage Little South Fork and some of
tional Bicentennial program designed to get
for three years.
the Cumberland. We can
Americans talking about America.
Laurie Kennedy says she had usually walk along the side of
The Forum is happening in community
some second thoughts about the others—Red River, Rock
groups, churches and schools. In libraries,
sending her daughter to the Creek, Martin's Fork and most
service clubs and union locals. Wherever
Americans meet.
school.
of the Cumberland. This will be
Watch for Forum programs on TV, radio and
"But after seeing how well the first time we've covered the
in the press. Find out about Forum activities
the women work with the chil- Rockcastle all at once—and the
in your area.
dren, I feel comfortable with it entire length of the Big South
Then clear your throat. And talk U.S. up.
now," Mrs. Kennedy said.
Fork is another future project."
One of the main details Van
"Most of the women are
Hoose looks for during a
mothers,
too,
and
they're
defiA public service message of this newspaper and the affe.
nitely not going to do anything checkup is signs of violations of
National Endowment for the Humanities ...bar
wild rivers regulations. the wild
to hurt a 3-year-old child."
rivers staff prefers preventive
medicine to remedial—they try
to prevent violations rather
than penalizing people afterwards. If they do find
violations, they report them to
PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II,
l
ai
the department's legal staff,
Crossroads
who then take measures to
-—
remedy the situation.
MAYRELD: On The Square
"On the whole," Van Hoose
MURRAY: Bel Air Center
said, "the wild rivers system is
in good shape. Although we've
checked their conditions
regularly on a limited basis for
about two years, we're particularly scrutinizing them this
year because we've found a few
violations However, in the
three years since the program
began, we've taken legal action
against only three people. Most
Of the time we can keep things
from happening simply by
talking to people and explaining
the law."
You1I have this winter
Another top priority during an
made in the shade
examination is a visit to
with your new Minnens Coat
prospective strip mine sites
of Genuine Suede!
within the wild rivers areas.
Trimmed in Natural Frosted Lamb*
Whenever an application is
Just for You —
made for a permit to strip-mine
Slip it on,tie it up go 23 skidoo
within 10 miles of the drainage Sizes 6-18, Regular 188
area of a wild river, the wild rivers staff examines the site
along with a division of

Pre-School Being Conducted As
Part Of Rehabilitation Plan

reclamation engineer. They can
then recommend to the division
of reclamation how the mining
operation could be performed to
least damage the wild river.
The wild rivers staff also
monitors unusual conditions on
the river. "For instance,"
explained Van Hoose, "one
private landowner is now
charging a fee for people to
back pack or camp overnight on
his land, which is located on the
Menifee County side of the wild
river portion of the Red river,
where most of the traffic is. He
furnishes litter bags to the
visitors and tells them to bring
out their trash. And, it's
working quite well—they are
keeping the area clean."
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older brother interviewed him
to see how it was working out.
Dismissing the suggestion he
might have joined the Navy to
follow in Mike's footsteps ("I
told you before you pined I was
going the next year"), be said
the first three weeks were the
hardest and things were
becoming routines.
"They're trying to get you to
follow orders and be able to
understand commands quickly,
as well as weed out the guys
who can't hack it," he explained. "Then it starts getting
easier."
Asked if he had made any new
friends, John replied:
"Everybody in the company
is my friend and I have four or
five best friends — except the
people in my squad," he
laughed.
A recruit squad leader, John
said the men in his squad were
4.0.
"We work all the time. If they
are tuisat, it comes down on me.
We've learned to cooperate and
work together."
John said recurits spend a lot
of time drilling on the "grinder," and are continually inspected. He had high praise for
the company commanders who
help recruits make the transition to military life.
What is John's ides of the
"real" Navy?
". . depends on whether I'm
ashore or at sea. I guess I'll just
wait and find out."
Mike, wondering about his
next duty — in the nation's

Navy Seaman Recruit John McCage stands yet another inspection during his training at Recruit Training Center, Orlando, FL (Official U. S. Navy Photograph by ENS Mike McCage)
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U.S. publishes
oil-gas report
A detailed report describing the latest estimates of the
nation's oil and gas resources
has been published by the
U.
S. Geological Survey.
. Jack W. Carlsonistant
Secretary of the interior,
the study of undiscovered re
coverable oil and gas Is
most far-reaching ever L on
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3 lag era, 3 wings and 2 gibists.

U. S. Choice Beef tA nft

Hindquarters
Forequartersua
Beef Sides.is.
VAC PAC

Kroger Corn
KROGER

Fruit Cocktail

Pure Vegetable

11CCAZ
N

CRISCO
HORTIENIN
Lb.
Can
With this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items prohibited
by law and in addition to the cost
of coupon merchandise. Subject
to applicable taxes. Limit one.
Good through Tuesday, October
21st.
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KROGER WIENER ROLLS OR SANDWICH
•CT.
MO5.

Buns

PARS NATI

$109 Pie Shells

DISINFECTANT
14

Lysol Spray

SENIOR CITIZENS

INTENS4VE CARE
Vaseline

Lotion

Nomestyle or Buttermilk

"New Crop" Florida

JUICE
ORANGES

I. swe to register for membership
is ew sew Shlief Citizens Savings
Program at your local Kroger store.
king s member of this program
entitles you to buy ow weekly moon specials without having to
make the $10.00 or MOTO additional
purchase. To qualify tel membership you must be at least 9 years
of age and living on a fixed income.
Kroger is proud to be the first area
food store to offer such a savings
to our Senior Citizzens.
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Sliced or Halves

THIS COUPON WORTH
10c CASH
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YELLOW ONIONS
Limit
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Kreger Bright

BAYER ASPIRIN

WASHINGTON STATE EXTRA '125 SIZE
FANCY RED °CLIC/0GS

LIQUID DETERGENT
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Facial Deformity To End For
Youngsters After New Surgery
Since the youngsters here
are, for the most part, finished
with their growing process, Dr.
Tessier expects that a single
operation will give them normal features for life.
Normally, he prefers to operate on younger children, sparing them the psychological
shock of going through years of
being deformed.
Before surgery, he said, they
also have trouble breathing
through the nose and have no
protection for their eyes, which
protrude.
However, he said, surgery
early in life—about the age to
start to school—means that a
second operation is necessary
when the growth process stops
in the teens.
Dr. Tessier has performed
his surgical technique in such
cities as New York, Boston,
Chicago, Houston, San Francisco and Montreal.
"As a result," Dr. Kohn con- While here, he not only examtinned, "It affected the growth wed the five youngsters, but
of the middle part of the face . held consultations for medical
. . it did not grow, it did not people in a number of ciisdevelop."
engines at the university.

Its surgical technique involves restructuring not only
the facial tissue, but the skeleton of the head as well. He has
performed about half of nearly
1,000 such operations worldwide, he said.
"First we put pieces of the
face or the whole face in normal position," Dr. Tessier said
in an interview. "Second, we
rep/ace missing parts of the
skeleton by bone graft."
The parents of all five youngsters have agreed to the surgery, Dr. Tessier said, and it
will be performed on his next
visit to this country—probably
next October or November.
Dr. Kohn explained that the
deformity is caused by growth
centers in the brain that, "instead of functioning properly,
fused or froze early—like in the
first year of life or in the
womb.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)—A
lifetime of facial deformity is
coming to an end for five
youngsters here—thanks to a
french doctor who has developed a new surgical technique.
Dr. Paul Tessier spent a day
examining the five, who range
in age from 10 to 17, and di.scussing possible surgery with
their parents. In about a year,
he will return here to perform
the operations.
Although all five have technically different deformities, they
look about the same—as if their
faces were caved in from just
above the mouth to just below
the eyes.
In the shortest possible description, yOu'd picture them as
"grotesque," said Dr. Mark W.
Kohn, chairman of the University of Kentucky's Department
of Oral Surgery.
Through an invitation from
Dr. Kotm's department, Dr.
Tessier made his first visit to
Lexington, although he has operated on about 90 persons in
this country before,

Council Calls For Pharmacists
To Do More Than Dispense Drugs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Pharmacists are not functioning at full potential if all they
do is distribute drugs, according to the state Council on Public Higher Education.
Change in the pharmacist's
traditional role was among the
reconunendations in a 124-page
report to pharmacy education
released Monday by the council.
The report is one of a series
being prepared as part of a
comprehensive sciences education plan for the state.
The council said the comprehensive study is the ''first
such effort in the state's history."
If implemented, the recommendations could lead to "significant changes in pharmaceutical education and practice in
Kentucky," the council said,
adding that they would also

The report also recommended
provide "a rational basis for
pharmacy manpower training— that emphasis be placed on the
something Kentucky has never recruitment and enrollment in
pharmacy schools of aPPlicniits
had."
from racial minorities.
Among the Other recommenIt said special consideration
dations is one urging the state should be given to students who
to support expansion of a read- are willing to commit themily available, statewide drug in- selves to practice in areas of
formation system as a means geographic need.
of improving the quality of
The report recommended that
health care.
the governor establish a review
The report also recommended committee on professional lithat the University of Kentucky censire to study and recomCollege of Pharmacy focus on mend change in the role and
research into drug use and function of state health profesabuse as an element in improv- sions licensing laws.
It recommended that an exing total health care.
pe_rimental program be set up
The recommendations were to explore the role of pharmacy
made in light of widespread in- support personnel, and that
appropriate use of drugs and standards of practice cornwhat the report said is a gap petencY be developed and opbetween what health science port:unities tor .isonniming_ ecbiand cation provided,
and technology can
what is actually being done.
The report was prepared by a
special ad hoc study group on
pharmacy named by a task
group of the council.

Bids Invited On
State Improvements

Agency Intercepted Calls
'Fly-In Mini Vacation'
Planned At Rough River Involving Anti-War Groups
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Similar summaries went to at least 40 names to the NSA
Flyers who can "rev" up their a special package price of $37.00
In another development, a
interAgency
Security
National
other government agencies, inengines and round up some per person which includes two
former Pentagon investigator
tele1,000
than
more
cepted
Defense
and
FBI
the
cluding
meals.
night's
six
lodging and
friends will surely want to Plan
phone and telegraph commu- Intelligence Agency, a separate said Monday he was told by the
to attend a special fun Regular rates are applicable for
White House to develop evinications involving antiwar ac- source said.
a
limited
at
visit.
weekend in their honor
that syndicated columdence
and
dissidents
other
and
tivists
confirmed
source
same
The
The lodge and dining room
Kentucky's Rough River Dam
reported on them to the CIA that Dr. Benjamin Spock, ac- nist Jack Anderson had a
of
distance
are
walking
within
their
State Resort Park for
and the FBI, according to in- tress Jane Fonda, Black Pan- homosexual relationship with a
"Fly-In Mini Vacation," Oc- the airport.
sources.
formed
ther leader Eldridge Cleaver suspected news source, Navy
Persons interested in attober 31- November 3, 1975.
in and Chicago Seven defendants Yeoman Charles Radford.
began
intercepts
NSA
The
-Mini
The park's "Fly-In Mini tending the "Fly-In
W. Donald Stewart, who was
1969 and continued for "a two- Abbie Hoffman and David DelVacation" will feature special Vacation" should make their
detailing linger were targets of NSA in- in charge of the investigation
period,"
three-year
or
plans
to
possible
as
soon as
meetings of interest to pilots,
the foreign travels and organ- tercepts. However, the source into news leaks, said the debut only on Saturday; the insure reservations. They may
izing efforts of various Ameri- would not say whether those mand was made on Dec. 23,
balance of time, pilots and their do so by dialing the Department
radicals whose names had names had been supplied to the 1971, by David Young, then the
can
guests will be free to enjoy the of Parks central reservations
provided to NSA by CIA, NSA by the CIA or some other Nixon administration official in
been
many recreational activities at toll-free numbers: In Kentucky
charge of the White House
said.
sources
the
agency.
the park such as archery, 1-800-372-2961, in surrounding
-plumbers" unit.
intercepted
the
of
best-sellSummaries
a
of
author
Spock,
boating, fishing, golf, hiking, states, 1-800-626-2911.
Stewart stressed that Young
communications were trans- ing book on child care and a
shuffleboard and tennis.
For visitors who want to drive mitted via courier from NSA
did not suggest to him that he
candipresidential
third-party
Saturday's schedule includes to the park instead of fly, Rough headquarters at Ft. Meade,
date in 1972, said later, "If our fabricate a homosexual relaa Bi-Annual Flight Review, River Dam State Park, Falls of
offices in Langley, government would put its ef- tionship between Anderson and
CIA
to
Md.,
Courtesy Flight Checks and a Rough, Kentucky, is apbecame part of forts and our tax money into Radford.
new proximately 70 miles southwest Va., where they
FAA
on
briefing
"They didn't want me to go
the files of Operation CHAOS, creating a more just society
regulations.
of Louisville on Highway Ky-79 which monitored the activities rather than snooping on citizens trump up anything," Stewart
Visitors for the entire between Leitchfield (on Ky.-54)
of domestic dissidents, sources who differ with them, America said. "They wanted me to go
weekend can take advantage of and Hardinsburg.
interview (Radford) and ask
said.
would be impregnable."
A source who had seen the him, 'Do you have any homoNSA summaries provided to the sexual relationship with Jack
CIA said they were derived Anderson?"
Stewart said he refused
from intercepts of cable and
telephone traffic between the Young's demand, telling him it
U.S. and foreign countries or "was not germane to the investigation." According to Stewart,
between two points overseas.
None of the sources could Young responded, "Well, the
WASHINGTON (AP) — Atty. viewing existing programs and ginning of the year should lead give a reliable estimate of the President wants this done, the
Gen. Edward H. Levi says the efforts in this complex field and Mr. Levi to let us know his own number of persons whose com- President wants this done."
documentation of white-collar is making recommendations for views on this epidemic...."
"I told him no, I wouldn't do
munications were intercepted.
crime has undergone a "clis- some procedural changes."
In their Aug. 22 letter to However, comments of several it," Stewart said. "If he wanted
The attorney general said the Levi, Nader and the lawmakers sources indicated the CIA gave it done get somebody else."
tufting increase" in the past
year but that the Justice De- committee, created earlier this wrote, "An
unprecedented
partment doesn't need a special year, includes 11 top depart- wave of corporate illegality has
unit to prosecute corporate ment officials, including the di- been sweeping the business
crimes,
rector of the FBI and the U.S. community." They asked that a
be given authority
Levi announced his decision attorney for the Southern
against forming a permanent trict of New York.
' ' to "investigate and prosecute a
To demonstrate what he said wide range of business crime,
division within the department
in a letter to four members of was the Justice Department's from man fraud to regulatory
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a
Congress and consumer advo- concern about white-collar offenses to illegal distribution
tract of standing,selectively marked hardwood timnate Ralph Nader. The letter crime, Levi Pointed to recent of political contributions or
ber containing an estimated 132,838 board feet of
convictions of a corporation bribes, here or abroad, by corwas released Monday.
sawtimber and 170 cords of pulpwood. The timber is
"It may be debated, of and its two top officers on tax porate officers or their agents."
located in Land Between The Lakes in Stewart
course, whether (the increase fraud charges, and he wrote
Reps. Benjamin Rosenthal,
County, Tennessee, approximately ten miles north
in documented white-collar that at least 11 other major D-N.Y.; Toby Moffett, D-Conn.;
of the intersection of U. S. Highway 79 and The
crime) reflects a deterioration corporations are currently un- and Thomas Downey, D-N.Y.,
Trace (Tennessee Highway 49).
in standards of corporate con- der investigation for similar of- and Nader associate Mark
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest
duct or an increase in the re- lenses,"
Green also signed the letter.
Management Section, Land Between The Lakes,
-.Levi also said "in excess
porting of violations or more
Tennessee Valley Authority, Golden Pond, Kenstrenuous efforts to ferret out 50 investigations in the area of
tucky 42231, until 10 a. m., Central Standard Time,
and prosecute violations," Levi illegal political contributions"
October S,1975.
wrote to Sen. Lee Metcalf, D- are currently pending at JusParties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
Mont., a cosigner of the origi- bee. Levi did not name any of
amount of life insurThe
timber should contact the above office. Office hours
corporations or officers.
nal request.
ance bought by Americans
are 7:00 a. m.to 3:45 p. m., Monday through Friday.
Nader later issued a state- last year reached $298 billion,
Levi went on to say the deBid farms and detailed Information may be obnartment's existing criminal, itt saying Levi's "response
a climb of nearly $64 billion
tained from the forester-in charge, Land Between
tax and antitrust divisions are does not reflect a sense of ur- over 1973.
The Lakes, Golden Pond,Kentucky,telephone numadequate to cope with white- gency over our corporate crime
The largest amount of covber 502/924-5602.
collar crime. He said a special wave.
erage purchased in 1974 —
"A crescendo of illegal busiadvisory committee within the
more than three-fifths — was
department "currently is re- ness disclosures since the be- ordinary life insurance

Documentation Of White-Collar
Crime On Increase, Levi Says

NOTICE
TVA-TIMBER
FOR SALE

Aim division

Life insurance
purchases up

FRANKFORT,

Ky. — The Nicholson Road (KY 17) just
KentuatyDepartment —et—north of Its junction with KY
Transportation has begun in- and extending to KY 1501 — a
viting bids from contractors on distance of approximately four
highway improvement projects miles;
—Magoffin-Morgan counties
in 24 Kentucky counties.
The bids will be opened and —repairs to two bridges over
publicly read here at 10 a. m., the Licking River on the
Thursday, Oct. 16, in the State Salyersville-West Liberty Road
(US 460);
Office Building Auditorium.
—Marshall County — conThe following are among the
projects included in the Oct. 16 struction of two additional
ramps at the US 68 Interchange
letting:
—Daviess County — repairs of the Jackson Purchase Parkto the deck of the bridge over way;
—Webster County — conthe Ohio River on the Owensboro-Patronville, Ind. Road struction of four bridges on
Dixon-Caly Road (KY 1340), all
t US 231);
—Kenton County — safety of which are to be located
the between 3.1 and 3.9 miles west
on
improvements
Covington - Independence- of US 41-A.

Leisure
Separates
Create A
Casual Suit

Boys on-the-go can go anywhere
in leisure separates rants are
for sizes 8 to 30- waist.
Jackets are for sizes 8 20.
100% Polyester. In assorted fall
colors.
Jacket $15w —

$18°°

Pants $10
" $1250

State Republicans To Turn
Cancelled Visit Into Rally
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
Kentucky Republicans plan to
turn a cancelled presidential
dinner at Louisville into an
anti-busing rally.
Executive Director Larry
Van Hoose said the Thursday
event is tentative, but that GOP
gubernatorial nominee Robert
Gable would be among the
speakers.
The president cancelled a
scheduled visit to Louisville
that day, with the White House
citing expected anti-busing protests.
Van Hoose said Monday that
Congressman Gene Snyder of
Shirley
Jeffersontown and
Palmer-Ball, the GOP nominee
for lieutenant governor, would
be among other speakers at
any anti-busing rally.

•

FOR BOYS

carter's

Jefferson County backlash is
seen as mainly against any incumbents.
Meantime, the state GOP
clung to the dwindling possibility of a visit to Friundort by
the president.

44242001.,

Van Hoose said the Republicans have reserved Convention
Center in this capital city on a
hold basis for next Monday
through Thursday.

We have tollected &fabulous group of long sleeve dress and sport shirts for
sizes 8 to 20. Choose fancy sport shirts of permanent press rayon and cotton
in assorted colors and patterns. Choose polyester and cotton broadcloth shirts Permanent press in navy, 3Cril, light blue or green. Choose polyester and
cotton fancy print dress shirts on white backgrounds. Sizes 5 to 20

He said word is awaited from
the White House, which he said
is considering a presidential
visit despite the earlier cancellation.

Van Hoose said the anti-busGable hopes to find fertile
rally would be held even if
ing
ground in the Louisville area
visit was in the
presidential
a
for votes from anti-busing oppooffing. He said it would be open
nents.
public without charge.
Court-ordered busing on a to the
There was no estimate on the
month
last
started
basis
mass
number of persons who bought
and there have been protest
to the cancelled
nenionstratintis arel sometimes WO tickets
But Van
dinner.
presidential
disorders almost daily since.
be able
would
they
said
Hoose
Democratic Gov. Julian Carfor another
tickets
those
use
tn
also
roll, seeking a full term,
dinner before the election—
has put himself forth as an
'presidential or otherwise
the
but
spokesman.
anti-busing

$6€1° Toshr

,t„,
ac)447

However, a spokesman for
presidential press secretary
Ron Nessen said the White
House has no information on
the matter.

"QUALITY IS OUR MOST
IMPORTANT PRODUCT
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
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Bush Coat
Ribless cotton corduroy bush coat
and
with Western yoke front. Halfpilebeltlining
k
i
Acr
insets
knit sleeve
In tan or bronze
r

Size 1 2 2
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SOUTIISIDE
S. 12th & Story
8 a. m.-10 p. m.
MON-SAT

NORTNSIDE
10th & Chestnut
6 a. m.-12 p. m.
MON-SAT

octob,
Adults
Nurse
NE

CLOSED SUNDAY

Bab:
1103 E
Fowle
Mum
( Dian:

alba"

PUT

IN YOUR
1.0 BUDGET

di

Quantity Rights Reserved
BABY BEEF

Short Ribs

lb

'
49

FIELD'S
OLD FASHIONED

SAUSAGE

BABY BEEF

BABY BEEF

1.19
$1.19

T-Bone Steak
Sirloin Steak

LIQUID

Lb

SLICED SLAB

$1.49
OSCAR MAYER

PURE

HILBERG

CHUCKWAGONS

14 oz.

994

GROUND CHUCK

69'

lb99

Bacon

Hot Dogs 12oz

DISHWASHING

JOY

PRICES APPLICABLE
TO BABY BEEF
ONLY!

494

ARROWHEAD

19
211).$2

Chuck RoastcBLuATDE
Rib Steak

lb. $

.49

PORK LINKS

lb $1.09

lb $1

October
Adults
Nurser;
NEM
Baby
Carolyn

10 off
Label
22 oz.
IGA

IGA

NATURE'S BEST

MARGARINE
1 lb. Quarters

39t

FLAVOR KIST

NIBLET'S CORN 12...3 for $1

WESSON OIL

39'

79

48 oz.

••

CATSUP '4°'.

TOMATO JUKE

39'

CLEANER-28 oz.

13' OFF

TOP JOB

LABEL

POWELMILIt

594

KRAFT-QUART

1 2 GAL
/

NGE JUICE

86'

MIRACLE WHIP

894

$1.79

99'

FREE BAG OF WONDER
1 2

Gal.

CORN CHIPS with
PURCHASE AT REG. PRICE

FABRIC
SOFTNER

B-B-Q Corn Chips
KELLY's

Del Monte

TUNA A

CHILI

CHUNK

o .

65A
6

494 BISCUITS

6 PACK 8 oz. CAN

PUREX
494 BLEACH

WITH BEANS 15 oz.

2
/
61
0
2/

GALLON 104 OFF LABEL

t

JUICY

RANG

5 Lb.

—.

FRESH

Broccolli

BU"

594 Pineapple

Miss
101, Mil
Rt. 1, I
Miller, 1
E. Tayli
E. Jord
Fulton,
Calvert
Calvert
Szychull
Hamlin,
.Rt. 1. Its

The f
attacke
War I

CARNATION - 8 Qt.

HUNT'S - 4601.

HUNT':

29"

MIXED VEGETABLES

t 12

TOWELS,
LARGE ROLL

47-P

CHERRIES

1 lb. Box

Hi-Dri

303 CAN

gt

RTP 300 Con

GREEN GIANT

II • me
I•

Mas
Route
Paduc,
Sunset
W. Lic
Murra,
405 Sc
Thelm
South
Rachel
Apt. 1,
Kaye
Benton
Route
Gail Tc
Anna J
Murra
Perry,
Sandra
Lynnvi
Erwin,
France
Boy,
Mrs. N
Boy,
Pocaho
Murray
Concon
Route 1
Pender
James]
New C
Thurmi
Murray
Route
Wyatt,
Murray
piredl,

49'
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1 HOSPliAl NEWS
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October 11, 1975
Adults 112
Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Rowlett (Linda L.),
1103 Elm, Murray, Baby Boy
Fowler ( Gayle) 51144 South 4th,
Murray, Baby Boy Wiles
( Dianna), Route 5, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Master Russell Champion,
Route 3, Husband Road,
Paducah, Ira Rudy Tripp, 1620
Sunset Drive, Murray, Stephen
W. Lichtenegger, 620 South 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Mae Bell Hinch,
405 South 8th, Murray, Mrs.
Thelma Lee Chadwick, 106
South 12th, Murray, Mrs.
Rachel Rodgers, 1626 Main,
Apt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Sherran
Kaye Stevenson, Route 9,
Benton, Mrs. Janella Jones,
Route 1, Almo, Miss Cynthia
Gail Todd, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Anna Jean Burke,1506 Chaucer,
Murray, Miss Bessie Mae
Perry, 304 Pine, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Murdock, P.O. Box 124,
Lynnville, Mrs. Linda Diane
Erwin, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Frances Genese Reid and Baby
Boy, 1639 Catalina, Murray,
Mrs. Nancey Smith and Baby
Boy, Route 6, Benton,
Pocahontus B. Walker, Route 3,
Murray, James R. Smith, New
Concord, Robert Dixon Crouch,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Pearl F.
Pendergrass, Route 1, Murray,
James Eugene Powers, Route 1,
New Concord, Miss Christine
Thurman, 400 South 12th St.,
Murray, Ivan Earl Cooper,
Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Loyola
Wyatt, 422 South 8th Street,
Murray, Mrs. Leta Sins (expired), 505 North 6th, Murray.

Your Individual Horoscope

7/e• Parents Did Not Give Permission
To Turn Off Child's Support System

Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY,OCTOBER 16,1575
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
You have the inside track in a
number of ways - if you will
just recognize opportunities
when available and handle
then in your usual clever
manner.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1134̀Rir
Excellent Venus influences!
Get into tie spirit of things and
do your utmost to advance your
interests. Creative pursuits
especially favored.
GEMINI
9
1'
(May 22 to June 21) 11161
Do not wait for opportunities
to materialize "out of the blue."
Seek them out yourself. A
period for exercising your lively
innate
imagination
and
ingenuity.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
You may be indecisive now,
not knowing which way to turn
but, as with Gemini, don't wait
for "inspiration" to help you.
Get going and let past
procedures guide.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Avoid tendencies toward
impulsiveness. Make no hasty
judgments and don't jump to
unwarranted conclusions or you
could make serious errors.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Personal matters may be
troubling you. Review them
calmly, completely. Perhaps
you are overemphasizing
certain angles. There is no real
need for anxiety.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an
Be careful in whom you
confide and respect confidences
given you. Some tendencies
mischief-making
toward
prevalent.

atiqt

SCORPIO
(Oct_ 24 to Nov. n) 01,AV'
Brace yourself for some
opposition now. If you are
prepared, you can cope with it
more easily.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good work clay if you keep
up to snuff, well organized,
reasonably systematic, yet with
mind flexible enough to accept
new and progressive methods
and ideas.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Judgment should be more
accurate now than it has been
for the past couple of days. A
good day for making long-range
plans, making important
decisions.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
excitement
and
Inner
overoptimism could send you
cif the sound path, in both
thought and action. Make a
special effort to maintain
composure.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You could overstep limits now
if too strong a desire for a
certain attainment causes you
to strive and press beyond what
is wise under present circumstances.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
enthusiastic about life and
people generally; are reserved,
dignified and well-poised. All
this, if true to the Libran's finest
side, which also includes a
talent for adapting to unusual
and difficult situations, stamina
in emergencies, and a practical
mind which also delights in the
artistic. Career fields in which
you could especially excel:
literature, the theater, painting, the law, statesmanship
and medicine. Birthdate of:
Amer.
O'Neill,
Eugene
playwright; David Ben-Gurion,
first prime minister of Israel.

October 12, 1975
Adults ln
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Manning (mother
Carolyn), Rt. 1, Box 59, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Jean Colson, Rt. 4, Box
101, Murray, Miss Joy J. Miller,
Rt. 3, Box 317, Murray, Ed L.
Miller, Box 2, Hazel, Mrs. Edith
E. Taylor, New Concord, Claud
E. Jordan, Rt. 2, Apt. No D6,
Fulton, Mrs. Ora A. Treas,
Calvert City, Cony. Ct. Box 7,,
Calvert City, Mrs. Anna
Ssychulda, Lake Shore Dr.,
Elionlin, Miss Mabel Denotrune, FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Kentucky induetries for an
R.1,Murray..
Juliiiet,-Carroa.has.announeed-..espijroonantin w
ain,
3,000 suppliesfrat eaturai gai..forInthat
Kentucky's
LONDON HIT
manufacturers will soon be dustrial
uses
may
be
The first German aircraft
receiving invitations to seven unavailable by 1980.
attacked London in World
regional energy conservation
"The increasing shortages of
War I on Sept. 29, 1917.
workshops designed to prepare natural gas for industry make
conservation an absolute must
for Kentucky manufacturers,"
Gov. Carroll said. "The
seminars will educate our industries on methods of consenting esiergy
we or
alternate fuels."
According to Kentucky
Energy Commissioner Damon
Harrison, the sessions, which
t
are a joint undertaking of the
Energy Department and the
University of Kentucky College
of Engineering, are "only the
beginning of a broad, continuing
conservation program which
will have a
will involve government,
schools, hospitals, businesses
and the general public.
"A top priority of the energy
department is to keep Kentucky
industry operating so that
people will have jobs," he said.
"This can only be accomplished
if industrial firms install
adequate standby facilities for
alternate fuels and conserve in
every way possible, particularly in the use of natural
gas.,,

Regional Conservation
Workshops Announced

79

FRESNO, Calif.(AP)- The
parents of a youth who diet
after his life-support system
was shut off my they did not
give doctors permission to nor
hook a respirator that kept
their son alive for 13 days after
his brain was destroyed
through medical error.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Uribes
said they did not know how
their 19-year-old son, Sammy,
died until they read in the
newspapers that the hospital
had disconnected the respirator
that had kept him breathing.
In a report filed Sept. 11 by
Valley Medical Center's chief
resident surgeon, Dr. Michael
Freeman, the hospital said
Sammy's brain died during surgery when an anesthetist
placed an oxygen tulle in his
esophagus instead of his
trachea, cutting off the oxygen
supply to his brain for about
five minutes.
The report said doctors informed the Uribes that Sammy's brain had died and that
the couple agreed the respirator should be shut off.
The hospital said the mistake
made by the anesthetist, who
has since been fired, was "contributory" to Sammy's death.
George Carter, attorney for
the Uribes, said the couple
“never consented to taking him
off (the respirator). They were
told that the hospital had decided after a staff meeting to
turn off the respirator."
In similar cases in Ohio and
New Jersey, parents initiated
requests to unhook life-support
systems from their comatose
children, only to be refused by
doctors who maintain they have
no legal right to do so.
In Sammy Uribes' case, the
parents say they did not ask
doctors to let their son die.
Sammy was taken to the hospital on Aug. 10 for treatment
of a stab wound in the abdomen. It was when surgeons
were trying to repair his punctured stomach that the mistake
was made by the anesthetist.
He was placed on a mechanical respirator to keep him alive
until Aug. 28, when a medical
center doctor shut the mac '
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Use this coupon or come by our store
and register for a FREE MOBILE DISHWASHER to be given away at'2 PM Sat
Oct. 25. You do not have to be present
to win. Just fill out the enclosed coupon,
drop it in the entry box in our store.
PLUS! watch for GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS.

49'

UPHOLSTERY APPLIANCES
609 So‘th 4th Street

753-7494

Program participants will
include engineering specialists
from
the
university,
representatives of utilities
serving each area where the
seminars are held and officers
of firms which have already
established effective conservation programs.
Harrison said that specific
locations have not been set in
each city where the workshops
will be held, but they will begin
inJiexington on Oct. 28. Other
workshops are scheduled for
Louisville, Oct. 30; Covington,
Nov. 5; Ashland, Nov. 11;
Somerset, Nov. 13; Bowling
Green, Nov. 19; and in Paducah
on Nov. 20.
The department will also
sponsor a "Focusing on
Energy" conference in January
at Lexington, with primary
emphasis on improving the
energy efficiency of buildings.
That conference will be
cosponsored by the UK Office of
Continuing Education and
aimed primarily at architects
and consulting engineers. The
conference will cover information useful in designing
buildings more efficiently.
EDISON UPHELD
The U.S. Court of Appeals
Oct. 4, 1892, upheld the claim
of Thomas Edison that he was
the sole inventor of the incandescent lamp.

NEW EVIDENCE ON HEART DISEASE
For years researchers have
pointed to the Japanese as having
far fewer heart attacks and they
have credited this to the diet of the
Japanese. Specifically, it has been
said that the Japanese diet
features fish and rice and is much
lower in the fats common to the
meat, dairy and fried foods loved
by Americans
Rarely, of course, was it ever
pointed out that the Japanese have
more strokes. Emphasized instead
was statistical evidence that as
Japanese migrated to Hawaii or
America, heart disease increased.
supposedly because of a more
American diet.
BUT NOW there is evidence
produced at the University of
California at Berkeley that
Japanese in America have more
heart disease if they subscribe to
American aggressive ways.
In a ten-year study of some 4,000
Japanese men living in the San
Francisco area, those men who
clung to their traditional Japanese
life style (which "defuses tension
by emphasizing acceptance of the
individual's place in both family
and society") have fewer
coronaries. Even those who indulge in high-fat diets are better
off than their American counterparts.
But if the Japanese men "adopt
the aggressive, competitive and
impatient traits of most

In recent weeks, the legal
and medical controversy over
whether death can be defined
as cessation of brain activity
has become more heated.
Death is generally defined as
when breathing stops.
Medical technology can keep
a patient "alive" by mechanically regulating breathing and
essential bodily functions, but
once the brain is destroyed
there is no way to return the
patient to a normal life. The
patient, legally alive, becomes
a -vegetable" incapable of
thought or communication.

Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College is host to a conference
on Interracial Ministry October
20-22, 1975. This conference is
directed by William H. Rogers,
Cooperative
Director
of
Ministries: Christian Life of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention,
offices in Middletown, Kentucky.
Featured on the program,
along with Mr. Rogers, are
Reverend Thurmond Coleman,
pastor of First Baptist Church,
Jeffersontown, and Reverend
Lincoln Bingham, pastor of
West End Baptist Church,
Louisville.
The theme of the Tuesday
evening session is "Worship In
the Black Church", and the
outline of the schedule is as
follows: t 1) Worship MotifRogers; ( 2) Music in the Black
Church - Thurmond Coleman;
3) Preaching in the Black
Church - Lincoln Bingham; and
4 1 Dialogue with students,
faculty, and guests.
Bill Rogers tells us that

Thurmond Coleman "is a gifted
man in the area of music; he is
an open and congenial man and
will bless the hearts of those
who participate." He also tells
us that "Lincoln Bingham is a
and
preacher
capable
knowledgeable of the history of
preaching in the Black Church." Rogers states furthermore
that "both of these men are
leaders in the General
Association (-Black Baptists)
and will contribute richly to the
experience of Mid-Continent."
And he adds,"We look forward
to our stay on your camps."
Mid-Continent invites the
general public, far and near, to
attend this conference. We feel
honored to have these men on
our campus, and we are glad to
share this blessing with all who
will attend. There will be
morning, afternoon, and
evening sessions Monday,
October 20, and Tuesday, October 21, and a morning session
Wednesday, October 22.
You are invited.

Americans" they can suffer up to
two-and-one-half to five times as
many heart attacks as throe who
continue to folios Japanese ways
ON THE HEELS of this news.
the Journal of the American
Medical Association 1JAMAi
published a final report from the
research of Drs Meyer Friedman
and Ray Rosenrnan of San Fran
cisco
These are the men who believe
"Type A Behavior" is the
dominant factor in heart disease
A -Type A - man is aggressive.
impatient and so forth and has
more heart disease The JAMA
report reaffirmed the earlier
Fried m a n-R osenrnan findings
THUS, doctors now have more
evidence that it is our emotional
patterns and ow- ways of respond-:
ing to our responsibilities and life'
around us that may be critical in;
whether we will or will not have a=
heart attack.
As readers of this column know.:
I don't believe in drastic diet:
changes for fear of heart diseast
unless your own physician
prescribes such dietary change.
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HA YES' BIRTH
Rutherford B. Hayes, 19th
president of the United States, was born in Delaware,
Ohio, on Oct. 4, 1822.

BROERINGMEYER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
announces
the addition of

'DR.RANDY ALLEN
to the center

New Niers
Nee..Wed.-Fri.t), 12,1:301.1
Tres. it Then.,1, 12, 1:301,5
ie 1

Allen
Broeringmeyer
Chiropractic Center
3'02 mi. E. on Hwy.94

Ph.753-2982

Open 9 A M to 5 P

dINC.
r
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Stop, Shop
and Save

N

Vie Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

SALE- STARTS WEDNESDAY-ENDS SATURDAY
Clairol

620 )2

27 12

Coricidin

Peak

Bring Your Film to us for processing and
SAVE

Nice 'N
Easy

Toothpaste

Cold Tablets

With Baking Soda
4 5 oz Tube

26 2 110 12 Coor Prfnts

Sharnp
Ha,

GRAND
OPENING

REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS
WASHERS, DRYERS,
DISHWASHERS
Prices good now tit
October 25th.

by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

Interracial Ministry
Conference Scheduled

I

Murray's New Exclusive
Hotpoint Appliance Dealer

BIG10%off

law prohibits ending any
patient's life, even if parents
give their consent, Carter said.
And in Sammy's case, his parents could not have made such
a decision for him because he
was not a minor, Carter said.

r•

Peck's
Fri. and sat. Oct. 24th-25th

,
- ff and Sammy died, according
to Freeman's report.
"This is a strange case," said
attorney George Carter. -The
parents came to me after they
found out, not from the hospital
but through the newspapers,
how their son died.
"It's a unique situation when
it's the hospital's negligence
that causes the boy to be in the
position he's In, then they make
the decision to take him off the
respirator."
Lauren Bowytx, associate administrator at the hospital, declined to comment on the case,
except to say, "We would not
take him off the respirator unless it was absolutely warranted."
Actually, whether the Uribes
consented to termination of the
life-support system is legally a
moot point because California

East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.
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Doctor
In the Kitchen'

Fast relief for congested colds 964
25 Tablets

58'

Your Choice
$1 38

Noxzema
Skin
Cream

Vitalis

Ayds

Itair Groom

Reducing
Plan Candy

Grooms hoer
without grease

Choice of Chocolate
Vanilla Butterscotch
24oz Box

Chocolate

Glad
Sandwich
Bags

Mint

Greasless- Medicated

96'

$258

10 or
_tor

$1129

Clear Plastic Fold Lock Top •

38'

Box of 80

Evenflo
V05

Plastic
-41ursers

Hair
Spray

CZ)

8 oz . No 40 PT or
4 oz , No. 40 HPT

Choice of Regular hord
gray hair, unscented supPr r,td
to-hold

'oz

Co ,

79'

Gilleite

Gillette
Super
SUPER STAINLESS Stainless
Steel
Double
Edge

Sale

Reg 49'
Your Choice

28'

544

aumwwwils

ihititilaighter

Ora Fix

Thousands of Lights. ockustoble
disposable
Reg 149

Denture Adhesive
Th. Soot of confidence
7'. oz Tube
Reg I 39

69'

79'
Style

Jergens
Lotion
Makes hands
feet softer
10 oz Bottle

Blades
Pack of
5

ORAtix EN

Bic

Robitussin
DM
Expectant Cough
Supprossont
6-8 Hour Cough
Formula wIth
non-narcotic.

h,

Baby
Shampoo

>in

No :Eye sting, so gentle
use every day,
Or

DM

Dandruff
Shampoo
helps control flokmg
assoncrted wth
4filodru(f

84'
15 Of

Bottle

Solo Your

Choice

644
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Prices Good
October 15
thru 11
-Volu

Hyde Park Grade A Large

Eggs
Limit 1 Doz. With $7.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding lob. & Dairy Products

"FRIENDLY GIANT"

for 1
no

A/I
Fc

Hyde Park

Root Beer

$100 Wieners

79c Corn

Col

Rib Steak
Sirloin Steak
T-Bone Steak
Club Steak
Round Steaks

4 Roll

Freezer Special

Side
Cut Wrap Froze

68c

Coffee Creamer .99c Bologna
Del Monte

Big 31 oz.

No
1.131

D
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Armour
With Beans

0_

in
Kraft
Sifigks

Fruit Cocktail

3 SI®
15 or Cans

This Week's Winner
Stank' West
Hardin
Unable To Locate

Cheese

Del Monte
Cut

Scott [add

Margarine
1 lb.
Quarters

meet
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